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The business and good will of the late firm of

J. H. COFFIN &

CO.,

has been sold and transferred to

DOW & PINKHAM,
35 Exchange Street.
<

uausiuo,

uougcc,

endorsements, assignment?, renewals, eto., in
following companies formerly represented by
,r. H. COFFIN & CO., viz:
vETNA, HOME
INS. CO. of N. A., LANCASHIRE, GIRARD,
PEOPLE'S, areirequested to call on the under
signed who have the necessary authority to act.

ftliNKHAM,

DOW

T. DAVIS.
Friendship, Me.

EDWARD

(Successors to J. H. COFFIN & CO.)

Office,

35

Exchange
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Prkes for Families and Offices:

$1.50

W its.
month,
Daily,
per
“
11
“
“
15 “ “
“
“

2.00
2.50

20

50 lbs.
100 lbs.
BY THE CAKE,

.15
.25

-

perlOO lbs,,

.20

Customers can commence taking Ice
at any time they desire, and delivery
will be continued until Notice to Stop
is received at*the OFFICE.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at the OFFICE, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report any neglect of our drivers
in leaving Ices complaints for carelessness. or any other cause, if made at the
Office, will be attended to promptly.
CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE
BURNHAM & CO.,
LIBBY & CO.,
tvs. BATES,

CO.,

CUMMINGS BROS,

aprlleod2m

|i JWBING SUBJECT

both as regards water and public interest, these sponges we
have been showing the past week.
The quantity, quality, variety
and price make them attractive
to any one who has sponge in
view for any purpose whatsoever.
If you allow them to absorb
your attention for even a few
minutes we will assure you that
we will not absorb too much of
your finances in return.

H. H. HAY ft SON,
Middle Street.
dtilstorSthp
jny28_

\

MARKED COPY

This “ad” is marked ip order to attract
attention to

)

The cleanest, purest and best medicine on
This wonderful medicine will
positively cure nervous diseases, par-

the market.

alysjs, rheumatism, neuralgia, heart disease, female weakness, all diseases of the
blood, liver and kidneys, and stomach

troubles of every name and nature. It is
the perfect spring medicine, and a
great appetizer. See testimonials in
our books.
All druggists. $1 a bottle.
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Ready to Accept the Nomination—His Friends Confident.

A
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WILL BE PRESENTED
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Mr. Blaine, It Is Said, Will Write No
More Letters.

That

Page 6.
Wit and Wisdom.
Concerning books.

lStplyCai

A"Quartermaster’s Story!
“Dana has done me more good
than all the medicine I
have ever taken.”

New Yobk, June 2.—A Washington
despatch to this morning’s Sun says:
The advance guard of the Republican le
gions left Washington this afternoon,
bound for Minneapolis, and the men who
composed the Blaine division wore happy
It is practically certain
countenances.
that they have received the assurance
from Mr. Blaine which they have been so
The talk
long hoping and working for.
of last evening at the Blaine mansion between the Secretary and Senator Quay
and other anti-Harrison leaders, settled
the matter, and it is now known as a
fact that Mr. Blaine is “in the hands of
his friends.”
The Sun correspondent
was assured today by two prominent Republicans who took part in these conferences, that Mr. Blaine has at last got his
spunk up, and is“fighting mad” with the
man across the avenue, mainly on ac-

count of the recently published statements derogatory to him, emanating
from the President, Attorney General
Miller and Secretary Foster. He was also informed that Mr. Blaine declared last
evening that he would write no more letters, and that it was evident from what
he said that he now wants to be nominated, and expects to be.
There was a good deal of important
work done in these final conferences at
the Secretary’s house. Not only was it
established to the entire satisfaction of
all concerned that Mr. Blaine would be a
candidate and would accept the nomination, but many of the details of the convention were arranged. The manner of
proposing his name to the convention.

carefully discussed. It had been
suggested in some quarters that the name
might be sprung on the convention by
spokesmen from the first states on the
roll—Alabama, Arkansas and California
—and that this would be likely to bring
about the expected
was

Stampede at the Word “Go.**
This suggestion did not find favor with
the Secretary and his confidential friends.
Some of them thought it would be well
DANA’S IS KING!
to have the announcement made by some
Mr. A. B. Cook, Merchant of Friendeloquent orator from some of thq states
us
the
following—
sends
Me.,
ship,
ANOTHER VICTORY FOR DANA’S.
high up on the roll, like Senator Wolcott
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.:
of Colorado or ex-Senator Ingalls of KanDear Sirs:—I served 12 years in the
1 sas. but there seemed some
objection or
U. 8. Navy, during that time I was stationed
and other Foreign Ports.
another to all that the Westerners sugmm at China
the
4
in
lato
BT
I
also
served
M
years
I ■ ■ Ka
■
gested, because of their silver proclivities
Rebellion, and was discharged
or other local reasons, and it was finally
on account of ill health. I have been randecided that the nomination should be
nine down for years, suffering from estreme
CONSTIPATION,
made by a Maine man whose name is
B€ 1 .a
Si *1 O and other CHRONIC DI3■wa
withheld for the present.
EASES. I have tried a great
Mr. Blaine in these final conferences
niany binds of medicines, but received
little or no benefit from them. Atlastlwas
with his friends expressed great indignainduced to try DANA’S
tion
at the talk of the Harrison men
and it
TH
fflT
1 SARSAPARILLA, BENE■ rl”
about his “disloyalty.”
He claims that
has
GREATLY
he has been a faithful and tireless worker
FIXED ME, in fact has done me MORE
MEDGOOD TUAN ALL THE OTHER
"
for the honor and glory of this adminis1CINE IHAVI EVER
„
tration, and that the “disloyalty” has
(fslJRl-S TAKEN.
been entirely on the side of his jealous
I heartily recommend
it to all suffering from complicated
associates in the President’s camp, and
chronic diseases of long standing.
he declares that there is no member of
Verv truly yours,
the Cabinet who would not imitate his
Friendship, Me. EDWARD T. DAVIS.
example in regard to the Presidential
Dana
Co., Belfast, Maine. nomination under similar conditions.
The course of the President and his lieutenants in sending out authorized statements intended to disgrace the Secretary
THE WEATHER.
of State, and spreading them broadcast
Thunder Likely To Be Heard Today- over the country through the medium of
the press associations, has angered Mr.
Cooler Weather.
Blaine and his friends, and it is understood has
2.—Lo'cal
June
forecast
for
Boston,
Caused a Complete Breach
New England for Friday: Showers probbetween the Secretary and the President.
much
ably accompanied by thunder;
The establishment of the administration
cooler by Friday night; wind southwest,
bureau in the interest of the
veering to northwest. Cooler Saturday. literary
President’s renomination has also aroused much adverse criticism.
It is freely
Local Weather Report.
spoken of as undignified and unprecenPortland, Me, June 2,1892.
ted.
The Jerry Rusk boom for the Vice8 A. M. '8 P. M.
Presidential nomination on the Blaine
Barometer. 29.921 29.830 ticket is gaining in popularity here daily.
80.0
78.0
Thermometer...
While it is not known what the Blaine
60.
Point..... 66.
managers are intending or may decide
51.0
umidity.... 1...67.
to do in regard to this matter, it is quite
w
wind.r:.w
Lt
evident that the nomination of the genial
Velocity. ...T....V..6
Weather.....Cl’dle3 P C
Secretary of Agriculture would strike
Mean dallyther.. .79.0,jMax. vel. wind... 12 W
pupuicii xaxicYy.
Maximum ther_92.0iTotal precip.0
“You may say that I will neither write
Minimum ther... 66.0|
a letter nor send a
telegram to the manP. P.—Partly cloudy.
agers of the Minneapolis convention.”
This was Secretary Blaine’s reply this
afternoon to a direct question put to him
Weather Observations.
as he sat in his library at home.
A perThe following are the observations of sonal friend called at the Blaine residence
the Agricultural Department Weather to obtain some information relative to
bureau for yesterday, June 2, taken at the proposed monetary conference, and
in the course of the conversation refer8 p. m., Totli meridian time, the obence was made to a report circulated in
servations for each station being given in administration circles today that Mr.
direction
of
this order:
Blaine intended to send a communication
Temperature,
to his friends at Minneapolis relative to
the wind, state of the weather:
He posithe Presidential nomination.
Boston, 80°, W, partly cloudy; New tively declined to follow the example set
York, 78°, SW, cloudless; Philadelphia, by the President and other members of the
72°, SW, clodless; Washington, 76°, S, cabinet, and submit to an interview on
cloudless; Albany, 72°, S, cloudy; Buffa- the political situation, but he does not
lo, 66°, W, rain; Detroit, 60°, NE, rain; object
that he will not send
to
Chicago, 48°, NE, cloudy; St. Paul, 46°, any letters saying
or telegrams to the convenNE, cloudless; St. Vincent, 68°SE, part- tion.
The Washington public infers
So. Dak., 68°, SE,
ly cloudy; Huron,
from this that he is in the race to stay
cloudless; Bismarck,72°, E, partly cloudy; and will
interpose no objection to such
Jacksonville, 70°, SE, cloudy.
action as a majority of the convention
may take.
Hot Weather and Good Crops,
John M. Langston, the colored exmeinber of Congress from Virginia, who
[Special to the Press.]
is
control many of the colorRockland, June 2.—It has been ex- ed expected to from
the South in the indelegates
tremely hot here today, the thermometer terest
of Mr. Blaine, was here today in
registering 90 in the sliade. Reports from consultation
with the Blaine leaders. He
through Knox county show a most excel- also saw
many of the colored delegates
lent prospect for farmers. From present
indications there will he an unusually who passed through Washington on tlieir
Mr. Langston preway to Minneapolis.
large hay, fruit and vegetable crop.
tends to be friendly to Harrison, but
lie
does
not believe in the secondsays
General Plaisted’s Condition.
term idea. What effect his work had
Augusta, June 2.—The Maine Farmer upon the delegates he declined to state.
The anti-Harrison men are confident
says unfavorable news has been received
from General Plaisted,’ who is at the Po- tonight that they have the President
land Spring House. His kidney trouble beaten for the nomination even if Blaine
most alarming symp- does not accept. On the other hand, the
seems to develop
Harrison men say they are better
toms.
_

Sarsaparilla

gew

that at

LEWISTON’S DEMOCRACY.

TEMPORARY chairman fassett.

rhe New York Sun

ing.

now

From

Minneapolis.

IjtiNNkATOiiis, Mina., June 2.—Today’s
trains brought in the custodians of both

Blaine booms. The
executive committee, it has been given
out, has agreed on Ji Sloat Fassett for
chairman and Col. Charles W.

Remote

Antiquity

temporary

Johnson of Minneapolis for temporary
secretary. Both are Blaine men. The
early arrival of the Harrison van guard
has proved a great surprise to the Blaine
men.
They were not expecting the Harrison boomers until tomorrow and their
arrival yesterday and this morning has'
opened the preliminary skirmish a day

A REFRACTORY CITY GOVERNMENT
THAT WOULDN’T ORGANIZE.

How the

dy Seems To Be Triumphant Over His
Old Foes-The Callahans a Stubborn

than was expected.
The plan of
the Harrison campaign, so far as it has
been disclosed, is first to make a

Clan.

vigorous
Messrs. Platt,

probability.
Maine Delegates Organize.
St. Johnsbuey, Vt., June 2.—The delegation met in the car “Lorna” after
leaving Fabyans, and elected Charles E.
Littlefield chairman of the delegation.
Charles F. Libby was chosen secretary,
ana

uosepn

xi.

mauicy mpiace

Haynes, member of the

oi

j.

m.

national commit-

tee.

Vermont Men

St. Albans, Vt., June 2.—The Ver-

mont delegation with other
to the number of 80,'left for

[Special to the Press.]

Lewiston, Me., June
correct understanding

study

ancient

history

IN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE.

a

of the little diffi-

for

awhile,

and to

the dust-covered volumes of
of the party in the Spindle
City long before the chieftains who now
wear the war paint, had girded on their
tomahawks and left their wigwams to
seek the scalps of the enemy.
Ask some of the warriors who have
now laid aside the battle axe, and who
sound the war-cry no more, what is the
cause of these internal dissensions, all
this warring among their children, and
they will say as the memories of past
conflicts flush their pallid cheeks, and
brighten their leaden eyes, that it is the
pore

the

over

annals

Callahan-McGillicuddy

again.

Ask them how

Uepublicans and they will
Minneapolis birth on "the soil

this evening on a special train.
At
Swanton they were joined by the Maine
of
and New Hampshire special
five cars.

2.—To obtain

culties in which the Lewiston Democracy
is now involved, it will be necessary to

old

Take the Cars.

Lewiston Democrats Purge Their

Party by Force—Daniel J. McGillicud-

sooner

and personal warfare on
Quay, Foraker and other prominent antiHarrison leaders, and second, if it become
necessary, to make an aggressive attack
on Mr. Blaine himself, so that it will be
impossible for the Secretary to permit
the use. of his name. Senator Spooner,
of Wisconsin was another Harrison
boomer who was on the ground today.
He declares that Blaine will prove himself insincere if he accepts anything less
than the unanimous nomination which
Mr. Spooner will second
he cannot get.
Depew’s nomination of Harrison in all

of the Callahan-

McGillicuddy Feud.

the Harrison and

long ago this

fight
war

on

began

tell you that it had its
of old Ireland long before Lewiston had been reclaimed from
the red men of the forest.
They will tell you that that family feud
which has.been transplanted to American

soil, and which grows so luxuriantly
is a part of Irish history and can
neveT be wiped out.
For present purposes, however, it is
here

Colby Seniors

Who

Will

Hare lhe Com-

mencement Orations.

At the Castine Normal School.

Castine, June 2.—The

necessary to trace these latest products of this family conflict, the quo
warrantos, the mandamuses, etc., back to
not

[Special to the Press]
Waterville, June 2.—The following
members of the senior class of Colby
University have received appointments
as commencement
oratois:
Stephen
Stark, H. L. Pierce, A. G. Hurd, G. P.
Fall, G. A. Anderson, W. N. Donavon,W.
"L. Bonney, Miss Nellie L. Bakeman, and
Miss Dora Fay Knight.
examination at

the State Normal School took place toThe baccalaureate sermon was
day.
preached Sunday by Rev. Truman S.

their

original origin.

Some nine

ten years ago, the Deintermittently would obtain control of municipal
was
under
the especial care of
affairs,
of

mocracy

or

Lewiston, which

The Callahan

Faction.

by that, that

it was so as much
could control the
party. Of course there were Democrats
like Charles Walker, Seth Wakefield,
Dr. A. Garcelon, etc., who didn’t re-

I

mean

as

any

one

faction

Perry

of Limerick.
Memorial Day the
national flag was unfurled on the normal
building by Stevens Post, G. A. R.,
with appropriate exercjfes and music by

jjhe Lawrence band.
of the

The graduation

ex-

class of 18U2 took place
last evening, IT ladies and five gentlemen
The following trustees
taking part.
were present:
Hon. J. Warren Merrill
of Farmington, O. B. Clason of Gardiner, L. G. Pliilbrook of Castine, and:N.
A. Luce, state superintendent. Albert
ercises

of the Democracy had for each other,
and expresses a desire to go to Augusta
and help frame the laws. Here was an
opportunity to forge another golden link
in the chain of concord and it was agreed
that Mr. T. F. Callahan should go to the

BOUND FOB GREENLAND.

legislature.

The

And he did.
But Mr. Callahan did not exactly

Satisfy tile Party.
He may have worked for what lie
thought w*as right and probably did, but
the supremacy of the Lewiston Democracy was not the only thing to which he
shaped his actions. Two bills which he
introduced were especially obnoxious to
the members of his party at home, the
police and fire department measures, designed to take these departments from

before I enter upon the events be

But No

Jail.

[Special to the Press.]
June 2.—Rich Brothers, William A. and Charles C., who have claimed
to he evangelists and several times have
been in jail for doing things which were
not lawful, are again in trouble. Sheriff
Jonas L. Poole has brought them from
Dover, where they were arrested on a

Bangor,

The Elabbrate

MAYOR

WILLIAM H. NEWELL.

England.
Small pox is raging in the valley between the Big and Little Kanawa rivers,
West Virginia. Pomeroy, Ohio, Mason
City, Letarte and other West Virginia
towns are quarantined.
A Rome despatch announces that Pope
Leo has determined to send an important exhibit to. the world’s fair from the
Vatican. Such a step was never before
taken iu regard to a world’s fair by the
papal authorities.
Conservative estimates of the losses
by the recent Mississippi floods place the
total at $50,000,000. This includes the
losses on stocks, farms and buildings in
Missouri, Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana and Kentucky.

and

The Kansas Farmer publishes the crop

from its correspondents throughout the state. They indicate that tlie
wheat acreage is about equal to that of
last year. The condition pf the wheat
crop has improved generally since the
last report

reports

A Body Found at Bangor.
Bangor, June 2.—The body of I. H.
Doane, who was drowned some ten davs
ago at Veazie was found floating tliis
morning above the Bangor water works
by his brother.

Knights Burned Out.
Alfred, J une 2.—The blacksmith shop
of Benjamin F. Knights burned Iasi
night. The loss is $400; no insurance.
D. F.

Interpreter.

an

them somewhere in the north of Greenland will be ready to sail from New
York for St. Johns probably on the 25th
of this month.
Elaborate preparations
have been made for the search after the
daring explorers, and the Kite will carry
provisions enough to last the party two
years if need he. Staunch boats, toboggans, ice-creepers, sledges and alpenstocks will be taken along to aid the
After leaving St. Johns
search party.
on July 2d, the vessel will sail for Disco,
Greenland, where a sufficient number of
dogs and an interpreter will be obtained.
At Millville Bay a supply of ducks and
eggs will be laid in, and if the bay be
free from ice the Kite will be run across
to Cape Yore, where the first search will
be made for
evidences of the Peary
The search will be continued
party.
northward to McCormick Bay, where
the
exthe winter
quarters of
were
located.
The
HON. DANIEL J. MCGILLICITDDY.
ploiting party
non-appearance of Lientenant Peary or
fore us I must pause at the portal and any member of his party by September 1
make
another word of explanation,
will be regarded as almost certain eviwhich seems necessary to make these dence that they have met the fate of so
It is believed,
annals not only accurate but lucid.
many Arctic explorers.
The fourth ward, away back as far as however, that before that date the party
After a thorough
the memory of the politician- reachetli, will be discovered.
and for that matter a politician’s memo- search for them, if they are not found, a
of provisions will be securely
quantity
ry is not very long—the fourth iyard has
A
J
•_
4-T~
J 4-1,
T7-J4-^
been deemed the special property of the
Callahans.
turn southward before the Arctic winter
Just before the last election it came to sets in.
the sensitive ears of the administration
ONE WOMAN FELL DEAD,
that these Callahans were to try to carry
the fourth ward caucus. The administration naturally sought to prevent it. Another'Went Mad—The Birkenberg Silver
At the first caucus the Callahan candiMine Horror.
date, William Leader, was elected. But
there is many a slip between cup and lip,
Prague, June 2.—Over 100 bodies of
and this time the city committee was the
slip. They held a meeting and decided the victims of the Birkenberg silver mine
the caucus wasn’t a genuine caucus and disaster were
brought to the surface toordered another.
No one was rescued alive today.
day.
At the next one, •ex-Mayor A. M. Gar- The faces of the victims are scorched
celon defeated Mr. Leader for the nomi- and blackened and show traces of a desnation, and a full anti-Callahan board of perate struggle for life. The scene at
officers were nominated. Whether there the pit’s mouth today was heart rendyirere good grounds for the second cau- ing. One woman fell dead and another
cus I will not undertake to say, and realwent mad.
ly it is immaterial.
The Democratic ticket was elected, the
OBITUARY.
party had a majority in both boards, and
~

Seth H. Pinkham.
Mr. Seth H.

Pinkham, who died at
Kennebunk, June 1st, aged 06 years and
9 months was born at Cape Porpoise villagei n that town,but acquired a good pro
perty in California, where he went overland witli much suffering with the
original forty-niners. On his return he
began the honorable and successful
trade which he continued till death,
happily demonstrating that business,
honesty and integrity have pecuniary as
well as mental rewards. Although attached to business he found time to gain

a

a

to

Dr. John E. L. Kimball.

Biddeford, June 2.—Dr. John E. L.
Kimball of Saco, one of the most eminent
physicians in the state, died this morning aged 73. He leaves a widow and one
Dr. Kimball was bom in
daughter.
Pembroke, N. H., and graduated at the
Vermont Medical' College in 1847. He
practiced his profession one year in
Baldwin, then opened an office in Saco.
He was surgeon of the 27th Maine Regiment during the war and was prominently identified in public enterprises. He
was a deacon of the Saco Congregational
church.

wouucu uum

too

__

A lynching in New York.

Y., June 2.—Bob
criminally assaulted
Miss McMiss Lena McMahon today.
Jackson was hanged
Mahon may die.
by a crowd of citizens. He confessed
and implicated William Foley, a white
man, in a conspiracy to ruin Miss McJervis,

Port

Jackson,

a

N.

negro,

Mahon.

Favored by Mr. Dingley.
Washington, June 2.—In the House

today
an

McGillicuddies.

tiie

•

Pinkhan had no desire for office
but well served the town both as a
selectman and
representative to the
legislature. His first wife, Miss Mary E.
Brown, left two children, and the widow
of Capt. George J. Perkins survives him
as his second wife.
Mr.

Mr.

Dingley

of

Maine, speaking

of

amendment to the post office appro-

bill increasing the appropriation
for the star routes, favored the extension
of mail facilities to rural districts, contending that such extension would conduce greatly to the general benefit of tha

priation

are

reprfcJaciib

well stored mind from his liberal read-

ings.

unnecessary. Suffice it to
say that two sets of delegates were chosen

Details

a

Philadelphia, June 2.—The artic expedition for the relief of Lieutenant and
Mrs. Peary and the small party with

sensation.
The Democracy had to choose delegates
The Callahan
to the state convention.
element had their idoa who should go
and so, to their surprise, did
The

Outfit—Provisions for

Years* Stay—How the Search Will
Be Carried On with the Aid of Dogs
Two

cognize any leader or faction but after
all they were only the figure heads, not
of
the Democratic
essential parts
charge of disturbing a meeting and creat- machinery. They made good mayors
ing trouble at a funeral. Services were and aldormen but they were not ward
being held over tho body of a woman. politicians in any sense of the word, and
The minister remarked that the deceased they didn’t receive or care for any the
was a
good woman and was now with the sugar, to use an inelegant though comsaints in heaven. Upon this one of the prehensive expression.
Rich brothers jumped to his feet and said
About this time a young lawyer hung
that the pastor’s remarks were not' true out his shingle on a leading street and it
as the woman was in hell.
This made a bore the name of Daniel J. McGillicuddy.
scene which was not befitting the serMr. McCillicuddy commenced to show
me
r or
tins
vices,
evangelists were some ability as a—well a municipal politaken before a justice who sentenced both tician—and also a fondness for this sort
of them to thirty days in jail and to pay of pastime.
a fine of $30.
The leaders of the Callahans were
They probably cannot pay
the fine and so will have to serve sixty then Dennis J. and Timothy F., brothers.
instead of thirty days.
It was not long before they saw a necessity to check the budding ambitions of
BRIEFLY TOLD]
the young lawyer, and any little scheme
posed was to
traced to him was promptly squelched.
Yesterday’s session,of the Senate was
Expel John J. Kyan,
For a time this created no stir and
devoted to Senator Stewart’s speech on
dwelt in the ranks of the un- one of the disaffected councilmen, from
harmony
the silver bill.
terrified.
This was done.
the city committee.
One hundred and twenty of the leaders
But the fire smouldered and eight
the resolutions came. They recited
of the Lodz riots have been tried, found
Then
a
it
burst
into
flame
years ago
More which
guilty and started for Siberia.
lighted up the whole of Lewiston
trouble is expected.
town and created a very pronounced
Members of the Granite Manufacturers’ Association say that the men are
anxious to settle the strike. About 2000
men, they say, are now at work in New

On© of the Party Believes that

Peary Will Not Be Found by Then—

Mayor Newell

A Remark for Which the Rich Brothers,

Will Sail

NEWS MEANS DESPAIR.

ancient

history,

contemporaneous

to
but

Party

SEPTEMBER’S ARRIVAL WITH NO

municipal control.
A-year later Mr. Callahan desired to be
made a member of the water board and
this was denied him.
The war was on again.
We now descend from

Relief

Peary

This Month.

given second term.
Saturday night before the inauguration
Monday the newly elected aldermen and
councilmen of the Democratic faith held
a caucus to choose city officers.
At this caucus it was discovered also
that any attempts to cajole back the dove
of peace were futile and that the rancor
of discord sat with them.
When the nominations had been made,
J. H. Callahan of ward three, J. J. Callahan, T. C. Murphy and J. J. Ryan, of
Callahan partisans all, deward six,
clared they would not vote for City
Clerk Belleau for he had said something
about Mr. T. F. Callahan at one time.
The next day these objectors made an
alliance with the Republicans which
gave them a majority in a joint convention, and as I say joint convention I
sound the key note of this latest phase of
the trouble.
The administration Democracy heard
of this combine and at the next meeting
of the city government they adjourned
without going into joint convention.
They persisted in this and then came the
mandamus. The administration fought
this but the courts have recently decided
to grant this order which will compel
the two bodies to come together.
We will now bid adieu to the mandamus and approach the resolution aspect
of the case.
Tuesday, May 24, the Democratic city
committee held a meeting, and such a
meeting as it was! The first thing pro-

SAID SHE WAS NOT IN HEAVEN..

Went to

ers

was

F. Richardson was re-elected principal,
and all the assistant teachers were reelected,

Evangelists,

PRICE THREE CENTS.

SKS!

3, 1892.

JUNE

That la the Arrangement Now Reported

AT MINNEAPOLIS.

Fire Department rules.
Pytliian Sisterhood.

with the situation
the oontest
any time 4 ring

pleased

PRESS.

±«.u-

tory town, ancl the state convention
sought to heal these gaping wounds by
talking half of one delegation and half oi

oAiinfw

the other.
The balm did not have the desired
effect. The physician was incompetent.
From this time the McGillicuddy side
had rather the best of it, though not by
any means a “snap.”
Four years ago occurred another little
bears directly on the opinl
at issue now.
The Democratic city committee found,

episode"which

thought they found, that some Judas
telling the Republicans, who, by the
way, were viewing these family troubles
with calm contentment and complacency,
or

s

JOHN H.

was

all that occurred in their-secret sessions
The result of this diScbVery was that
Dennis J. Callahan and James A. O’Brioi
were expelled from the Democratic city
committee.
Now let us suppose that two years
liaye elapsed, as the story books say.
Matters were going smoothly, A Democrat was mayor and to all appearances
the dove of peace had complete control o:
the situation.
Then comes Mr. T. F. Callahan, his
heart stirred with the great love the lead

CALLAHAN,

President Lewiston Common Council.

Callahan, J. J. Callahan, J. T
Murphy, Samuel Booth and John J. Ryai

that J. H.

had been elected as Democrats and tha
they had formed an unholy alliance witl
the Republicans, and called upon them

though in more extended phraseology, t<
get out. They haven’t done it yet, bu
that is another story.
The resolutions, also endorsed Mayo
Newell and his administration.
Mr. T. F. Callahan was present at tin

(CONTINUED

ON SECOND

PAGE.)
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest of
ail In leavening strength.—Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Boxal Baking Fowceb Co., 106 Wall St.X.Y.

V

v

ru_
DRY

GOODS.

LEWISTON’S

Inson 1 Larrabee
24© IWSiddSe Street*

DEMOCRACY.

UNDERWEAR
SALE.
On account of the lateness of
the Summer Season one manufacturer was obliged to sacrifice
profits to close out the stock of
Summer-weight Underwear.
We have purchased eight solid
cases of Ladies’, Mens’ and Children’s Medium and Summerweight Underwear.
One case Ladies’ Jersey Vests,
low neck and sleeveless,

9e Each.
Worth 25c.
One case Ladies’ regular
37 I -2c Swiss Ribbed Vests, low
neck and sleeveless, all sizes,

12 f-2c Each.
One case Ladies’ Unbleached
Ribbed Vests, low neck and
sleeveless, all sizes, finished
with silk,

57c Each.
Worth 50c.
One case Ladies’ 62 l-2c Egyptian
Cotton,
shaped, Jersey
Vests, fancy finished neck, long

sleeves,

25c Each.
One lot Ladies’ Swiss Ribbed

Vests, low neck, short sleeves,

worth 50c, for

25c Each.
One case regular 25c
Quality
Ladies’ and Misses’ Jersey Vests,
low neck and sleeveless,

8c Each.

CORSETS.
At this sale we shall sell one
of regular $1.00 Corsets, Elastic Hip, Nursing Corsets,'and all the popular styles,
for
more case

69c Each.
79c Corsets

For 49c.
All sizes, white, drab, pink, blue
and black.
A regular 50c Corset, iu all
sizes, White and drab.

For 25c.
CENTS’

and

BOYS’

UNDERWEAR.
quality Medium and Summer-weiglit Underwear to be
50c

sold for

25c Each.
Men’s Colored Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers,
regular 75c quality, for
One case

39c Each.
One

Men’s regular 87 l-2c
quality Shirts and Drawers,
silky fibre, combed Egyptian
yarn, all sizes, gossamer weight,
case

at

50c Each.
One case silk finished Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers, actual
value $1.25, at the ridiculously
low price of

65c

EACH,

or

$1.25 A SUIT.

A feiv small lots of Eadies’ and
Men’s extra fine qualities Summer-weight Underwear to be
sold at one-half the value.

Ladies’ and Children’s

HOSIERY.
Somo

iri'fal

values

will

ho

sale today.
One case Ladles’ Fast Black

placed

on

Hose,

6 prs. for 25c.

We also have a complete line
of the different qualities in the

LINWORTH HOSIERY.
for Ladies, Men and Children.

FROM FIRST

for cash.

on a shirt that’s fit to wear,
excellent place for the shirt that
If you have not
in’t, is the rag basket.
been troubled with an ill-made, ill-fiting uncomfortable shirt, you have escaped a positive infliction; if you have
been bothered by such an article you
will be all the more apt to steer clear
in the future.
Don’t get in a perfect
rage every time you put a shirt on,
but try OUR SENATOR, the most perfect fitting shirt made.
The price does

in

putting

an

not

signify

the value.

Laundered §1.10, Unlaundered §1.
have had plenty; of experience
with shirts, and this experience has
probably taught you something. There
isn’t the least reason why you should
be content with second rate material
or make when that which is neither |the
one or the other is at your disposal
same amount of
for less than the
money. Our BONANZA, made of the
Langdon Cotton, reinforced front and
hack, perfect in fit and workmanship.
Try one.
Only 75e unlaundered, 8ac
laundered.
Our Forest City Short Bosom Shirt
and Portland Pride are equal value according to price, 65c and 50c each 10c
You

extra laundered.

The Wonder Shirt is rightly named.

Price

35c, unlaundered,

10c extra for

laundered.

Manson C. Larrabee,
je2

246 twiddle Street.

dtf

misceixanboes.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The curtain will

now

Portland Piled Ip Thirty-One Runs
and Shut Out Manchester.

rise upon what

fTlHE Board of Begistration will be in session
X at Lewis Hall, at Woodfords, Tuesday,
May 31st, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, June 1st, 2rd, 3rd, and 4th from 9 to
12 a. m. and 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m. each day,
to receive
applications of persons who may
claim the right to vote In said city. Persons
holding naturalization papers will present them
in order to be
registered. All persons wishing
to be

present stands as the last act of this
comedy or tragedy, as you choose, the
caucus in the new city hall.
The city committee had decided that
Dr. A. M. Garcelon should preside over
the caucus, but when Chairman French,
VISITORS GOT DESPERATE AND
who is not administrative by the way,
TRIED AIL POSITIONS.
called the meeting to order lie neglected
to call Mr, Garcelon to the chair until

Mr. T. F. Callahan arose and nominated
another man, Kinney by name.
Chairman French put the morion and
declared Mr. Kinney elected. It was objected to but the objection didn’t go.
Then, men and brethren, was a sight you

terday’s List of Winners—Woonsocket-

—

score:

All the candidates accepted. The platdenounces both the Democratic
and Republican parties as unable to
cope
with the drink evil. Dr. H. A. Gibbs
presented a resolution protesting against
the unfair and dishonorable treatment
which the prohibitionists of the state
have received at the hands of the Republican members of the state legislature.
It was adopted by the convention.
The
list of delegates at large to the national
convention includes one woman.

PORTLANDS.

sorm

8
5
7
(5
7
6
6
4
6

4~
5
3
3
3
4
3
3
3

3
4
3
2
5
3
3
0
3

4
9
5
2
6
5
5
0
5

2
1
5
8
7
l
1
2
0

O
4
O
0
1
2
O
1
7

Totals.55

31

26

41

27

15

2

A.

E.

AB.

The funeral services of Rev. John

cii/tnocafnl

onrl

ate.

The funeral

charge

TB.

PQ. A.

E.
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

0
0

cf., 2b.
Dowling, lb., p., cf.
Thornton, 2b.,p.,ef.
Garry, rf., cf.
Colline, 3b.
Wheeler, p., ss., If.

R. IB.

TB. PQ.

0

0

0

9

I

I

O
0

2
1

3
1

2
4

1
6

2
1

3
0
0
4
O
O
4
0
1
o
3
o
4
0
1
301

O
O
1
o
1
l

4

4

5
0
2
0
l

0
3
O
2

2
3
1
1
2
1

Burke, If & lb. 4
Fitzmaurice, cf., p.,
c., ss. 4
Mackey, c. & ss.... 4
Farrell, ss., p., rf.,

to

in

IB.

MANCHESTERS.

[Special to the Press.]

was

R.

Annis, If.
Kirmes, 3b.
O’Brien, cf.
Rogers, lb.
Lachance, c—v..
Clymer, 2b.
Burns, rf.
Johnson, ss.
Klobedanz, p.

Rockland, June 2.—Steamer Emeline,
Captain Webster, went ashore near Green
ledge, at the entrance of Larry’s Narrows,
during the thick fog of yesterday. She
was on her afternoon
trip from this city

o

AB.

Steamer’s Peril.

Funeral of Rev. John Cobb.

2

Totals.33
0
6
7 27 19 14
Innings.1 23456789
Portlands.7 0 5 3 4 0 2 4 6—31
Manchester-0 0000000 0—0
Earned runs—Portlands, 8. Two base hits—
Annis, Kirmes, 2, O’Brien, Lachance, Clymer, 2,
Burns, 2, Klobedanz, Fitzmaurice. Home run—
Kirmes.
First base on balls—Kirmes, 2,
Rogers, Clymer, Burns, Johnson, 2, Klobedanz,
First base on errors—PortFarrell, Garry.
lands, 5; Manchester, 2. Stolen bases—Portlands, 11. Sacrifice hits—Portlands, 2. Hit by
pitched ball—Johnson. Wild pitchs—Klobelanz, Dowling. Struck out—Rogers, Lachance,
Klobedanz, Farrell 2, Thornton, Garry 2,
Double play—Burke, Farrell and
I Wheeler.
Collins; Johnson. Clymer and Rogers. Time of
;ame—2 hours, 35 minutes. Umpire—Webster.

largely attended and
E. G. Harding, Esq.

was

of

SMITH’S ERRORS RESPONSIBLE.
Game at Lewis-

How the Salems Lost The

Rev. A. W. Pottle was invited to take
of the services, which were as
follows: Hymns read by Kev. N. J. Kew-

charge
ley

and

Rev.

Lewiston, June 2.—Smith’s errors are
responsible for the Salems defeat, a
wild throw to first losing the ball unler the grand stand, and permitting
Mullen te score in the first inning.
Atrendance, 350. The score:

G. D.

Lindsay; Scripture
lesson by Rev. C. F. Allen; invocation by
Rev. G. K. Palmer; addresses by Revs.
D. B. Randall, Charles Hunger, L. H.
Bean, W. S. Mclntire and G. K. Palmer,
The closing prayer was by Kev. W. B.

Bartlett..
The Masonic fraternity, of which the
deceased was an honored member, served
as an escort to the procession, were
pres
ent in large numbers, and at the close of
the church services their beautiful and
appropriate ritual was conducted by the
proper officers.
The music, which was admirably rendered, was under the direction of Hr. M.
E. Little, Prof. George Quimby, organwere

AE. K,

_

Mullen, rf. 3
Keay, 2b. 2
look. If.... 4
1. Lezotte, lb. 3
4. Lezotte, cf.4

Donahue, c. 4
Mickey, ss. 3
McCormick, 3b.... 4
McGuire, p. 4
Totals.31

abundant and

3

B.
0

TE. PO.
O

3

A.

E.

O

0
1
0
0

11116
0
0
0
0
0
0
O

1
0
1
0

1

1
0
1
0
1

3
14
2

0
O
1

3

1
4

0

0
1
0
0

0

3

0

O

1
3

1 1 1

27

16

1

A.

E.

i

O

0
0
1
0
0

3

0
O
1
0

0
0

0

■WHAT

dtju4

_

AB.

McCarthy, If.
Moore, c.
Deady, lb.
Briggs, cf.

4
4
4
4
Mall, 2b. 3
Smith, ss. 3
ipear, 3b. 3
3
I Neill, rf. 3

furnished by the ladies of the Reliej
Corps of Gorham and others. A large
delegation of his brethren in the ministry
were present and the bearers were selected from the members.

yUen.p.

Sixth of June.

Totals.31

R.
1
O
0
0
0
0
0
l
0
2

B.

TB.

PO.

1
I
0 12
0
5
1
1
0
6
0
1
0
0
0
2
5
1
110

5

S

27

0
0
1
3

1

0
3
0

0
1
11
10

5

Innings.1 23450780
,ewistons.1
Salems.0

0200000 0—3
ooioooio— 2

Earned runs—Salems, 1: Lewistons, 1. Home
un—Killeen.
Sacriiice hits—Moore.
8toien
iases—Keay 2, Hickey 2. First base on balls—
teay 2. First, base on errors—Lewistons, 4;
1.
Hit by pitched ball—J. Lezotte.
! salems,
'truck out—Moore, Deady. O’Neill, Mullen,
look. .7. Lezotte, Donahue 3. McCormick, MeInirep Double play-Hiukey, Keay and Leotte. Lmpire—Cray.

]

"A YOUNG WOMAN AI FIFTY,”
the world
expresses it, ‘‘a well-preserved woman.” One who,
understanding
the rules of
health, has followed them, and
preserved her youthful appearance. Mrs.
Pinkham has
many correspondents who,
through her advice aud care, can look with
satisfaction in their mirrors.

Or,

You Can Do To-Day!

HOSE!

as

LYOIA £. PINKHAM’S Compound
goes to the root of all female complaints,
renews the
waning vitality, and invigorates
entire system. Intelligent women ol
the.
middle age know well its wonderful powers.
All Druggists sell it as a standard article, or seat by mail, in form of Pills or
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00.
Mrs. Pinkham freely answers letters of
inquiry. Enclose stamp for reply.

quality, lowest prices.
CHASE & SONS &

Don’t wait until next week to visit the

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT
Atkinson

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
PORTLAND,

MAINE

We

]an!9__d6m

J. C.

TIUE

==^=03F*

CO.,

have bargains

ready

CLAY,

Company.

for

you

There

now.

are

in our store than in any other three stores combined.

See your

SPRING OVERCOATS

Formerly with Hon. W. L. Putnam, U. S.
Circuit Judge, will hereafter be found at office
of A. 8. woodman. Attorney-at-Law, No. 36
All work
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
promptly executed.
may!81m«

Lydia E* Pinkham Med. Co., Lynn. Maes.

$12, $15,
close them out,
S5,2 $7,$4$8, $10,

up to

to

to

$30;

as we

these prices

are

reduced from

must have the room.

SUITS.

MEN’S

We are more than delighted with this line.
We can show you
hundreds of different styles and colors.
All new, no old stock.
Prices $7, $8, $10, $12, $14, $16, $18, $20, up.
We are bound to
meet your wants and will sell you at a very small margin, for we
are going to have your trade.

(o

^

more

NEW GOODS

Stenographer and Typewriter. chance!

)

__

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best

%'rJI$Bd^(\6]n£

MEN’S TROUSERS.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

We have them for working
and $3.

men

for

$1, $1.25, $1.50, $2, $2.50

DRESS PANTS
$3.50, $4.00, $5.00,

Z3ST THE WORLD.

MEN’S

:::

mv9

Office

::

ST.,

and

For

::

PORTLAND,

-

Lowells, 8; Pawtuckets, 4.
icated,
lands.
Pawtuckst, June 2.—Poor fielding players
last today’s game for Pawtucket.
At- sockets

tendance, 275:
Innings.

23456789
Lowells.:.0 0502001 x— 8
Pawtuckets...,.! 0300 0 000—4
Base hits—LoW?n, 8; pawtuckets, 8. Errors
—Lowells, 4; Pawtuckets, 7. Batteries—Eudderham and McCauley; Sullivan and .Connoghton.
Brocktons, 10; Woonsocket*, 7,

Brockton, Mass., June 2.—Brockton
today by timely hitting and sharp
fielding. Attendance, 600:
won

Innings......... 1 23456780
Brocktons.1 0 1 2 2 2 2 0 0—10
Woonsocket*.... O 03013000—7
Base hits—Brockton. 14; Woonsocket*, 12.
Errors—Brockton, 2; Woonsockets, 5. Batteries—Doe and Burke; Sullivan aud Burrill.
New England League Standing.
Per
Won. Lost. Played cent.
Woonsocket. 13
0
22
59.1
9
Manchester. 15
24
62.5
Brockton. 14
9
23
60.9
9
Portland. 11
20
55.0
11
11
22
Salem.
50.0
11
22
50.0
Lowell. 11
16
8
24
Pawtucket.
33.3
7
14
21
Lewiston.
33.3

Sport

at

following games

St.

were played
League yesterday:

AT BOSTON.
Louis.1 0 0 2 1

0

0

3

x—

EVERY

one

Goods

look at
Windows.

of the Atkinson 49c Shirt

Bowdoin.

Middle, Pearl

and Vine

C. ATKINSON,

ISA^C

or

COMPANY

Streets,

•

CEN’L

and desirable goods marked way
^ 1 AAAol seasonable
down, and they must be closed out. The people
94iUUU
^
the
us

appreciate
busy all the time.

Zimmerman, the American bicyclist,
yesterday won a half mile handicap at
Bulwich, Eng., after a great contest,
making the distance in the fast time of
1.114-5.

Noo«
Sucb
CONDENSED

t\iijc«

DYER

jHeat

an

<fe

We

NONEiSUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.
eod&wlynrm

a

novelties this season

prettier line of Cotton

the Corded Taffeta

never

Dress

had

Fabrics

we are

Lawn with neat and

than

in col*
pretty designs
8

...

showing this

ors.

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK BHD JOB PKIHTER,

Pittsburgs.o 1000201 0—4

AT BROOKLYN.

Brooklyns.o

00411100-7

offer

5
<

For
Public

Heating Dwellings,
Buildings, etc., by Hot

Water

Circulation, the

C. Daly; Vlau and Dowse.
The National League Standin.

gteSSWv.

To

Try Again,

Boston, Mass., June 2.—By order of
President Murnane, of the New England
League, the Woonsocket-Portland game
ilayed at Woonsocket May 5th, has Been
)r™red to be played over.
[This was the game which Umpire
vOmey, who was accused of being iutox-

\
S
s
<

5

Hot Water
Heaters

at the

<

5

are the original and best.
They have never failed to take
the highest awards wher-

?
S

5
S

shown.
Send for

WS**

_

per yard,

line of

Yhe great sale
k

following spec*

Colored

and

of

Black

Dress Good8 to be con’

yard

MANSON

J

C.

LARRABEE,

24=0 Middle Street.

>

dtf

S
NOTICE

ASK TOUR DRUGGIST TOR

Scott’s

A REWARD OF S25

Cure

For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
? Bruises,
Sere Throat, and Other Lameness.
Seoond to no other liniment in the Untied
? GURNEY HOT WATER HEATER CO., S
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces.
Wlllbe sold by aB druggists. David Scott, Sole
Trade mark
Proprietor in fhe United States.
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale bwCook,
may23
«od6mo
.Everett & Peonefl.Jforflaad. Me.
lebzfldtt

of

actually

worth 25 cents.

•
tinued this week.
36 inch Cumberland Suitings ...
5
cents yard
White Nainsook, (1 to IO yards in a piece)
6 1*4 cents yard
Newdesignsin best quality American Bingham, ||
cents yard
Llama Cloths..
cents ya'd
All the latest designs in Pongee Suitings,
12 1-2 cents

?
our new illustrated book
< “How Best to Heat our Homes,” i
j
a work of art on the subject
5
c

of

sale

on

this Wftek at 15 cents

shall

ial prices :

|
<

ever

full

invoice

these goods

Cotton Dress Fabrics

and radiators

c

a

we

We shall place
first

..

shades.

This week

No. 37 PIPM STREET.
<

designs and most

desirable

Louisvilles.o 0000000 6—5
Base hits—Brooklyn, 11; Louisville, 6. Errors
-Brooklyn. 2; LouisviUe, 6. Batteries-Hadiock
Per
Won. Lost. Played, cent.
38
10
28
7315
.
38
Brooklyn. 23 13
63.8
37
IS
Chicago.... 23
69.4
39
68.9
Cincinnati. 23 16
[ Ittsburg. 21 19
40
60.2
38
62.6
20 18
38
Philadelphia.. 19 19
60.0
New York.
37
19
48.6
is
43.2
"me. 16 21
.37
36
Washington. 14 22
38.8
39
13
26
33J3
St*"".
37
Baltimore. 9 28
24.3

new.
our

est

New Yorks.o 100 1400 1-7
Base hits—New York, 12; Pittsburgs, 10. Errors—New York, 3: pittsburgs. 6. Batteries—
Crane and Fields; damp and Mack.

All the

season.

AT WASHINGTON.

AT NEW YORK.

CO.

One of the prettiest

■

Zimmer.

offer, and keen

Brings Out The Summer Dresses!

old-time

ap*

we

THE FIRST OF JUNE

every*day convenience of an
luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
Makes

great bargains

Plain, Printed, Hemstitched, Embroidered and Eace Handkerchiefs, marked down.
Black, White and Colored Ribbons marked down to close.
One case 27 in. Printed Challies, 6 1-4 cts. worth lO.
200 Antique Eace Tidies 13cts. worth 25.
One lot Portemonnaies at about half price.
One lot Steel Scissors, 25 cts., all sizes.
One lot of Jewelry at one fourth of the cost.
One case lOc Printed Cambric for 8 cts.
One lot Cocheco Prints, 5 cts.
A few more pieces of Plaid Repellents 69 cts., worth $1.00.
Good 9*4 Unbleached Cotton, 15 cts.
“
“
“
10*4
16 cts.
Misses’ 50c. Fancy Cotton Hose, Sets.
“
“
“
“
62c.
121.2 cts.
“
“
“
“
75c.
15 cts.
If you are looking for Bargains call on us.
Ours is the Bargain Store of the City.

race.

7

9

MANA^R.

FOR THIS WEEK..

Base hits—St. Louis, 10; Bostons.il Errors
—St. Louis, 2; Bostons, 0.
Batteries—Gleason
and Buckley; Clarkson, Stivetts'and Ganzel and
Bennett.
AT PHILADELPHIAChicagos.0 00010000— 1
Philadelphia.0 3.1001 02 x— 7
Base hits—Chicagos, 6; Philadelphia. 9. Errors-Chigagos. 1; ^Philadelphia, 1. Batteries
Luby and Schnver; Carsey and Clements.
AT BALTIMORE.
Baltimores.0 0000001 l— 2
Ctncinnatis.0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 x— 3
Base hits—Baltimores, 6; Cincinnati, 7. Errors—Baltimores, 3; Cincinnati, 2. Batteries—
Cobb and Gunson; MuUane and Murphy.

Clevelands

the Farrington 47c.

Notes.

A fight of ten rounds between Billy
Frazier and Jack McAuHffe, for a purse
of $500, has -been arranged to come off at
the Manhattan Athletic Club, June 22d.
At Morris Park, New York, yesterday,
George B. Smith, known as “Pittsburg
Phil/’ won $30,000 through the victory
of his colt King Cadmus in the fourth

Bostons.2 01010200—6

Base hits—Washingtons. 7:

Pearl Street

our

BARGAINS EXTRAORDINARY

in

Washingtons.o 000ISO00— e
Clevelands.3 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 x— 7

DESCRIPTION.

to do with their defeat.
The Bowdoins defeated the Boston
University nine in a seven inning game
today by a score of 14 to 2.

The National League.

The

OF

THE ATKINSON

Brunswick, June 2.—In the Bowdoin
College class raoes this morning the
Sophomores beat the Freshmen easy by
five lengths. While the Freshmen were
outrowed their faulty steering had much

Salems Today.
The heavy-hitting Salems will make
their first appearance on the Portland
gronnds this afternoon when they will be
the opponents of the home club.
There
are some of last season’s favorites with
the visitors, including Deady and O’Neil
the crack pitcher of the Manchester*.
Stott and Burns will be the battery for
the Portlands and O’Neil may pitch for
the Salems.
Ladies admitted free to
Game will
grounds and grand stand.
commence at 3.30.

the National

Outing

You want

ME.

declared forfeited to the PortThen the game was finished, two
acting as umpires, and the Woon-

winning.

FURNISHINCS

Call and examine our stock before
you buy a dollar’s worth of goods.

PORTLAND SCREEN CO.,
Factory:::
93 HANOVER

up to $10.00.

Our Children’s Department is Loaded With Novelties!

Our patent spiral spring attachment is without a rival, as its
method of application renders the adjustment of the screens perfectly simple and easy, and experience has fully proven that in
durability and retention of spring power it leads all others.
Measures taken and estimates furnished for orders of any size
large or small.

ana

SALEMS.

in excellent taste.
Prominent among
these was a floral emblem from the
School street church, a floral tribute

The arrangements have been completed
for the celebration of the anniversary of
the Portland Light Infantry, which occurs at the Preble House next
Monday
evening. Invitations have been issued to
Gen. H. M. Sprague, Adjutant General,
Col. L. H. Kendall and other officers of
the militia in the city. Gen. C. P. Mattocks will act as master of ceremonies.

registered.

may24

errors—Washingtons, 2; Clevelands, 3. Batterles-Klllen and Milligan; Davies, Cuppy and

LEWISTONS.

ist.

The floral offerings

so

Errors—Brocktons and Lowells In Yes-

Such vigorPortland
Came
Which Both Sides
ous use of the
English tongue, such jestiProtested To Be Played Over
The
culations, such hustling is never the lot
National League.
of every man to witness. Ex-Mayor McGillicuady took the lead and a poll of the
Yesterday Portland turned the tables
house was at length secured. Thft oppoon the Manchester and defeated them
sition didn’t show
up.
Then some resolutions were introduced by the
overwhelming score of 31 to 0 the
like those I have described above, and worst so far
this season.
Klobedanz
they were passed, live objecting.
The McGillicuddies were triumphant. who pitched for the home team showed
that he is capable of pitching with the
Fred K. Owen.
best of them.
His work
yesterday
Second District Convention.
showed good judgment, and in tight
June
2.—The Second DisLewiston,
trict Democrats today nominated D. J. places, that is, with men on bases, he
of
Lewiston
for Represent- was as cool as could be desired, while
McGillicuddy
ative to Congress,
E. Hughes of his catching Wheeler off first in the
George
Bath and A. S. Kimball of
Norway as
with the whole Manchester team
delegates to the Chicago convention, and eighth, “Look out for the
Ferdinand Fenley of Auburn and Ernest shouting,
turn,” was
F. Kelly of Bath alternates.
They in- about as clever as one will often see.
structed the delegates to vote for CleveThe visitors yesterday afternoon seemland
A resolution that D. J. McGilliafter Wheeler was knocked out of
ed,
nomination
cuddy’s
for Congress should
not prejudice his candidacy for delegate the box in the third, to see how many
at largo to
Chicago, and recommending different positions each man could play
him as the choice of the Democrats of
a
Farrell led with
the Second District, brought out a warm during single game.
He played short stop, pitcher,
debate.
The last clause of the resolu- five.
tion was voted down.
right and center fields and second base
and it must be said to his credit he did it
At the High Water Mark.
well. For the rest, Mackey showed himGettysburg, Pa., June; 2.—Under a self to he a star. He caught three dffercloudless sky, and in the presence of
thousands of spectators, the High Water ent men during the afternoon and did it
Mark monument was dedicated
today. well as the men put the^ ball everywhere
The exercises at the monument began at but over the
plate, and kept him on the
1 o’clock. Rev. J. Minott Savage of Bosall the time.
Some of his stops
jump
um-upeneu wim prayer, non. Edward
McPherson extended the welcome to the were of the gilt-edge order.
The home team took things very coolbattlefield, Colonel John B. Bachelder
told why the tablet was called the “High
ly,
watching the leather-hunting ManWater Mark,” Samuel N. Swope of Getchester out in the hot sun while they
and
monthe
tysburg-unveiled
presented
umentTo the Memorial Association, and sent the leather out for them to hunt.
Jphn H. Vanderslice of Philadelphia re- Lachance led in the number of hits made,
it.
Ex-Governor James A. Bea- he
ceived
making five, while Kirmes made four
ver delivered the
oration, and James with the total of nine, his home run over
Jeffrey Itoche of Boston read a poem.
Short addresses were also made by Gen- left field fence being a daisy.
Kirmes
eral Webb, General 'W. G. Veazey, Gen- fielded well and threw finely to
first,
erahMartm and Colonel Hiram Berdan.
what he can do when he is in
Postmaster General Wanamaker also showing
spoke. He explained that the absence of condition. O’Brien’s work in centre was
President Harrison was due to Mrs. the best of the season.
Harrison’s illness.
Colonel George
Portland hatted Wheeler, who started
Meade, son of the commander of the to pitch for the visitors, out of the box
Army of theiPototnao, was- greeted with
cheers, but did not speak. Th Marine in the third, hitting him for nine hits
Band played the “Star Spangled Banner” with a total of twelve. He was followed
and Rev. H. W. McKnight, D. D.,
who pitched the rest fof the
president of Pennsylvania College, pronounc- by Farrell,
third and the fourth.
He was hit for 6
ed the benediction.
with 9 total. Fitzmaurice pitched the fifth
Bay State Prohibitionists.
and was hit for a double and a home run.
Worcester, Mass., June 2.—The fol- Dowling pitched sixth, seventh and
lowing nominations were made at the eighth and was hit for four- singles and
Prohibition State Convention today:
two doubles,
Thornton finished the
For Governor—Wolcott Hamlin, of Amherst.
For Lieutenant Governor—Edwin Kendall, of game, making the fifth pitcher for the
Cambridge.
Secretary of State—Samuel B. Shapleigh, of game.
Boston.
Webster, late of the Woonsockets, umTreasurer and Receiver General—General W.
pired a very good game, his decisions
D. Farnham, Jr., of Somerville.
Auditor—Alonzo H. Evans, of Ashburnham.
being very good both on balls and strikes
Attorney General—Robert F. Raymond, of and the bases.
Attendance, 450. The
NewBedford.

Vinalhaven.
Her passengers were
taken aboard of the steamer Forest
Queen, which had been sailing alongside,
also bound for Vinalhaven. The Emeline remained on the rocks until3o’clock
this morning, when she was floated with
little or no damage. Had it been a rough
night she must have gone to pieces.

Put Off Till To-Morrow

registered must appear in person in order

Notice of meetings of the Board in other
wards will be given in due season. But voters
can attend at
any meeting which will be most
convienent for them.
J. N. BEAD, chairman
Board Begistration.

Salems Lost at Lewiston Because of Smith’s

all should have witnessed.

A

to be

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEVER

CITY OF DEERIKTG.

meeting and earnestly defended Mr.
Ryan, but his defence didn’t go.

ncorl

Do Yon Know from Experience that,
there is Some Satisfaction

miscellaneous,

THIRTY TO SPARE.

1

ioS2.

«kihg.

PAGE.]

Cobb
pair warranted to outwear
of Gorham were conducted Tuesday afpairs of any other make.
Tins is a Spot Cash Purchase ; ternoon’in the School street Methodist
every sale will be positive and church, where two years ago the deceased
One
two

ah.”

notice.
[CONTINUED
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house-warming.

j

L

Is nereby ottered by the Ilsgantio Fish and
Game Corporation for Information
leading to
conviction of any party taking flsh or game on
the Megantic preserve in the close season.
J. O. WOODRUFF, President.
Attest; A. W. ROBINSON, Clerk.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

RICH MEN’S PALACES.

^FOVE:*3

The

&RtsiACES

Costly

RA.KQKS).

can

P. P. STEWAFtT

Millionaires.

TT. K. Vanderbilt's Magnificent “Cottage'*
at

and

Newport—Commodore Gerry’s Spa-

cious New York Residence Now in Course
of

W. CO.

F. &

Domiciles of Noted Ameri-

Town House.

This seems to be the age of what
might he called “residential competition” among the millionaires of America.
JEach appears to he imbued with the desire to own a home which shall outstrip
to magnificence and architectural beauty
all other private abodes. As a result
several men of great wealth are now
having constructed dwellings on which
no expense will he
spared.
A “cottage,” so called only because
it is located at Newport, and follows
the cottage style of architecture, will
shortly be completed for W. K. Vanderbilt. The main lines of the exterior,
while evidencing great cost, are nevertheless so severely plain, that curiosity
as to the interior
appointments and arrangement has been excited, especially
as Mrs. Vanderbilt, who has
charge of

Oval Fire Box

Ranges
With oscillating draw centr*
anti-clinker grate, have the mos

perfect combustion,

Construction—Ames’

the freesi

burning and clearest fire.
The most economical, cleanlj
and durable Ranges ever con-

structed.
Continuous fire can be kepi
■without any trouble.
Guaranteed made of the best material.
Perfect in workmanship, finish
and operation.

C. A. CUMMINCS.
Portland, Me.

"*

MISCEEEANEOUsT

BEAUTIFUL TROPHY.

A

Will Harvard or Yale Win the University Tracis Athletic Cup!
The Harvard-Yale cup, or as it is properly known, the “ University Track Athletic Cup,” is the outcome of an agreement entered into between the alumni
and undergraduates of the two universities for a series of annual track and field
athletic contests from 1891 to 1899.
The cup, which is of sterling silver,
standing sixteen inohes high, was made
by Tiffany & Co., and is unquestionably
the most beautiful college trophy ever
competed for in this country. It is Grecian
in form and thoroughly classical in its
entire treatment. Around the body etohed
in relief work are pictured emblematic
figures of the early athletes in their strug-

j

MISCIXLAJfEOCS

M1SCEIXANEOUS.

jTrxxbbt
HOME MADE BREAD.

ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
O 3E1

—

■

Many people do not like Baker’s Bread aud will be
pleased to learn that there is a place in this city where
they can procure Fresh Baked Bread, fully equal to

---=.

the home-made article.
A few weeks ago a young lady tu this city conceived
the idea of starting out on n little business enterprise,
baking in the kitchen at home Sue bread, using Kite
best of materials and tailing great eare and pains to
have the bread nice, and then offering the same for
sale at our store. From a few loaves a day at first the
sales have grown to quite large proportions a«d are
continually iucrcasiug. It may be had at ahy of our
three stores, fresh baked each day after 11 o'clock,
price 10c per large loaf.

Spring.Summer
GOODS,

Commencing June

GOTTOLENE—The New VegetableSubstitufe for Lard.

1st.

Competent cooks will be ou hand at the Congress
duriug the remainder of the week to show
superiority over lard in the making of pastry, cakes and doughnuts.
street store
its use and

Would You

Like a Copy of
ceipt Book, “Delicious

FIRST OFFBR.INO;

may27d6m,oju27tojly27

BURR OW EL S’

If so, leave your address with
that it is forwarded to you.

197 Pieces Printed Endymion Cloth,

WIRE
VANDERBILT’S COTTAGE,
the details, has not permitted her most
intimate friends, or even members of
her family to inspect the building which
she will occupy shortly and which
she expects will be a surprise to every
one, as it is intended that it shall be
the handsomest “cottage” in the United
States.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars have
been expended
in beautifying the
grounds, and nature herself has been
overcome by the erection of an artificial
promontory, which projects for a considerable distance into the sea.
The
main vestibule extends 57 feet in one,
direction and 30 feet in the other. Its
walls and floor are of yellow marble.
This apartment is 60 feet high, and has
a balcony upon which the rooms of the
second story open, running entirely
around it; The ceiling is divided into
panels by massive beams and is beautifully frescoed. The dining room is on
the first floor and measures 48 by 30 feet.
The drawing room is of the same size as
the dining room, and is on the opposite
side of the vestibule. The walls of this
apartment are completely covered with
The value of the
crystal and gold.
latter is said to be enough to build an
ordinary municipal building. The library
and Mr. and Mrs. Vanderbilt’s apartments rival in magnificence Aladdin’s
care, and the entire finish of the “cottage” is such as is calculated to excite
the envy, even of the multimillionaires
who have summer homes at Newport.
W. K.

Established 1S73. Our Screen Factorlesre
TH

a

ENLARGE ST IN THE WORLD
Our Screens are the recognized

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
In all parts-of the Country.
orders for

Large

or

small

(

AND SCREEN

DOORS,
Fon touses. filled promptly. We make Screens
will
to order only, and
send man to show samples, give estimates, or take measures for small
or large orders for city or vioinltyOur facilities enable us to offer the best goods at the low-

est

prices.

E. T. BURROWES &
Office, 70 Free St.

CO.,

Portland Me.
eodtf

$pr6

OFFICE SUPPLIES
—AND—

ALL KINDS OF

ACCOUNT BOOKS
Made

to

Order

at

Short

Notice.
<

A. FULL LINE OF

DENNISON’S
1

TAGS AND LABELS.

Stevens (flonesCo.,
UNDER THE FALMOUTH.eodtf

aprlg

PIANOS.
I. Stint l Sms ti.
The largest Piano Honse in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

STEINWAY,

WEBER,
HARDMAN,

CABLER,

WEBSTER and

WESER BROS.

Catalogues mailed free.
Repairing
Tuning,
promptly attended to.

and

Ported Branch 540 Congress

Polishing

Street,

T. C. MoGOULIJIlIO,
EiSanagor.

ae;2

eodtf

iTOHNS

Have the

T^E

GEKEY

MANSION.

While Mrs. Vanderbilt has been expending money and ingenuity on an out
of town residence, Commodore Elbridge
T. Gerry has been devising means for
the,erection of tlje handsomest city home
in the llnited States. Work has already
been coihmenced on the building, which
will? be. at the comer of Fifth avenue
and' Sijcty-firat street, next door to the
Metropolitan, better known as the Mil-'
lionaires’ club- The house will be of
marble. No wood at all will be used,
as the beams will be of steel. The building* will be about ICO feet on Fifth avenue aM 144 feet on Sixty-first street.
The Fifth avenue front of the building
will be given up to sumptuously appointed drawing rooms, and the remainder of the first floor will be occupied bj the dining room, picture gallery
and Comniodore Gerry’s law library and
“den.”
Mrs. Gerry’s apartments will take np
the entire space over the drawing rooms.
Each of $he bedrooms will have a hath
and maid’s room adjoining. Besides the
commodore’s study the third floor will
contain a specially, constructed room for
isolating ahy member of the family who
may be strioken down with a contagious
disease. The attic will be devoted to
twelve servants’ chambers, ranged about
a largo central workroom. The building
will bp elaborately decorated.
Frederick Lothrop Ames is one of the
richest men in New England, and it is
said that he aspires to be Boston’s chief
landlord. His ancestors came over in
the Mayflower. His Boston residence

Congress

FOR 8 l-2c PER YARD.

HARVARD-YALE ODP.

m

Mill.
W. W, WHIPPLE & CO.,
21 Monument

Sq.

marSG___dtf

Mil Conley & Son.
Lubricating, Burning and Leather Oils

Naphthas

and

Gasolene,

Tallow, Axle and

Machinery Greases, Paraflne Wax
and Candles, Cod Liver Oil for
Medicinal Purposes, and all
Kinds of Fish Oils.

OIL

BARRELS, TANKS AND CANS.

33 and 35 Commercial St.,
BtyU

PORTLAND, MAINE.
1_iu

dtt

P. L. AMES’ BOSTON HOME,
is believed to be its owner's greatest
pride, and it is noted as one of the finest
and most costly dwellings in New England. It is adorned with rare furnishings from all parts of the world. Mr.
Ames’ vast fortune is the result partly
of inheritance, but principally of judicious manufacturing, railroad, telegraph and real estate investments. He
is a director in some of the largest corporations in the United States. His
country seat at Easton is one of the
finest rural homes near Boston. Mr.
Ames is assessed for $6,000,000 of real
estate in the “Hub” alone.

us

and

we

will

see

Street.

(1st

gle for

the laurel wreath, which the goddess of Victory holds aloft for the winner,
while the old trumpeter or announcer of
the ancient period stands in the midst
of the field
and
with
bis
trumannounces
the
result
of the
pet
contest.
Forming a border round the
neck of the cup is the inscription, “ University Track Athletio Cup.” On the
body of the cup is the Greek word “Ath*
ionika,” signifying victory in the games,
and just beneath the field scene is a palm
branch bearing the seals of Harvard and
Yale. On the reverse side of the cup are
the nine laurel wreaths on'which will be
engraved, from year to year, the name of
the university scoring the winning number of points in the games, while there is
also a large wreath for the name of the
one which shall eventually hold the
cup
by winning the majority of the nine annual contests.

CHURCH-GOING

MADE

EASY.

A Woman Invents
Head

an Adjustable Pew
Rest—Approved by Clergymen.

Miss Anna
pew rest. It
sisting of a
and one-half

T. Sinclaire has Invented a
is a simple contrivance, concurved piece of wood, one
inches wide and four inches
long, upholstered in velvet or cloth. This
cup-shaped portion is fitted to springs
and at the bottom of these is a clamp
which fixes firmly on top of the pew-rail,
adjustable at any angle, so that when the
head is bowed in prayer it affords a comfortable support for the forehead which
does not come in contact with the hard
wood of the pew.
The inventor avers that this custom of
resting the head on the pew-rails is the
cause of so many people
complaining of
headaches after church. The position is
very trying to any one subject to nervous
headaches, and though many persons by
the placing of a prayer or hymn book or
handkerchiefs under the forehead, relieve
in a measure the discomfort, these expedients are tiresome and
unsatisfactory,
especially so in the case of women, as they
play havoc with their ooifiures and bonnets. Miss Sinclaire proposes to obviate
all this by her prayer rest.”
Models of the invention have been
Bhown to various prominent clergymen
in New York city, among them Dr. John
Hall, who says:
“
The newly invented article for increasing the comfort of church pews has been
shown me, and I can well understand it
might promote the comfort of worship-

They are 32 inches wide, imitation of India Silks in figure and
finish, very fine texture, and have been selling all the season for
25 cents per yard.
A small portion of the lot are subject to slight

manufacturers’

imperfections,

for which allowance will be made.

30DEMBR0IDEREB PATTERN DRESSES STANDARD
$£ 1.40 Elaoli.
SEE

WINDOW

Each,pattern

contains eleven yards of plain material, one and
of wide embroidery, and two and one quarter
yards
one-eighfh
of
narrow
yards
embroidery. They will make a very nice looking
Summer Dress. The regular price elsewhere is $2.00. The material is all cotton, imitation of Cashmere Beige, in Tan, Brown,
Gray and Eose Mixtures, very effective, equal in appearance to
goods that cost 50 cents per yard.

Congress Street;.

mysi

dft

Dr. John E. Paxton cordially Indorses
the invention, and also Eev. Ensign McCleary, pastor of the Madison Avenue M.
E. Church; Eev. Thomas Gallaudet, rector
of St. Ann’s Church, and Eev. Dr. C. H.
Eaton.
“
Its use will contribute to greater reverence in worship and to a
Correspondingly greater convenience on the part of
the worshippers,” is what Eev. Dr. E. S.
MacArthur, pastor of Calvary Baptist
on Fifty-seventh street, says qf
it,
Miss Sinclaire hopes to make her
rest,”
which is compact, portable and
as

important
bs

an

rirnu«p

easily

adjunct to the

hurry up
$15.00 to

Virmn

Search Lights Versus Torpedo Boats.
It is stated that one ol the most effective means of protecting a ship In
t^ese
days oi torpedoes, the grouping together
of a number of stationary search
lights,
each illuminating its own section so that
the ship is surrounded by an unbroken
circle of light, is to be adopted in the
new American warships.
This has been
suggested by a very pronounced defect
in the
usual
search light
practice.
In order
to
afford
sufficient time
for a careful examination of the water’s
surface at points removed from the
ship,
the beam of light must be revolved
very
slowly, and hence during a great portion
of the time any particular section of the
water is left in darkness. As it takes only
five minutes for a torpedo boat to run two
miles, it will be seen that the conditions
are all in favor
of the attacking force.
Before the revolution of the search light
is completed there is plenty of time for
the torpedo boat to run up and discharge
her deadly weapons.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
Ironclad Snake.
The Editor of The Chesterton, Ind.,
rribune says that while gathering flowers
In the woods the other day he stirred up
snake, which he attempted to kill with
> stone.
Contact of the stone with the
make’s body gave back a metallic sound,
Lnd thereupon he hammered the reptile
jpon the head until it was dead. He then
liscovered that two-thirds of the snake’s
body wag encased in a section of gas-pipe
one inch in diameter.
The theory is that
the snake got into the pipe when young,
ind then grew so large that it couldn’t
jet out.
Lower . Record.
Q. Wallar, of the Acme Athletic
Club,
of California, has informed the
Raoing
Board of the L. A. W. that on June 10 he
will attempt to lower the 24-hour track
record. He will start at 6 p. m. on his
ride on the Alameda Bicycle Club track.
To

The handle to his napie, if he; has one,
;s the thing to wqrh whan pumping a
—-:-L
nan.
—-

38 at only
$7.00 and

$lS.00per suit, size 33 to 42.
We cannot manuBoys’ Long Pant summer 6uits, $5.00, $8.00 and $10.00.
facture their duplicate for the price we offer them to you.
500 Boys’ School suits, size 6 to 13 years at $1.95, $2.25, $2.50, $3.00 and
$3.50. Please come and examine and make comparison.
Boys’ 3 piece suits, Dress, Made from elegant Globe Worsteds, very hand,
ome black, size 12 to 16, regular retail price $16.50 now $12.00.
Every day this month business will have a jump and a go to it, because of owr
goods, and prices and determination to sell.

Church,

church-p-ncr

This month of June will witness BIG
BUSINESS DAILY at our store.
We have thousands of dollars worth
of good clothing to sell and we’re going
to sell it.
Come at once, the goods are here,
prices where you want them-—downlower than May prices on purpose to secure
your trade.
Thousands of people have not yet
secured their Summer Outfit of a SUIT,
LIGHT OYERCOAT, or TROUSERS, a
house like ours presents irresistible attractions, for instance
45 Double breasted, all wool, Black Cheviot sack suits, size 33 to
These same suits have sold-this season at wholesale at
$6.00 per suit.
$7.50 per suit.
50 blue Wachusettjlaimel 6ack suits, size 35 to 42 only $5.50.
Lot of light, all wool sack suits, size 33 to 42, $8.
Over 100 all Wool Business Frock Suits offered as a genuine
bargain at $10.00, they are worth as good clothing goes in any market

pers.”

adaptable,

CLOTHING

COMPANY.

DISPLAY.

STRICTLY

Oisrin

Everything Warranted Exactly

PRIOR.

Represented.

as

STANDARD CLOTHING GO.
355 Middle

Street, Portland,
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CARRIAGES &
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That Unique ReDesserts?”

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

[ 20c QUALITY ]

THE

MISCEIAAJTEOUS.

HARNESS.

ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO’.,
Street,
Cumberland,
Elm

Corner

———

BUILDERS OF

■

■

STRICTLY FIRST CLASS VEHICLES.
-AL80-

Dealers in
PHOTOGRAPHS. Mr. J. H. Laimou informs his old
friends and patrons that he has repurchased the wellknown LAMSON STUDIO, and has added many novelties
to the already very complete appointments of this famous
Photo establishment. Hal ing visited most of the leading
studios, of oar largest cities, during his absence, and been
actively engaged in his profession in California, he feels
better prepared than ever before to insure his patrons the
most satisfactory work,
especially as lie will give every
sitter Im personal attention.
&>. 5 Temple Street,
Me.
opposite Falmouth Hotel,

m&yie

Portland,

att

of all grades,
wants of eyerybody.

Carriages

adapted to the

In all grades, Single, Double and Express Harness.
All
factured by Portland skilled mechanics, and
guaranteed second to none.

manu-

Our “DMgo” Harness, full Rubber and Gilt Mountings, unthe price. We also have a full stock of Stable Goods,

equalled for

BLANKETS,

WHIPS,

SPONGES,

All for sale at reasonable
apr4

prices.

CURRYCOMBS,

ETC.,
ao42m

PORTLAND DAIRY PRESS.

that one will be. The Age arraigns
prohibition as the chief cause of the
hypocrisy, lying and deceit that prevail
MAINE STATE PRESS.
in the community, says it creates low,
Subscription Rates.
dirty and mean drinking places, to which
weak willed men are decoyed and their
DAILY (In advance) $B per year; $3 for six
months; $1.60 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
money .rifled from them, and places the
The Daily is delivered every morning by sale of
liquor in the hands of the worst
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
class, who are utterly unscrupulous to
Woodfords w ithout extra charge.
sell.
whom they
All this is to be
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
a license law, which is ofby
changed
rate of $7 a year.
fered as a great reformatory measure, in
Maine State Pbess, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months; which ardent friends of temperance like
the Age and, strange to add, the
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripvery
sure

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

_

FINANCIAL._

_

AND

tion of six weeks.

men

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
6hort periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Age regards as very vile people, both
heartily concur. When the license mil-

Advertising

Rates.

In Datly Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three Insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and

inch long.
Special Notices, on first page,
ditional.
one

one

third

ad-

Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
Heading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure

Heading Notices in reading matter type
per line each insertion.

25 cents

similar adWant, To let,
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
For Sale

at

and

regular rates.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
In

for first

Address all communications relating to sub
scriptioiis and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

TTTR

PRESS.

FRIDAY, JUKE 3.

who

lennium

now

sell

rum

PUN OF INCOME BOKD CONVERSION.
OFFICE OF THE

on

the silver

was one of

cover-

silver Senators are held with such tenacity that nothing but the calamities
which would follow in the wake of free
silver will be likely to change them. Argument is wasted on them.

Thanks to the energy and zeal of Gen.
Horace Porter, the money needed to
build an appropriate monument to Gen.
Grant in New York has been obtained
and something more. But an amount of
begging has been required which reflects
anything but credit upon the metropolis
which promised when New York was
selected as the resting place of Gen.
Grant’s remains an unlimited amount of

,

monument, and
back, making it necessary
money for a

then

that the Hon. Calvin S. Brice. If his
Kansas friend invests <any money on the
strength of the Colonel’s predictions he
will be out the amount invested. Politically the Farmers’ Alliance is moribund.
It can’t carry a single state North or
South. Possibly there may be enough
of it left in a few',states to fuse with the
Democrats and in this way capture a
few congressmen.

Gen. Eppa Hunton, who has been appointed by the governor of Virginia,
senator from that state
late Senator

to succeed

the
been in
In that year he

Barbour, has

Physicians Fail!
RBfl

STS* Sh?

came

much

ema.

8 ■“’^elated.
■
AU this
time, I was suffering with SEVERE
PAINS in my BACK, continually growing worse, frequent passing water
BBSs n in ms and often passing
BLOOD in considera a
N««««
£ BrtJI able
B
quantities. Have
advised with, and taken medicine from,
the best Physicians in this section,
without any benefit, they telling me I
BRIGHT’S DISu-s had
f!811
BH EASE. I became dlswwaav
couraged, and hardly
cared to live.
After using 3 bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, with SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS, the PAIN has ALE LEFT my

BACK,

I pass my

water

Aggregate Net Earnings Fiscal Year to June 30,1890.$11,195,919.56
JUNE 30,1891. 10,390,702.76

naturally,

leontology,” replied

the childlike and
is the history of the Demo-

JUNE 30,1892....... 11,736,218.00
In the Income Bond created under the Plan of Reorganization, it is provided that it is optional
with the Management that the cost of all improvements made on the properties shall be deducted
before interest is paid, aud, as the fund provided under the Reorganization Plan became exhausted, these deductions had to be made, leaving a diminished rate of interest for the Income
Bond coupons, viz.: 2% per cent in the first period, 2 per cent in the second, and 2% per cent
now declared for the year just closing.

AMUSEMENTS.

enlightened Demo-

BA.XiXj.
SALEMS, Friday and Sat

BASE

can

PORTLANDS

vs.

urday, June 3a and 4th.
Admission 25 cents; Ladies free to grounds
and grand stand. Games called at 3.30 o’clock.
my28td

in 1895.
The McKinley bill left a small duty on
refined sugar for the purpose of protecting a home industry. It was a perfectly
consistent thing to do for a believer in a
tariff for protection. When the Democrats got control of the House of Kepre-

they were appealed to to remo ve this duty on the ground that its effect
was to create a monopoly.
The appeal
was placed upon the same ground as the
appeal to remove the duty on wool and
sentatives

iron and it had more merit in it than the
appeal in the case of either of the latter.
A

repeal

of that

duty

was

too

directly

in line with their free trade views. But
the ways and means committee have con-

cluded not to take any action.
The
reason for this inconsistency is not forthcoming, bnt there is strong ground for
the suspicion that the same causes which
operated on Mr. Mills committee have
been potent with this one; and that it is
fear of the great Brooklyn refiners that
has led £the committeelto dismiss the
matter without action. New York is
a pivotal state this year and it won’t do
to jeopardize votes there by living up to
free trade professions.
The Belfast Age thinks a re-submission
plank ought to be placed in the Democratic State platform, and feels quite

With the experience the Management has now obtained in operation of the properties, it is
believed that the improvements for several years to come should not be less than from $2,000,000
to $3,000,000 per annum, including Equipment recently acquired under the Car Trust and such
other Rolling stock as may be deemed necessary for the future wants of the road.
With Improvements satisfactorily provided for, the Earning Power of the properties should
be increased through reductions in Operating Expenses,secured by substantial and adequate additions to Plant.
The Improvements in question relate alone to Tracks, Road-bed, Buildings, Machinery and
Rolling Stock on existing mileage of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad System as described

FINANCIAL.

tn
—

Circular 63, which excludes the lines of the St. Louis & San Francisco and Colorado Midland

Railway Companies, each of which has independent merits for such purposes.

TO HOLDERS
OF-

The Improvements made on the Railway lines from October, 1889 (period of Reorganization),
June 30,1892, other than Rolling Stock not built at Company’s Shops, and exclusive of Repairs
and Renewals of Plant and Equipment charged into Operating expenses (which more than offset
depreciation), will amount to $4,900,000, additional to which there were purchased in years 1890
and 1891 Cars and Eng.ues to the value of $2,508,945.48, which were placed under a Trust which
will now be cancelled and this Soiling Stock enter directly under the Mortgage Liens, making an
aggregate of NEW V ALUES in improvement and Equipment added to the property to June 30,
1892, of $7,408,945.48, to whicn will also be included from the operations of this Plan the additional sum of $2,500,000 in Cars and Engines now being delivered under Equipment Trust
Series A.
to

Keeps Your

read Company Securities.

Breath Sweet.

of Rumford

Falls &
Railroad Company bonds due
HOLDERS
and holders of Receivers

Buckfield

July 1st,

Certificates due
1898,
1893 and 1895, can exchange the same.ona safe
and profitable basis for the First Mortgage
Bonds of the Portland & Rumford Falls Railour
office.
Particulars given on
way, at

application.

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.
Portland, Me., May 31,1892.
my

Auy

31_

PROPOSED CONVERSION.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. \V. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Injurious Adulterations.
Deposits

in

dtf

jly25

FBRST

CLASS

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

i

«OFL€2rJ&.lSnS
WILLIAM A.

Very Fancy

GOODWIN,

(Late City Engineer.)

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
1st National Bank Building'.

apll_eodtf

In ease the Improvements In any of the years above noted call for less than the proceeds of
Gold Bonds the Fixed Charges will be proportionately lower.
This Includes Car Trust. Series ‘'A,” Atchison Company, in total amount $2,500,000. The
Trust
of
1890-91 proposed to have been issued, in amount of $2,508,945.48, has been
first Car
cancelled; and the Rolling Stock turned in under the lien of the General Mortgage and Second
Bond
Indentures.
Mortgage
DEPOSIT

or

Plain at

P. HASTINGS’.

W.

asf

aeci7

w5i~~“
Posted
get

it.

Mr. Currier

sick
for 5 years with severe stomach
trouble. Then he tried
was

*

These Bonds will be delivered to holders of present Income Bonds, par for par, without expense to them, and at the same time and place such exchange is made a certflcate for the sum of
2Va per cent Interest, declared payable on Income Bonds by the Management, from operations of
the year to June SO. 1892, will be delivered, payable September l, 1892. The Income Bonds
deposited for exchange should have therewith Coupon No.3 of September 1.1892 and all subsequentcoupons. The Class A Second Mortgage Gold Bonds to he delivered in exchange for
Income Bonds will have attached a Coupon for three months’ Interest due and payable October 1
1892, at rate of 2% per cent, per annum, and subsequent Coupons for Interest payable Semiannually on April l ana October 1 in each year as provided. The present Income Bonds so received will be deposited with the Union Trust Company of New York, Trustee of the New Second
Mortgage, as part of the security of the Second Mortgage Gold Bonds, thus giving to these bonds
in addition to the Second Mortgage, the entire lien now given by the General Mortgage to secure
the principal of the Income Bonds.
9

*

9

*

*

Class “B”: 820,000,000.
To draw Fixed Interest payable October and April, at 4 per cent per annum.
These bonds to be issued in no greater sum in any one year than five millions of dollars
($5,000,000), and only by the Trustee upon certificate of the Board of Directors of the Company duly furnished that the proceeds shall apply to specific Improvements (including Equipment) therein named on the mileage of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad System
as it existed as of July 1,1892, (exclusive of the
mileage of the St. Louis & San Francisco
Railway System and the Colorado Midland Railway. In the event that the Improvements in
any one year shall not be equal to the proceeds of the $5,000,000 of bonds, it is understood
that the surplus proceeds of such bonds shall apply in the next year following to Improvements for such year, hut to no greater amount than the proceeds of $5,000,000 of bonds in
any one year, so that, while provision is made that bonds can issue in one year to tie limitof
$5,000,000, the proceeds of the same may apply to more than the four years covered by the
$20,000,000 of bonds, and it is also understood that the proceeds of none of these bonds
shali apply to the extension of the Company’s lines beyond the mileage referred to.
*

*

*

*

*

SARSAPARILLA. ;

He has taken two bottles and
Bays he is cured
good appetite
feels perfectly well.

;

828 Doses 50 Cents;
All Druggists.
Weis’s Sarsaparilla Co., Woodfords, Me.

j

FIRST

Holders forwarding bonds from distant points In America should ship them, by express, to the
Union Trust Company of New York, 80 Broadway, New Y’ork City.
Holders in foreign countries should ship their bonds to Baring Brothers & Company, Limited,
London.
All expenses of transmission of bonds delivered at either of the above Agencies, will be paid

by the Atchison Company.

Pending preparation of engraved bonds, the work upon which is proceeding with despatch
Negotiable Certificates of the Company and Depository will be delivered Income Bondholders, to
without unnecessary delay for the former in due course. Application to list these
exchanged
rApHfioiitDs will Via rirnmnHv murlo +r» tha eavara.l
’Rvphaiio’ps in Tiftst.ftn
Naw Yftrlr and
be

abroad.
Income Bond Scrip of any class wi 1 be received for exchange, the same as the bonds, In
amounts uot less than $100, and in even hundreds or thousands.
Holders of any of the bonds called for exchange under Circular 63 of October 15.1889, upon
presenting their bonds to any of the Agencies mentioned, can effect the original and present exchange at the same time.
To enable the Company and its agencies to promptly carry out the exchange OFFERED HEREIN, HOLDERS SHOULD DEPOSIT THEIR INCOME BONDS BEFORE JULY 15, 1892.

SUBSCRIPTION

TO

SECOND MORTGAGE 4 PER CT. GOLD BONDS CLASS “B.”

The Management considers at present a fair basis of market value of the new Second Mort
gage 4 per cent Gold Bonds, Class “B,” to be 70.
Holders of Income Bonds depositing their Bonds for exchange are invited to subscribe to any
amount of $5,000,000 of these bonds, which will be authorized to be issued for Improvements to
be made for the first year, beginning with July 1,1892, at a price of 67, the bonds allotted to carry all coupons for Interest at 4 per cent, from July 1,1892.
Each depositor of $1600 in Income Bonds will he entitled to subscribe for $100 of the new
Second Mortgage Class “B” Four Per Cent Bonds. In the event of applications exceeding the total amount to be offered for subscription, the excess will he adjusted in proportion to holdings.

Arrangements have been made by which this subscription has been underwritten,
having been formed to take all the bonds not availed of by Income Bondholders.
10

per
25 per
25 per
20 per
20 per

Obligatory

SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL BE PAYABLE AS FOLLOWS:
in cash to accompany application.
upon allotment.
within 30 days after allotment.
cent within 60 days after allotment.
cent within 90 days after allotment.
cent
cent
cent

Payments may be anticipated upon any day upon which installments
be allowed thereon at the rate of four per centum per annum.

YEAR, BEGINNING JULY 1, 1892.

Fixed Charges Ahead of capital stock, First

FIXED CHARGES

Boston Office, 125 Broad

\

Yeah....$10,200,000

^owwi’iB'ioniiivwriwiiyuw*

Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage, Gold Bonds, etc.
2Va per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, a nos.
$500,000
3 Eer cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 9 .... 1,800,000

GEORGE C. MAGOUN,
OMairmaii,

J. W.

REINHART,
Vice President.

my26-d2w

BOKTDS.
of Portland
ot Bath
of Clinton, Iowa,

City
City
City
Toronto, Ohio,

*

FORSALE

*

•

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Water Supply Co.
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway
Merchants National Bank Stock
•

6’s
5’s
DILITII
5’s
STREET R AILWAY
5’s
7's
FIRST MORTGAGE
41-2’s
6’s
FIVE PER CENT
5’s
GOER BONOS,
5’s
5’s
REE JAN. 1, 1920.
Stock
We specially recommend these bonds
for Savings Banks and other Trust
Fund Investment.

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 PerCent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARANTEED.

For

Sale

toy

Price 92 1-2 and interest, subject to
advance.

H. M. PAYSOY & CO.,
marll

dtl

SWAN &BARRETT,

iKSiTUL
—

azcs

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dtf
je2

—

Cleveland, Ohio,
Bonds due May 1st,

1892,

Bonds.

-OF-

EXCHANGED FDR OTHER

me..

poutijANX),

)

Incorporated 1824.

Investments.
Accounts of individuals, firms and
tions received on favorable terms.

$8,000,000

..

Mortgage Gold
Total.

r

due and interest will

Oral and written inquiries concerning this Plan and applications for Circulars and
Blanks for use thereunder can be made of Messrs. Baring. Magoun & Company, 15 Wall
Street, New York City, Messrs. Baring Brothers & Company, Limited, London,
Eng., and of J. W. Reinhart, Vice President, Atchison Company, 95 Milk Street,
Boston.
By order of the Board of Directors,

SECOND YEAR BEGINNING, JULY 1, 1893.

4 per cent, on
$10,000,000 Class "B” Second

St.

are

The Subscription List will close on the 1st of July, 1892.
Ale Cash Payments under this Subscription will be made to the Atchison. Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad Company, 95 Milk Street. Boston, and at its Fiscal Agencies, Messrs.
Baring, Magoun & Company, 15 Wall Street, New York, and Messrs. Baring
Brothers & Company, Limited, Bishopsgate-within, London, Eng., at all of which
places blanks will be furnished as may be required. Receipts will be issued by such depositories
as Agents for the Subscribers upon the understanding that the
moneys received shall be held in
trust, not to be paid for the use of the Railroad Company until the Directors of said Company
shall officially announce that the Plan of Conversion has become effective.

—

—

syndicate

a

***0*99

Taxes, Rentals, Interest on Genera! Mortgage 4 per cent. Gold Bonds, etc. $8,000 000
2‘/a per cent, on $80,000,000 Class "A” Second Mortgage <;old Bonds.
2,000 000
4 per cent, on $5,000,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds.
200^000
Total

EXCHANGE.

BARING BROTHERS & COMPANY, LIMITED,
8 Bishopsgate-within, London, E. C.

Under this plan the fixed charges of the Company for four years, beginning with July 1,1S92
with no Contingent charges excepting such as will pertain to dividends on Capital Stock, will be
as follows:
FIXED CHARGES

ALLEN’S

FOP.

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
80 Broadway, New York City.

*

3 months, ending September 30,1892.at rate of.per annum.2V4 per cent
1st Year, ending September 30, 1893.
.2Vs per cent
2d Year, ending September 30, 1894.
.3
percent
3d Year, ending September 30, 1895.
.3% per cent.
4th Year, ending September 30,1896,and thereafter
until maturity.
.4
percent

*

BONDS

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
At Office of Atchison Company, 95 Milk 6t., Boston.

*

“A”: 880,000,000.

The foregoing issues, of which the use of the Class B Second Mortgage Gold Bonds $20,000,000 extends over a period of not less than four years from July 1, 1892, will amount in the aggregate to $100,000,000 when ail the Class B Bonds are issued, and at the end of four and one-quarter
years from July i, 1892 become bonds of one class only, at same rate of interest per annum, viz.
4 per cent, Under this new Mortgage the right is reserved to the Company to issue Second
Mortgage 4 per cent Gold Bonds only after the full amount of the $20,000,000 Class B Bonds shall
have beep issued, to an amount not in any one year exceeding $2,500,000. for the same specific
purposesitm the same mileage and under the same conditions as provided for the issue of the
Class B Bonds, to a total limit of $50,000,000.

Is the man, who, like William
E. Currier, of Kennebunk,
Me.,
knows what he needs and where
to

The Bonds under the Indenture will all have the same security, and will be issued in two
classes, viz:—

********

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

OF

INCOMF, BONDS WILL BE RECEIVED FOR EXCHANGE UNDER THIS FLAN, BEGINNING
with June 1st, 1892, by the following appointed agencies:—

covering all the properties of
expire July 1,1989,
63 of October

To draw Fixed Interest, payable October and April.

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

The Same.

under which the issue of bonds will be as hereinafter stated, dated
the Atchison and Auxiliary
Companies named In Circular
16,1889, has been created, next in lien to the General Mortgage.under which Coupon Gold Bonds in denominations of one thousand dollars ($1000)
and five hundred dollars ($600) and Registered Bonds of five hundred dollars ($500), one
thousand dollars ($1000),ten thousand dollars ($10.000),and fifty thousand dollars($50,000) each
will issue, with FIXED INTEREST payable October and April ineach year. Scrip in denominations of one hundred dollars ($100) will also issue bearing Interest payable when converted into
Bonds.
A Second Mortgage
to

July 1,1892,

Class

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Always

With the foregoing facts presented the Management offer the following to the Income Bondholders of the Company:—

dtf

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,
It Is Without

It is the opinion of the Management that the time has now arrived when all of the obligations
of the Company can be returned to a Fixed Basis, sufficient funds provided to take care of all of
the Improvements of the road required for at least four years, ana, if necessary, a longer period
andjat the same time the restoration of the junior Bonds and Capital Stock of the Company to a
more permanent and stable market value, with assured returns on the first and probable balances
forlthe latter.

800,000
$n,900,000

$5,000,000 Second Mortgage

:

(•Partly approximated.)
These increasing returns did not result from extroardinary crops, but reflected natural conditions from the steady growth of the country through which your mileage extends, and are such as
to insure confidence of the Management in their continuance. The Company is the owner of
large
interests in Coal and other Properties and of securities from wliich a
large net revenue per annum
is obtained and which added to Net returns from Railway Operations, make aggregate of Net
Earnings for each of the Fiscal Years above stated as follows:

appetite good, have gained much In
flesh, and am PERFECTLY CUBED.
SKODA’S REMEDIES did It all.
ALONZO C. DOW.
Monardo, Aroostook Co., Me.
sKnna niannvnw nn
rcicpjt uc

3,100,000

Total. $12,000,000

:

For Interest on Income Bonds (if earned after Improvements, etc.).$4,000,000.00
The Plan included the
provision of a Cash Fund which was thought sufficient for the early
improvement of the properties, which would as well enable some payment to he made on the Income Bonds from the beginning of operations under the Reorganization.
Improvements then found absolutely necessary, which had been postponed' from lack of
funds, were prosecuted as vigorously and judiciously as possible,and efforts in that'direction were
largely reflected through the results, which are exclusive of Net Earnings from sources other
than railroads operations:
IN THE YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1890.
The Gross Earnings were.$31,004,357.03
Gain over previous year (12 4-10 per cent).3.431,488.13
Net Earnings. 10.088,970.77
Gain over previous year (48 9-10 per cent).
3,311,680.06
YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1891.
Gross Earnings.$33,663,716.18
Gain over 1889 (22 1-10 per cent).
6,090,847.28
Net Earnings. 9,620,546.54
Gain over 1889 (42 per cent). 2,848,155.83
YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1892.*
Gross Earnings.$35,771,702.00
Gain over 1889 (29 7-10 per cent).
8,198,833.10
Net earnings. 10,886,218.00
Gain over 1889 (60 7-10 per cent).:.
4,113,827.29

Skoda Discovery Co. :
Gents:—For the past four years, I
have
been losing fiesb, running
_down, and be-

2.400,000

The fixed charges for the fifth tear and thereafter, provided no further issue of Second
Mortgage Bonds should be found necessary will be
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage 4 per cent. Gold Bonds... $8,000,000
4 per cent. Interest on $100,000,000 Second Mortgage. Gold Bonds.
4,000,000

For Interest on General Mortgage Bonds, Taxes, Rentals, etc.$8,000,000.00

Mere

Who

:

an Annual Deficiency, without
considering Improvements of any kind, of $4,427,609.29
condition of affairs and the existence of a large Floating Debt created the necessity for
and
urgent
radical treatment through scaling of the Fixed Charges to within the Operating possibilities of the Railways. To accomplish this, the General Mortgage Four Per cent Bond with
Fixed Interest and the Income Second Mortgage Five Per Cent Bona with Contingent interest (if
earned, after due regard for Improvements) were created. The charges of your Company were
thus reduced to

CONTINGENT

$8,000,000
$700,000

Total.

This

FIXED AND OBLIGATORY

1, 1806.

4 per cent. Interest on Class “B” $20,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds.

showing

not

since 1878.
retired from Congress after serving on
the Iiayes-Tilden electoral commission,
and has since been-practicing law.
He
is almost 70, was in, command of a regiment and a brigade in the confederate
army during the war, and was confined
in Fort lYarren some months after its
close. His appointment is to fill the time
until the legislature can choose a successor to Senator Barbour, whose term
would have expired in 1895. There will
be no session of the legislature, unless
an extra one is called, until the new legislature, to be chosen next year meets in
December, 1893. The legislature will
elect a senator to fill out the unexpired
term and also one for the term beginning

public life

3 mos.
4 per cent Interest on Class “A’
$80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 9 mos.

were...$11,200,000.00

not

cratic party.” Those
crats could not help laughing.
at a good joke?”

600,000

TOTAL FIXED CHARGES FOURTH YEAR BEGINNING JULY

Bonds,

On Oet. 15,1889, Circular No. 63, containing Plan of Financial Reorganization of your Company, was issued.
This Plan, which was fully accepted in due course, related to all your properties, including
Railway Owned 6960.08 and operated 7178.91 miles, the details of which, as well as the necessities of complete rehabilitation of the same, are fully set forth in the circular.
The Operations of this Railway mileage for the year ending June 30,1889, were:—
Gross Earings.$27,572,868.90
Net Earnings.
6,772,390.71
while the absolute and obligatory Fixed Charges of the Company for the same year,
including Interest on Bonds, Car Trusts, Sinking Funds, Taxes. Rentals, etc.,

wrench the money out of its citizens.

the Alliance would carry seven Southern
states. Polk is more of a rainbow-chaser

NO- 95 MILK STREET.

„8.

2,700,000
$11,300,000

Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage Gold Bonds, etc.
3Va per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold

TO THE INCOME BONDHOLDERS of tlie
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILROAD COMPANY

to almost

Col. Polk of the Farmers iAlliance ap-

Railroad Company,

BOSTON, May 25,1892.

hung

pears to be full of enthusiasm still. Last
week he wrote to a friend in Kansas that

O.

$8,000,000

_—

CIRCULAR NO. 68.

several lanterns to find them.
“What’s
the meaning of paleontology?” asked
several Democrats of the ex-speaker during the heated debate on the appropriations for the geological survey.
“Pa-

Beed,

TEAR, BEGINNING JULY 1, 1894.
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage Gold Bonds, etc.
on
Class
“A”
Interest
$80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
3 per cent.
Bonds, 3 mos..........
$600,000
3Va per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 9 mos. 2.100.000
4 per cent. Interest $15,000,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds

and whom the

there will be no more
hypocrisy and lying. Men will walk
right up to the bar then in the face and
eyes of the public and swallow their
whiskey, and people who go out of the
theatre between acts to get a drink will
frankly confess their purpose and not
prevaricate. There will be no more luring of men into saloons, but the liquor
business being in the hands of good men,
men who have the welfare of the community at heart, the saloon keepers will
post at the door of their establishment
men to warn the public of the
clangers
within. This, to be sure, is not exactly
the way license laws have worked in
other places, but that is probably because the good men have not come forward and taken
charge of the saloons.
It seems to us that the Democrats ought
to cover this point in their
platform by
guaranteeing that in the event of the
repeal of the prohibitory law and the
substitution of a license law, the saloons
shall be placed in the
charge of good
men.
Suppose the Age starts a canvass
in its own city to discover how
many
really good men in that town will agree
to take charge of one of the reformed saloons and see that no liquor is sold where
it will do harm. The people of this
State will not hesitate to substitute for
the prohibitory law some other measure,
provided they are convinced that some
other measure will be more effective

bland

Topeka & Santa Fa

Atchison,

comes

against intemperance.
against prohibition is

FINANCIAL._

TOTAL.

shouting
likely to progreat ability,
question
duce that conviction however.
ing the whole ground and pointing out
with great clearness the mischief which
A Definition of Paleontology.
the free coinage of silver will do. It
[Boston Becord.]
ought to have great weight in the Senate.
There may be brighter men than Mr.
the
of
the
But unfortunately
opinion
T. B. Beed of Maine, but it would take
Mr. Sherman’s speech

FINANCIAL._
TOTAL FIXED CHARGES THIRD

2,300,000
400,000
$10,700,000

Miff 1 MOULTON,
BANKERS,
Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.
dtl
ap26

Interest allowed

on

corpora

time

deposits.

Stephen!. Small,
fcbPr«id»u

Marshall!. Coding,
Ca,hier-

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
The Republican voters of Portland registered
entitled to vote in a Republican caucus, are
hereby notified to meet in their respective ward
rooms on Monday evening, June 6,1892, at
7.30 o’clock p. in., for the purpose of selecting
seven delegates from each'ward to attend the
Republican state convention to be held in the
City Hall, Portland, Tuesday, June 21,1892. at
11 o’clock, a. m., for the purpose of nominating
a candidate for governor to be supported at the
September election, September 12,1892.
Also to nominate candidates for eleotors at
large for President and Vice President of the
United States to he supported at the November
election, and to transact any other business
that may properly come before the convention.
The chairman and clerk of each ward caucus
will make a record of the names of all persons
chosen as delegates and certify and deliver the
same to
the Republican headquarters immediately after the adjournment of the cauas

cuses.

The delegates chosen will meet in convention
Republican headquarters, room 6, Brown
Memorial Block, on Tuesday, June 7,1892, at
4.30 o’clock p. m. for the purpose of choosing
three delegates at large.
Per order Republican City Committee.
Geo. M. Seiders, Chairman.
Erxest True, Secretary.
at

Portland, May 31,1892.

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Thursday.—Docket called preparatory to
adjournment of the present term.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
The following decisions with rescripts were
down yesterday in cases pending before
the law court for the western district
The rescripts are by Judge Walton.
State vs. William Holt.
Rescripts-A wilful and corrupt attempt to prevent the attendance of a witness before any
lawful tribunal, organized for the administration of justice, is an indictable offence at common law. The essence of the ofteuce consists
in a wilful and corrupt attempt to interfere witii
and obstruct the administration of justice.
Intentionally and designedly to get a witness
drunk for the express purpose of preventing his
attendance before the grand jury, or in open
court, is such an interference with the proceedings in the administration of justice as will constitute an indictable offense, and one for which
the guilty party ought to be promptly and severely punished. It is important that it should
be understood that the suppression of evidence
by such, or by any similarly wicked and corsent

Exceptions overruled. Indictment adjudged
sufficient.
Christiana K. Parker vs. Humphrey N. Lancaster et al.
Rescript—It is a settled rule of law that
money voluntarily paid cannot be recovered
back. Money obtained by fraud or duress, or
under such circumstances of oppression, actual
or threatened, as renders it unconscionable for
the one receiving it to retain it, may he recovered back. But when one demands money under a claim of right, and uses no other means to
obtain it than importunity and persistency, or a
threat expressed or implied of resort to litigation to obtain it if it is not voluntarily paid, and
the one of whom the money is demanded has
time for consideration and deliberation, and to
obtain the advice of counsel or friends, and the
money is then voluntarily paid to settle the demand, it cannot be recovered back, though the
demand is illegal and unjust.
The law favors the compromise of doubtful
claims, and does not allow settlements arrived
at by mutual concessions to be lightly set aside.
A lawyer can Irender no more valuable service
to his client and none for which he should be
better paid, than when, by his efforts, he succeeds in procuring the settlement of a controversy without litigation.
In this case the money was paid voluntarily.
It was, in fact, a compromise settlement of all
matters between the parties.
Both partiesemployed counsel. The evidence fails utterly to
disclose any ground on which either of the parties can righwully disaffirm or rescind the settlement in whole or in part, and we are forced
to the conclusion that the verdict, which wa s
for the plaintiff, must be regarded as clearly
and unmistakably wrong.
Motion sustained; new trial granted.
James M. Treat, in equity, vs. Abel Parsons
et aL
Rescript—It a party having constructed a
weir for no other purpose than to take such fish
as are named in his grant, finds other fish therein, and he is the first taker ot them, such other
fish become his property the same as if taken
by other means.
Fish, before they are taken, are the property
of no one. Whentaken, like all animals, ferae
naturae, they belong to the taker.
Bill dismissed with costs.
Beal Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:
Brldgton—Eliza A. Gage to F. A. Mitchell.
Nathaniel Potter to Frederick Fox. .$138.
Deering—George F, Whiting to Annie M.

Whiting.

Tryphena Bryant to Albert W. Childs.
Albion Blackston© to Olena B. Godfrey.
Windham —John Cartland

Douglass.

to Thomas M.

0. P. Chaffin to Nancy Edwards. $375.
Westbrook
Nelson Valentine to Dwinal
Pride.
Sebago—George E. Fitch et als to John F,
—

Thompson.

Portland—Louis W. Bradstreet to Alfred E.
Freeman.
Deering—Harriet M. Wheeler et als to John

Marooney.

Charles W. Hodgdonto George B. Hodgdon.
Baldwin—William Thorn to Merrit Thorn.

$300.

Brunswick—Isaiah Douglass to Lindley M.
Varney.
Freeport—Anna J. Goddard et als to George
H, Jordan. $200.
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has been prepared and will be issued to
the men at their company meetings Mon-

day night.

Two

paragraphs

changed,
those relating to the duties of captains
in the departments.
The new rules
prescribe that the captains shall have
rank according to their seniority in
the service.
The board of engineers
has therefore promulgated the following
are

offloial list and the commanders rank as
follows:
Senior Captain—A. F. Griffin, Engine 4.
Second Captain—John E. Cady, Ladder 3.
Third Captain—M. N. Eldredge, Engine 3.
Fourth Captain—L. B. Bragg, Ladder 1.
Fifth Captain—J. M. Farnsworth, Ladder 2.
Sixth Captain—John B. Brown, Engine 5
Seventh Captain—Wm. E. Hanson, Engine 1
Eighth Captain—Edward Wallace, Engine 2!
Captain Kelsey of Hose 6 and Captain
Millett of Peak’s Island Company are
not ranked beeause their stations are so
situated that they are rarely brought into
service.
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Remarks by

Messrs. Ingraham, Chadbourne, Eooney
and Fessenden.

Democrats o£ Deering do not intend that Mr. Robert F.
Somers shall keep those eight delegates
which his friends won for him in the tumultuous caucus described in the Press
of Wednesday. The city committee met
last evening at Adams Hall. About 15
members were present, among them being Chairman H. A. Jackson, Alexander
McKone, George B. Leavitt, Mark Jordan, A. H. Huston, Augustus Tate, R. G.
Hooper, Michael Stevens, George M.
Cram, Howard Winslow and L. W. Dyer.
They discussed the caucus of Tuesday
long and earnestly. The majority of the
committee were quite evidently antiSomers men, and determined that the
Tuesday caucus should not count. They
made the point that the caucus was illegal, since it was a union caucus, whereas, Deering being now a city, ward caucuses are proper.
They also brought up
the point that the call was issued two
days before the call for the county convention, although the caucus itself was
not held1 until after the call for the convention was out.
Alexander McKone,
The

The

—

The exemplification of the practical
working of the Australian ballot system
last evening at City Hall, under the
auspices of the Central Labor Union, was
a very successful and interesting affair,
although the audience was much smaller
than the importance of the subject and
the excellence of the speaking deserved.
The northeastern corner of the hall on
the main floor was fitted up ready for
election purposes; the duties of warden,
ward clerk and election and ballot clerks
being performed by members of the
Young Men’s Republican and Young
Men’s Democratic clubs and other gentlemen in the audience.
On the stage were Mr. Wm. J. Healy,
president of the Central Labor Union,
Mayor Ingraham, Hon.;B. F. Chadbourne
of Biddeford, Hon. Nicholas Fessenden,
secretary of state, and others. Mayor
Ingraham was introduced by Mr. Healy
as presiding officer of the evening.
He
spoke briefly of the purposes of the meet-

Into Innocuous

Desuetude.
Ira F. Clark & Co. say in our advertising columns that they have their gun in
position and have knocked profits into
innocuous desuetude. Seekers for bargains will find the advertisement inter-

esting reading.

The Weather Today
is likely to be

fair.
Portland, June 3, 1892.
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that the time of the issue of the call was
immaterial. But he was outnumbered,
and it was voted to hold ward caucuses
Saturday evening, for the choice of a
city committeeman, a delegate to the
state convention and a delegate to the
county convention in each ward. The
delegates thus chosen will meet Monday
to choose a delegate at large for each
convention.
The Somers men protested
against this; and it was their intention
last evening not to go into the ward caucuses, but to present their delegation at
the county convention and demand admission for it as the legal Deering dele-

Mr. Chadbourne

was

a

nnrrr

tmf+nw,

A

nn

Shirt

They’re

as

now.

unconventional

and comfortable,

expensive

not

in

never

popularity

such

read and write can understand the Australian system of voting.
Mr. Chadbourne complimented very highly the
fair, impartial, and able manner in which
the Secretary of State was carrying out
the provisions of the law.
Mr. Looney was the next speaker. He
explained that the Australian system of
voting was no new system, and that when
in promoting the new law the objection
was made that it was difficult and comgation.
plicated, the answer was that a system
The ward delegates
who will be that could be used
successfully in Italy,
chosen Saturday seem likely to be for in Switzerland and other countries of the
Tolman, as he seems to have made more old world must certainly be within the
of the voter of Maine.
Mr.
headway than Swett, so far. It may be intelligence
claimed for the new law the
that there will be a Tolman-Swett fight, Looney
eradication of bribery in a large measure
in which case the defeated side could and the absolute overthrow of
every kind
of intimidation.
have refuge in school district caucuses.
The principal and last speaker of the
The Registration.
evening was the Secretary of State. Mr.
The registration of voters proceeds Fessenden said that when invited to be
this evening his first thought
with alarming slowness.
Only 59 regis- present
was that the demand on his time was
tered Tuesday, 66 Wednesday, and 56
such that he
could in no way
As there are about 1500 to accept,
yesterday.
but
on
second
thought
it
seemed
to
him
he
that
register, it is seen that there must be
could
in
no
better
way
perform the dusome stirring about. Republicans should
ties of his office.
The correspondence
bestir themselves and arouse their neigh- that
he had received in relation to this
bors. The Democratic row may produce law suggested to his mind the fear that
lots of Democratic votes next fall, which not only the bribable voter might be kept
away from the polls, but that the honest
must be met.
voter might be afraid of becoming involved in the complications of the law
and stay at home. As a matter of fact,
CITY OF WESTBROOK.

“rolling

Waists

were

mnn

it is as easy for the voter as

and

Blouses

next introduced

by Mayor.Ingraham and made a very interesting speech, in which he explained
the rights of the voter and the simplicity
rtf +1-1

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ing, and the importance to every man of
a thorough understanding of the method
of exercising the invaluable right of sufliir.ii^
held union caucuses,and frage.
O__
uvjuvi o

NEW

Stickney’s,

Men

Anti-Somers Men Get New Caucuses

for

near the railroad station. An
effort was made to enter the stable and
ana
save the horsjs
carriages, but the
smoke was so dense that it was impossible, and three horses and two swine were
burned, together with carriages, harness
etc. There were also burned three mowing machines, plows and cultivators that
Mr. Stickney was selling agent for. A
portion of the furniture from the house
Loss about $3000, on which
was saved.
there was an insurance of $1500. Origin
of lire unknown.
At the Republican caucus held to elect
delegates to the State Convention to be
held in Portland, June 21st. L. R. Giles,
J. W. Hubbard and J. l. Frink were
Although no pledges were
chosen.
called for, or resolutionspassea, it was
that the
well understood
delegates
chosen were one and all unanimous in
H.
B.
of
their ehoice
Cleaves for our
next Governor.

A VOTING SCHOOL.
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see more Shirts for summer here than in
any two
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other stocks in town, and
whatever you’want, whatever

your

idea,

can

we

supply it, and for little

LIGHT:
also

in all cases where decreased interest inures to the benefit of the lessee.
The

figures embrace $10,422 in 1894, $11,818
in 1895, $6,411 in 1896 and $11,497 in 1898
—total, $40,146—savings in fixed charges
on the Maine Central, or 50.64 per cent,
of the total reduction in Maine Central
charges, this being the percentage of
stock interest in that company owned by
the Boston and Maine.
It will be seen that the reduction in
interest up to April 1,1894, would suffice
to pay 1.21 per cent, additional on the
total issue of Boston and Maine stock,
while the reduction for the whole period
would be equivalent to 1.68 per cent, on
Boston and Maine stock, or allowing for
the increased dividends on stocks of
leased lines to begin in 1897 would equal
1,02 per cent, on Maine stock.
The Boston and Maine will earn for
the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, next
slightly over 10 per cent, on its total
stock, including the new issue, even if
the earnings for the last six months of
the fiscal pear showing no increase over
those of last year.
Pythian Sisterhood.
Damon Assembly, No. 1, P. S., will
receive a large delegation of visiting Sisters from all parts of the state Saturday,
June 3th. The meeting will be called at
2 o’clock in the afternoon. The work of
the order will be exemplified,
after
which a banquet will be served, followed
in the evening by the regular meeting, at
which will occur the nomination of officers.

Bishop Healy’s Anniversary.
The 17th anniversary of the consecration of the Rt. Rev. Bishop flealy as
Bishop of Portland.was appropriately obPontifical high mass
served yesterday.
at 9
was celebrated in the morning
o’clock. In the afternoon the children
of the Academy and Catholic schools observed the event with pleasing exercises.
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of the
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CLOTHING
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important part.

an

that would let his famithis hot weather
without ice is preparing himself
for a future existence. To keep
ice you must have a REFRIGERATOR; examine the
A

man

Here

ly get along

for these

Tapestry.

They

are

NOTICE THEM CAREFULLY.
A Ladies’ Oxford, patent tip,
fine finish, regular price $1.00,

inch,

75 cents.

7 CENTS EACH.

$1.50.
Ladies’ low Russet Shoes, 75

Not

The Heywood Carriage;
Wakefield Carriage;
and all prices.
Everything in

all

the

styles

House Furnishings.
an

Many

BOYS1 OUTING SHOES.

SIDEBOARDS

lo>di6s*

$12.00 to $200.00, in oak, cher-

DRY GOODS

The Atkinson* $1.25 Shoe for
misses.
The Atkinson 85 cent Shoe for
infants.
These are leaders. A full line
of footwear in-all styles.
An elegant assortment in Russia coif*
line of Tennis Shoes.
A

A Sale of Hose.

LADIES’ FAST

fuli

hat

37

Department.

prices.

Cloth and Straw Matting

comfort when the torrid

Rugs,

A

2.50 Hat for

1.70

Oil A

2.00 Hat for

1.45

1.50 Hat for

1.20

for

summer use.

begins.

Draperies

Curtains.

We Are

get it next, and—that’s

and

A

should

see our

Handy to the

“

25c.

“

“

37 1-2c.

FAST BLACK HOSE.
17c, marked

down to 12

25c,

“

«

19c.

37

“

“

25c.

l-2c,

LADIES’ VESTS
12

Every Wheelman and Yachtsman

“

CHILDREN’S HOSE.

We have some
mahogany.
A *3.50 Hat for *2.47
particularly choice Sideboards
at $75.
You should see them.
A 3.00 Hat for 1.98

CARPETS

l*2c,

50c,

The sale in Hats and Caps will
continue for a few days at the
These
special prices quoted.
prices are away down and you
have only to look at them to see
what a sacrifice it is.

HOSE.

BLACK

marked down to 19c.

25c,

ry,

reduced

bargains in this

other

department.

The Atkinson $2.00 Shoe for

Oil Stove

for summer use?
You have no
idea how much fuss and worry
it will save. You can do all your
light cooking on one and not
have to light the range through
hot weather.

greatly

three to each custo-

The Atkinson v $2.00 Shoe for

Baby Carriages.

at

over

mer.

cents.

men.

beauties.

Don’t you want

325 fine Crystal Berry Bowls,
from the Crystal Glass
Company, usual retail price from
15 to 20 cents, we shall sell for
Friday and Saturday, at
7

warranted, $1.00, regular price

by, Silk Plush, Rugs, Brocatelle

DEPARTMENT.

special bargains

days only.

Men’s strong working shoes,

The most economical and convenient Refrigerator in use.
You should notice our new effects in Parlor Suits, just received, upholstered in Satin Derand

are.some

special price

New Perfection.

You’ll need to take advantage of every help to

l-2c,

19c,

good trades.

Tou will find them

line.

37 l-2c.

25c,

Island Steamers !

AAnrea

A carload of
fans in the

palmleaf

basement.

THE
ISAAC C.

Press.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

BRY MILLS.

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
Mrs. Wm. M. Dow returned from ChiMARRIAGES.
She brought
cago Monday, May 30th.
a young child with her .that
Ia Westbrook, June 2, by Rev. E. M. Cousins’
belongs to
her son, Lorenzo E. Dow, who lost his Dan Cram of Portland and Caroline S. Sproul
of Westbrook.
wife recently.
In Alfred, June 1, Fred G. Allen and Miss Ida
Leavitt.
Mrs. Clara Johnson of Portland has
In Saco, June 1, Ralph W. Merrow and Miss
been visiting her mother, Mrs. 'Melvin Susie G. Leavitt.
In Bath, June 1. Edwin H. Given of CharlesGoff.
town, Mass., and Miss Sarah A., daughter
of
8
J.
C. Minott of Bath.
Fannie Quint is at home from Dr. McIn Bath, May 27, Andrew Kingsbury and Miss
Collister’s, where she has been working Nellie F. Albee.
In Dover, May 24, Madison J. Leavitt of Bldthe past winter.
deford and Miss Ilene Cook of Portland.
Mrs. Thomas Quint is at her daughDEATHS.
ter’s, Mrs. Field’s, at South Windham.
Sebago.

lu Scarborough, June 2, Arthur McLellan,
aged 64 years 3 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Kennebunkport, June 1, Seth H. Pinkham,

SEBAGO.

Fitch Bros, have finished work in their

aged
years 9 months.
In Liniington, May 21, Elmira, widow of Capt.
Joseph Small, aged 84 years 9 months.
In South Hollis, May 26, Hannah R., wife of
Edmund Weymouth, aged 66 years 2 months.
Hi Old Orchard, May 30. Elizabeth JL, wife
of Cyrus Cleaves, aged 76 years 2 months.
In Hallowed, May 19, Mrs. Rachel C. Dunbar.
In Hallowell, May 19, Edward Gilman, aged
23 years.
In Boothbay, May 29, Mrs. Hannah Day, aged
86 years.
66

spool-mill
John P. Hill has returned home fora
short time.
Thomas A. Hill who has been working
at Sanford, has returned home.
G. E. Fitch caught four nice salmon
trout May 21st.
They weighed 14%:

pounds.
Mrs. George Thombs has gone to Canada to visit her parents, whom she has
not seen for eight years.
Brownfield.

f°r funerals
Flowers
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DENNETT the Florist, 570 Congress Street.
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615 Congress St.

PORTLAND,

THE
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LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY is progressive but nevertheless conservative-absolute security being its Der-

tninent feature.
>

ATKINSON CO.,

Middle, Pearl, Vine Streets.

Parasols.

Corres-

Memorial Day was duly observed in
this town by Daniel A. Bean Post G. A.
R., and the Sons of Veterans Camp
Jessie P. Sweat and citizens from this
and adjoining towns.
Exercises consisted of an address by comrade Rev. E.
P. Eastman
and comrade Rev. Mr.
Clough. Recitations and music by choir
and East Fryeburg band.
Notwithstanding the rain, the largest
crowd ever gathered together were present. Dinner was furnished by the wives
and daughters of comrades and citizens
in the Odd Fellows banquet hall, where
the appetite of some 500 were fullv satis
fled. The address of comrade Eastman
was well suited for the occasion, and it
was listened to by the large audience
with the closest attention.
About mid-night Monday, May 30th,
the church bell and steam whistles
sounded another alarm of fire. It was
first discovered in-.the stable of Wm, H.

A well conducted ice-

you in this.

FURNITURE. BOOTSand SHOES CROCKERY

Gauzy
Underwear is what you’ll
think of first, the place to

Gray.
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HOW TO AVOID SUNSTROKE!

they’re
they’re

becoming
cal,

Wm. Gilman of Cumberland Mills has a log.” “I say this,” said Mr. Fessenden, “although I opposed the law before
just returned from a four days’ fishing its adoption
and if it were not the law I
trip to Sebago. He succeeded in landing would still oppose it; but it is the law
eight fine salmon trout, averaging four and it is my duty, and the duty of every
citizen, to obey it and to do all in
pounds, the largest one weighing seven good
our power to promote its successful
pounds. His son, ten years of age, caught working. A fair reading of thp law
three of the eight.
would show no more defects than can be
A large stone watering trough is being found in any other law of the same number of sections on our statute books.”
placed in the square.
Mr. Fessenden then went into an elaborate explanation of the duties of the
Boston & Maine.
municipal officers, wardens, clerks, and
The following table, showing the sav- election officers substantially as has albeen explained at length in the
ings in interest to the Boston and Maine, ready
colums of the Press.
The practical
which will be effected from 1892 to 1899 work of
voting, as illustrated under Mr.
inclusive, by refunding maturing bonds Fessenden’s direction, showed that there
was no
at 4 per cent, is interesting:
difficulty, so far as depositing the
ballot in the box was concerned.
Mr.
Year.
Boston & Maine.
Fessenden
1892
gave an opportunity for ques$29,985
1893
tions
from
the
audience and answerd all
94,000
1894
85,422 in a very courteous and able manner.
1895 .,,.
26,816 He is a
1896
gentleman whom the citizens of
21,411
1897
4,000 Portland will be glad to meet again, and
1898
16,035 in whatever capacity he may see fit to
1899 .. 12,400 come. The
speakers all are to be conTotal.$290,069 gratulated on having an audience who listened and appreciated every word.
Deduct increased dividends on leased
lines stock, beginning 1897. 112,267
MAINE TOWNS.
nKIicrn.-Hrvnfi nf 1 AD CAfl onrl ofifilio+arl li-noc

and revised edition of the rules

rorm1o4-i/vnr» av-P
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The above tab !e includes the maturing
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AUCTION SALES.

HOT WEATHER

FABRICS!
Magnificent Selection!

Everthing that

is New!

Scotch Gingham, Organdie IVIuslius, Cotton Crepons and Crepes,
India White Linen, Victoria Lawns.
Great sale of Gloriana Tissues, 36 inches wide, beautiful designs, at lO cents a yard.
Scotch Zephyr Ginghams at 9 cents a yard.
Printed Lawns, white ground, with colored figures.
Printed Bedford Cords at 12 1-2 cents a yard.
Prints and Percales.
Ladies’ Waists in Silk, Percale Silk and wool Flannels, Satines,
Cambrics and Lawns, laundered and unlaundered.
We warrant the Satines to launder perfectly.

F. O.

BAILEY &

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. W.AILEN.
Otf

f.OBAIIXT.
mar 14

WM. M. MARKS,

Book,
—

JOB
97 1-2

Tittle

i co.

CONUNDRUM.
Quarter er Wnrld—Which is the Bigger?
You can hold a quarter so close to your eye as to shut the whole
world out.
By giving any thought at all to the cost of oil, you are likely to
miss the larger share of the benefit of it.
We have put a good deal of oil-wisdom into a pamphlet, “Lubrication.”
Shall we send it to you 1
VACUUM OIL COMPANY,
Rochester, N.Y.
my6dt]u7

Card

and-

PRINTER,

PRINTERS*

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
A11 orders by mail
tended to.

x. joi

COS

or

telephone promptly

at

novlleodtf

CLIFF COTTAGE.
Mr. C. B. Sunders, so long and favorof the Cumably known as the steward
berland Club, has taken the fine estate
known as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore
Road, 2-J miles from this city. The
house has been elegantly refitted and
will be kept as a first-class summer
All applications for board
resort.
should be made to
C. B. SAUNDERS.
e-

mayO

2m

“LAWSON HOUSE,”
South

Harpswell,

Me.

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and Is now supplied with all the
modern improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing.
Open for guests
tune 15th, 1892. Special rates for parties.

THIS

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. FOOLEK, Manager, Portland, Me.
mar24-tf

CONCERNING BOOKS.

ANNCAX MEETINGS.

BY

Annual meeting.
mHE-etockliplders of the Portland, Saco and
X Portsmouth llallfoad Company are hereby
notified that tlielr annual meeting for the

E. OAVAZZA.

Flower o’ the Vine. By William Sharp
choice of Directors and the transaction of such with Introduction by Thomas A. Janvier.
other business as may legally be presented, The
prose and peotry of Mr. Sharp, brilwill be hebl on the first Monday, the sixth day
of June 1892. at eleven o’clock In the forenoon 1 liant, versatile and sympathetic, are rapIn the company’s hall In Klttery.
idly making for him an excellent fame
I\ It. li A lilt KIT, Clerk of the Company.
Portland. May 14,1892._
myl4dtd
among contemporary British authors.
MAINE
MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION. His work has much variety; and shows
rjlHE fortieth annual meeting will be held in
i Commoh Council chamber. City Building,
Portland

on

June 8-9-I0th. 1892.
0HA3. D, SMITH, Sce’y

AMY

That has been under medical
treatment
out

relief,

three
we

months with*

will send

one case

of mnrdock’s Xiquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

IF

under

for

treatment

mouths has bad

no

three

relief,

we

will give one case of murdock’s
Xiquid Food free of cost.
Our
offer

for the

reasons

that

have

above

talent happy in its own exercise. This
volume is arranged with especial tact, as
far
an expression of the two influences,
apart, of the north and the south, which
have combined to form his poetic character. In the Romantic Ballads and Poems
of Phantasy, the author appears like one
ot the charming young Scotchmen on
their literary promotion, that are met in
the novels of Mr. William Black. The
strenuous second-sight, the vague and
solemn imagery, the haunting lilt of the
old Border ballads are in these verses.
This national and native bardic gift is, at
the same time, evidently under conscious
a

literary discipline, in course of study
the
under
masters—Rossetti, Keats,
Kingsley>may be named—who have harmonized with full chords these archaic
melodies.
By means of this concern
with the literary side of his work, the
story and picturesque talent of Mr. Sharp
has made its’.way steadily to the discovery of its own capabilities. In the
Sospiri de Roma, his beautiful poetic
gift is warmed'into full life and self-expression. These exquisite {Roman remr
niscences are alike original, sensitive and
artistic. Mr. Sharp has seen Rome with
his own eyes; and without technical
prejudices or formulas he has reported
ins

impressions

oi

it.

In

tnese

semi-

rhythms, mostly rhymeless, the ear of
known a case of paralysis that the poet proves itself not less precise and
This
subtly appreciative than his eye.
we have not cured or very much
is poetry, pure, spontaneous and vital.
helped, or a consumptive that Mr. Janvier’s preface is graceful and
has not been either cured or a genial. (New York: Charles L. Webster
strong testimony that life has & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short, &
been very much prolonged by Harmon. Price, $1.60.
its

are

we

never

use.

In ail

cases

ficial results

of Disease bene-

are

sure

to

be

ob-

tained by the use of Murdock’s
Liquid Food. This statement is
attested by the crucial test of
over

THREE THOUSAND oper-

ations in

The Art of Entertaining. By M. E. W.
Sherwood. ’Twas not wholly a fantastic
idea, perhans, when Lord Byron said that
he disliked to see a woman eat. Not
that-a beautiful hand, with jeweled rings
and the curves of a charming mouth are
without grace when a fork is in evidence
much feminine gastronomic
but so
science as Mrs. Sherwood displays in this
book appears like an enthusiastic pendantry of the menu, assumed ’for the ocHowever she makes a very
casion.
thorough study of the material resources
of the American who would entertain
company, and-adorns her treatise with
many readable anecdotes and illustra-

prominent hospital
in this country, and by its use
be unprecedented record was
reported of a loss by death of
only five patients in a thousand,
and many'of these difficult cases
of surgery. We shall be pleased
tions. Then she proceeds to make some
to give any inquirer the further
good suggestions for the social diversions
facts, but the above is convin- more or less formal which
pass the hours
that
Murdock’s
cing
proof
agreeably; with descriptions of enterLiquid Food is not an artificial tainments in differentEuropean countries.
stimulant to tke system, but Especially appreciative is her sketch of
the court of the beautiful and good Queen
though it can be given in the
Margherita of Italy. Mrs. Sherwood has
most extreme cases of exhaus- seen a
great deal of the social world and
tion with perfect safety, its in- is a very entertaining raconleuse, withfluence is permanent and with- out pretentiousness. She recalls what
she has observed, in order to help Ameriout a reactionary influence delea

cans

terious to the system.

to choose the best

methods of

en-

tertaining their guests. It is not surWe would remind the public that no prising that, now and then, a little missubstitute (and there are many so-called
of French or Italian slins
Foods and Food Extracts in the market) apprehension
For instance, in her story
has a record in any w ay approachihg into her work.
the results of the
Murdock Liquid of the manifold exterior arrangements of
Food in the past 12 years.
the famous-olive of the French gourmet,
eodtf
ap8r
she may be reminded that a beccafico is
but a small'Italian bird, yet his dimensions allowed- him to include, not to be
included in, that olive!
(New York:
WE, THE UNDERSIGNED,
Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland: Loring,
Short and Harmon.)

Members ef Cumberland

Bar,

AGREE TO CLOSE OUR OFFICES AT

4 o’clock, from JUNE 1st to SEPT. 1st.
Strout, Gage & Strout, ! Leroy L. Hight.
Symonds, Snort & Cook, William M. Bradley.
Nathan & Henry B. Thomas L. Talbot,
Cleaves, and StepheniV. C. Wilson,
0. Berry.
Charles Dunn, Jr.,
Drummond & Drum- Edwin L. Dyer,
Fred V. Matthews,
mond,
F. H. Harford,
Frank & Larrabee,
A. A. Strout.
Lewis Pierce,
Dennis A. Mealier,
George Walker,
John A. Waterman.
George W. Verrill,
B. D. & H. M. Verrill,
F. S. Waterhouse.
Thomas F. Keating,
Locke & Locke.
Co"inbs & Neal,.
George C. Hopkins,
Woodman Si Thompson. Henry Deering,
William Henry Clifford, Liudley M. Webb,
A. W. Bradbury,
C. P. Maitocks,
Clarence Hale,
C. E. Clifford,
Carroll W. Morrill,
Payson & Davis,
J. H. Fogg.
George Libby,
A. F. Moulton,
John J. Berry,
F. M. Bay.
W. Edwin Dimer,
Edward M. Rand.
Melville A. Floyd,
H. & W. J. Knowrlton, 0. Thorn! on Libby,
Wilford G. Chapman,
George E. Bird,
Seth L. Larrabee,
Edward F. Tompson,
William H. LooDey.
Richard Webb.
John C. & F. H. Cobb, Irving W. Parker,
John S. White,
George M. Selders,
F. V. Chase.
George D. Hand,
!L. B. Dennett,
George H. Allen,
George F. Gould,
Joseph B. lleed,
Albro E. Chase,
John J. Lynoh,
3saac W. Dyer,
Elgin C. verrill,
Jolm H. Card,
George F. McQuillan,
James L. Racklc ft,
L. H. Dyer,
E. Dudley Freeman,
J. H. Hill,
William R. Anthoine,
Albert E. Neal.
Frank W. Robinson,
Benjamin G. Ward,
E. R. Virgin,
Albert S. Woodman,
John T. Fagan,
Charles A. True,
Eben Winthrop Free- John F. A. Merrill,
C. A. Hight.
man.
dlw
may30
_
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|X Simple Remedy
k

Ac
M

X

X

JI

For Heartburn. Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Water Brash, Wind In Stomach, Distress 3or Fullness after Eating, Indigestion,
Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough, J
Offensive Breath and
I

t For All-Sferaach Troubles
it
mado
•it

Jx

^

5

from
Dr. Bronson's Popsia Troches,
Roots. Barks, Gunis and Pepsin, are reliable and effective. 25o. and 50c. a box. i
Of nil druggists or by mail.
1

EBONS ON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I. 3.

with its jeweled
are born free and equal, with a right to
design shows red, blue,
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. yellow—any color bpt amethystine tints
He shows with force the evil of monopo- of violet, dark or pale! (New York: D.
lies. A fantastic little sketch, six feet Appleton & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short
of Romance, is also included in the & Harmon.)
volume, which is illustrated by the
Pratt Portraits.
By Anna Fuller. The
author. The book is admirably bound
of these
design
types is
photographic
and printed. (Xew York: Charles L.
wife and
clever. Aunt
Ben’s
and
Betsy
Webster and Co. Price, $1.00.)
Anson Pratt’s romantic Emmeline, and
mischievous Hattie, and the martyr Mary
Social and Literary Papers. By Charles
Ann, and Uncle Bobby the poet, and the
These
Shackford.
essays by
Chauncy
others, are all Pratts. They are oddly
the late Professor Shackford, are scholardifferent and alike, they act and react
ly and thoughtful, comprising a variety
upon each other after the manner of
of significant topics. In the Prometheus
kinsfolk. They are not the village or
of iEschylus, “a soul severely grand like
country people, such as Miss Jewett and
that of Milton, austerely just like that of
Miss Wilkins draw so perfectly—instead
Dante,” he finds a masterly treatment of these Pratts are
suburban dwellers, and
the problems with which modern social
not wholly unsoalthough
plain
people,
of
science is concerned; the progress
Without the high degree
phisticated.
humanity, and its martyrs at the stake and quality of
imagination and finish
of conservatism; the law of heredity; the
which belong to the work of the two ardistribution of wealth; the sanitary laws;
tists just
mentioned, Miss Fuller’s stothe question of labor. These he sums
ries are truthful and spirited in their picup in a fine essay. The satirist Lucian; tures of
everyday life and are worth
the Greek idea of Nemisis; comments on
reading for their pleasant and for their
of
the
Republic
Browning; essays on
strong touches of Character. (New
Plato, and the Politics of Aristotle; on York: G. P.
Putnam’s Sons; Portland:
various social phases; and finally, on
Short & Harmon.)
Loring,
History as Development are titles which
indicate the contents of this volume, pubAn Edelweiss of the Sierras, Golden
lished py care of Mr. A. W. Stevens of
Rod and Other Tales. By Mrs. Burton
the University Press. (Boston: Roberts
Harrison. Among the agreeable books
Brothers: Portland: Loring, Short &
for summer reading willI not be overHarmon. Price $1.25.
looked this volume of stories by Mrs.
Burton Harrison.
The little romance
The Evolution of Christianity. By
which gives its name to the collection is
Lyman Abbott. In this series of chap- tender and
pathetic, a story of faithful
ters upon religious evolution, Dr. Ablove and early death. Golden Rod, the
bott shows his customary liberal conserlongest of tlie stories, was published
vatism and solid mentality. After tracsome years ago and appreciatively reing the development of theological and viewed in these columns. The others
ethical philosophy, he eomes to concluare brief, varied in subject; and all are
sions in which he defines Christianity,
written with the author’s accustomed
Inspiration, Revelation and other terms refinement and
grace. (New York: Harldsbijr,
imjjui taut lu lueiuugy,
per & Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short
ligion, as Divine life transforming the & Harmon.)
individual, the church, society into the
kingdom of God. To readers interested
WIT AND WISDOM.
in doctrinal and religious speculation as
varimen
in
the
represented by leading
APotr skbstltate.'"*'
ous denominations, Dr. Abbott’s volume
will be of interest and value. (Boston:
I
Portland:
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.;
i
Loring, Short & Harmon. Price $1.25.)
duu

xve-

eod2wtc

CAUCUSES.
Pownal.

The Republicans of Pownal are requested t ,
meet at the Town House on Thurday the secon i
day of June next at three o’clock in the aftei
noon to choose delegates to the State Convei
tlon to be holden at Portland. June 21st, 1895
Per Order Town Committee.
Pownal, May 25th, 1882.

rooms.

FOR

HOTEL—From April 1st. I will
give the travelling public the benefit of low
rates. For *1.00 to *1.50 per day I will provide as good rooms and good table as any other
house in

Portland.__2-1

and 2d raortTVTONEY TO LOAN—on
gages and on any good collateral security
in small and
W.
P. CARR
large amounts.
room 0 second floor. 185 Middle St.2-2
1st

or
TO LOAN—on first
second
on real estate, good commerpaper, Life Insurance policies or any good
collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY,

IVfONEY

-v-J- mortgages

cial

42

Exchange

St.

_1-1

PICTURES! Those in want of
PICTURES!
good picture, for small amount of money,

a

a
on

would do well to call
Pictures framed
us.
to order;
moulding for sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak
and

Congress streets.__31-1

X&tANTED—Storage room in City for houseW hold goods. Address, L., Box 1637. 2-1
PET—Pleasant rooms,

or

in suites'

acres

nia. Redwoods of the Sierras. Fir, Yellow Pine
Sugar Pine; will average 40,000 feet per acre.
Can double money on investment inside
of five
years. Any parties who mean business can address GEO. W. F. VERNON, 108 St. Paul
street, Baltimore, Md.
myl8-10w

POST AND

new;

FOUND.

night,
somewhere between
LOST—Sunday
Wilmot street,
lady’s

at Union Station, or
Union Station and
and chain.
The finder will be wed rewarded by leaving it
at SCHLOTTERBECK & FOSS’S, 601 Congress

gold watch

a

1-1

street._
driver’s call book,

Middle street
between Hampshire and Cross streets.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
it at the Universal Steam Laundry, 107 Middle
street.
_31-1

LOST—A

Greatest Cure on
and Neuralgia in
I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S.
ORR East Harpswell, Maine. my21d&wlmo*

PET.

TO

PET—Good rent with

WANTED—A good steady boy from
16 to 18 years old, good references required. Apply to THE JAMES BAILEY CO.,
264 Middle St.l-l

RENT—A desirable house of 5 rooms
containing all modern improvements, in a
delightful up-town neighborhood for §11 per

WANTED—A
WANTED—Two
West

Buxton, Me.30-1

WANTED—from 16 to 18 years old,
BOV
must bring good references. HASKELL
& JONES, 470Congress St.30-1

FOR

month. No one need apply without suitablereferences. H. P. STORER, 317 Danforth St.
2-1

1095

DOTEN,

A.

$10 per

& E. A.
2-1

Exchange St.

98

furnished

PET—A

Portland,

_9-tf

a drug and paint store; High school boy
28-1
preferred. Address P. O, B0X1016.

and wire spring beds. Apply to ABNER W.
LOWELL, 513 Congress street.2-1
PET—A very desirable cottage of seven
rooms on Great Diamond Island, and a
nice furnished house in western part of city;
also fine cottage on Peaks, near water front,
elegant view. N. S. GARDINER, 186 Middle

St_1-1

WANTED
young man between eighteen and twenty years of age, to learn pattern making.
Must have sound body, good eye, equivalent of
mgn scnoot education, wrtn some Knowledge ol
drawing. Must hire for five years. This is a
good opportunity for a first-class young man to
get a valuable position. Applicants will be required to pass physical and mental examination.
Address, before June 6, 1892, Chas. L. Cushman, care Ara Cushman Company, Auburn,
Maine.
mv30dlw

TWO

_

rooms, all modreasonable. 437

PET—Two large sunny
TO
conveniences, terms
CUMBERLAND
ern

ST.__1-1

PET—Cottages at Mariners Landing,
TO Long
Island. Address MRS. E. S. WOOD1-2
MAN, Long Island, Portland,
jvjvjxi—upper
modern in all its

■jwjxt

Me.

or

tenement

e rooms

A
appointments, near Congress Square; immediate possession. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51% Exchange St.1-1
FOR BENT—The

well situated property
Silas Broad place. Stroudhorse car terminus, occupies an elevated position and will make a
pleasant summer home; has garden and orchard;
or would lease
whole farm.
BENJAMIN
1-1
SHAW, 51 Va Exchange St.
A
known as the
water Village, near

WANTED.

southeastern Europe certainly a
unflattering likeness. He studied
the sons of Israel especially in the town
of Brody in Austria-Hungary where
nearly all the population is Jewish; and

LET OB FOB SALE—Furnished cotTwo young men between TO tage at Jones’ Landing, Peak’s Island. Apaddress 90 ST. LAWRENCE STREET.
ply
S. W. Lewis.2-1
eighteen and twenty years
LET—Good tenements of 6, 6 and 7
rooms each, centrally located, prices §8,
of age, to learn pattern TO
$10, $12 and $13 per month. Inquire of J. C.

vivacious

These chapters
originally appeared in the Illustrated in
London News, and called out a contradic-

tory

article

volume.

from

a

native

of

Brody.

XiOR SALE—Island in Casco Bay, 70 acres,
a
well shaded, living springs at three points,
extensive ocean views, fine harbor and bathing
beach, excellent lobster and fishing grounds,
tile most desirable island for summer cottages
now to be had on route of the Island Steamers.
Price SI 500. W. H. WALDKON, 180 Middle St.
2-1

SALE—Com, meal, oats, bran, cotton
IltOR
seed meal, pressed bay and straw, egg
cases and fillings, all sizes; nest eggs, axel
grease, wheat and all kinds of poultry supplies,
floods delivered free.
C. B. DALTON, 57
Washington St.2-tf
near

square piano,
JAOR
i
some rosewood case with carved legs and
pedal. Will be sold low. Address JOHN

SANBORN, Press office.2-1

pOR
J.
"

SALE—Bronze turkey’s eggs. JAMES
HARMON, Freeport, Maine.
2-1

Woodfords, desirable modFOR SALE—At
house with ten ttnished rooms, steam
a

ern

heat, electric cars pass very near, large yard,
room for stable.
Price low and terms of payment easy, would lease. N. S. GARDINER.
185 Middle St.
1-1
SALE—In the village of New Gloucester
FOR
(Lower Corner), the nice residence of the
late

Mrs. I. H. Keith. Buildings in good repair, good cellar, plenty of water, abundance of
This place is
apples and some small fruit.
pleasantly located and would make a nice home
or a delightful summer residence; line schools
churches within a few minutes’ walk, and
short distance to Maine Central and Grand
Trunk Railroad depots. Will be sold cheap to
close the estate.
Enquire of ANDREW C.
CHANDLER, near above residence, J. M.
Thompson, Esq., Register of Deeds, Portland, or
L. J. STROUT, Administrator, Limington, Me.
I-tf
and

SALE—Houses for sale. Prices, *500.
FOR$1,000,
*1.100, *1,300. $1,400, $1,500,

$1,700, $1,900, $2,000. *2,200, $2,500, $2,700.
$4,000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105% Exchange
street.

25-2

SALE—1% story house containing 7
■pOR
i
rooms, with two acres of land, nicely situated on Main street, Fryeburg, Me.
Horse
cars go by the door, and near the Camp Ground.
Price $750. For further particulars inquire ot
A. C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange s reet.
1-1
SALE—or will

of
of

I
\

1
\

rooms
all
to man and

five years.

This is

i
i

opportunity

I

class young

Doctor Duck (very nearsighted)—You
want something? Haven’t been able to
eat a square meal in three weeks? Well,
my good sir, you just take this bottle of
ostrich tonic and it will give you a splendid appetite.—Brooklyn Life.

Without entering into
the discussion, Mr. Pennell’s sensible advice may
Ask some Friend about Pond’s Extract for
be quoted to the effect that if the Russian Pain. Try It for any Inflammation or HemorrJews are imported into America; he hage. Ask pour druggist for the genuine. Reshould be treated precisely as other men fuse Imitations.
Over Exertion.
are, Austrians, Poles, Germans, of whatSmall Boy (who has been playing hall for six
ever religion, so that they shall assimilate with American nationality and civili- months)—My legs ache.
Anxious Mamma—What have you been dozation. The book is illustrated by some ing?
Small Boy—I dunno. I did an example on the
of Mr. Pennell’s characteristic drawings.
blackboard yesterday.—Good News.
(New York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Children with weak eyes, sore ears, or
■

any
form of scrofula cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

for

man

valuable position.
cants will he

a

to

a

good
first-

get

a

Appli-

required to

seven
SALE—Steamboat, Machinery, Boilers
TO nine rooms, at Westwood Park, Falmouth.
and Engine. A. K. P. LORD, West BuxEverything necessary for
housekeep- FOR
common

Two minutes’ walk from steamer landing
(Waite’s Landing.) Inquire on the premises, or
address E T. MERRILL, Portland Me., care of

ing.

30-2

rent. 5 rooms, 29 Boyd St.,
in order, $11.
TO allLET—Lower
Lower rent. 5
6 St. Lawrence

rooms on

one

St., $12.

flat,

Lower rent

6 rooms, corner of Sherman and Grove. $15, all
complete. L. O. BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange

Street.30-1

on

TO mond

Island.
Inquire 9 EXCHANGE
STREET.30-1

Address, before June 6,
LET—For the season,
furnished cotseven
TO tage Peaks Island:
lathed
1892,
F. C. WHITE, 480
and
Inquire
a

on

care

Ara Cushman Co., Auburn, dlw
Me.

my30

WANTED.

rooms,

plastered.
Congress street.

or

19-tf

furnished Cottages, each containing nine rooms. Situated In Cape
Elizabeth and near Cape Cottage Hotel. A fine
beach for bathing in front of the premises with
abundance of pure spring water. Price reasonable. Inquire at 608 CONGRESS Street or
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61Va Exchange street,
Portland. Me.6tf

TO

LET—Two

furnished cottage
Peak’s
in church, by
expc
Island
TO
Jones's Landing.
Call
adWANTED—Position
rieneed chorus director and baritone sodress C. I. KIMBALL, 219 Spring street.
of
Best of
LET—A

an

on

near

loist.

or

Formerly

reference
Lynn.
Address PINKHAM, 49 Brown street

WANTED—Anyone

30-tf

COTTAGES TO RET—Some of
the best summer cottages In Portland harbor to let. Iniquire of A, M. SMITH, Portland,
Me.16-tf

SUMMER

LET OR FOR

SALE
nice Cottage
of 5 rooms at Trefethen’s Lahdlng. Best
TO
location on the Island. A
for some

WANTED—A
WANTED—If

bargain

WANTED—The

_mar!9tf
RENT—Six

LADY

room

tenement rear of 520
month. Inquire
28-1

ton, Me.30-1

SALE—A lot of second hand timber
FOR
cheap at the old Boston & Maine Depot,
Commercial
foot of
State. Apply to T.
street,
G. HUTCHINS on the premises or at South
Portland.
24-2

SALE—Deerlug; one of the most desirable residences on Pleasant street, fine
park and lawn, containing 18,000 feet, rooms
finished in hard wood and heated by steam,
large stable, electric cars pass every 15 minutes; $4,500. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle street.
21-2

FOR

OR SALE—Corporation stock. I offer for
sale eight thousand shares of stock in the
NEW CORPORATION known as the Lakeside
Press and Photo Engraving Company, at a bargain to close an estate. For full particulars apply to WILLIAM K. NEAL, Executor, No. 85
Exchange street.19-tf
SALE—House and six acres of land at
North Deerihg, three-quarters of a mile
from electric cars and Maine Central
station,
cuts eight tons of hay, house one story and out
buildings, good spring of water, pleasant situation, in good neighborhood. Price low. terms
easy. Furtherpartieulars of WM. MORTON,
or address C. H. GOODRICH, Richmond. Me.
17-4
OR SALE—Dry and desirable house lots;
also gravel and loams for filling. Inquire
ol A. L. RICHARDSON, Peering Centre. 5-8

FOR

OR SALE—Farm of 100 acres In City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; 'known as
Hussey farm. Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills. Me.
14-8
SALE—At Woodfords—Modern built
house, 14 rooms, newly docorated and arranged for two families.
Sebago for both.
Slated roof, furnace and open grate: fine stable
and lawn, with 15,000 teet of land. Buildings
cost. $5000. Price $3000. Three minutes to
street cars.
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle
street.28-1

FOR

SAlE—The craze is now for music. Oh,
where shall music be found. Hawes, 414
Congress street, has all the late songs, music
Books, also fine Violins, Banjos, Guitars, Harmonicas, Aceordeons. superior Violin and Banjo
Strings. Join the crowd and sing, Ta-Ra-Boohi,
&c. HAWES has

FOR

it.__28-1

■j

Floor space with
heat and
power. Apply to GIANT ELECTRIC MOTOR

COMPANY,

25

TO
The
floor

spacious

FOR

central

location, very light.

is

need

at

NISS NEALLY
and Is

commended

lights

in tlie

as

all

concert,

by

STEVENS,

FIRST, by such great

musical firmament

as

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EDSEN D'ALBERT,
and

a

host of others.

The

xiyusc mill

cn.

xbigiib

summer

cottage

7 rooms,

My Cash Provision Market on Main street,
city of 70,000 close to manufactories; corner
store, fine fixtures, clean stock, good cash trade,
good reasons for selling, cheap if sold before
June

10th; fine chance for one or two men to
increase business; rent $10. BRISTOL CASH

MARKET, 75 Hampshire Street, Cambridgeport, Mass.my31 lw*

general agency

THURSTON’S PIANO HOUSE,
S Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
S. TIIUKSTON.
dtf
aprll
The UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY is a purely
mutual company, owed by its members, managed by its members, and
solely in the interest ol its members.

TRICKEY,

No. 9 Exchange St.,

GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGT.,
OFFERS FOR SALE

KNABE.
piano

SALE—Fine

HENRY S.

SHORT & HARMON,
LGBING,
dtf*
nmi-31

Thl*

aiux

FOR SALE.

second

store, with

heat,

steam

—l /u

stable and all conveniences; location and
view unsurpassed; also 2 acres of shore land
the best shore property in the market. W. P.
28-1
GOSS, 465 Congress St.

JLET.

over our

vaav

X rooms; twelve acres; nice orchard of seventy-five trees; pleasantly situated on main
road, 2V2 miles from Old Orchard. Will be sold
cheap if at once. For further particulars apply
to N. S. GARDINER, No. 185 Middle street.
28-1

and 27 Commercial Street.

WANTED—To

NOTICE—Wanted

one.

FOR
Congress street; $12 per
at 53 Brown street.

WANTED—All

WANTED—People

—A

Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season.
Address, C.
A. Sloman, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.

A_

WANTED—To

center

9
water and water closets
in the rear of same
a
street.
of A.

has

35x120

LET—Upper tenement of six rooms and
pass physical and mental TO hath,
western part of city.
Inquire 9 EXCHANGE STREET.30-1
examination.
LET—Furnished cottage
Little Dia

CHAS. L. CUSHMAN,

Ex-

in

30-1

rooms:
a

two

or

Steamer Alice.

given.
Stories and Interludes. By Barry
3-1
City.
Pain. The prose of Mr. Pain is so imBoy Life on a Farm.
in need of the best layI
dad?
Boy—Kin
goflshin’,
ing hens' or the earliest to mature chick
aginative and idealistic that there is no
Farmer—Is the pastur’ fence all laid up?
James Bussell Lowell.
By George effect of
ens, please call on S. YOUNG at 105 Greer
abrupt transition between his
street
and
see the hens.
dad:
of
it.
Eggs and hens ol
Kin
I
Boy—Yes,
panel
every
the
terms
of
go?
the
William Curtis. By
various breeds for sale.3-1
stories and the brief poems which are
Farmer—Is the seed corn shelled?
letter of gift of the Brooklyn Institute,
ear of it. Kin I go?
Boy—Every
by a young man
placed between them. While with the
Farmer (reluctantly)—Yes; dig yer bait in the "VI/’ANTED—Situation
it
strictly temperate and honest. Hadforu
it was provided by the founder, Mr.
works of some realistic authors such al- garden ’n throw th’ stone6 np side o’ th’ fence. (4) years experience in office work and sever
—Life.
Augustus Graham, that every year upon ternations of prose and verse remind one
Best of reference. Address at once, “CLERK,'
the 22nd of February, a lecture should be
“Have suffered all winter with lumbago. Press Office.
31-1
of the Sicilian fashion of placing a laurel
T
tVinn fnrn V.Ut..
1
U -.1_«... 1—
delivered there of which the subject
loan $10, $20, $30. $50
leaf between sausages! The work of this
weeks, made me about well.”—Mrs. M. E. Lock$100 to $10,000, in city and vicinity, or
should be the character of George Washwriter has distinction, of temperament
furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, car
wood, 60 Franklin St., Lynn, Mass.
ington, or of some other benefactor oi and of style, he has a vivid and
riages, diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes
capriand pay off furniture leases. Business confiden
America. me orator ot toe anmversarj
tial.
cious fantasy, and very flexible and swift
PORTLAND
COLLATERAL LOAN
Bushing Matters.
of 1892, was to have been Professor JameE
Timid Female—I saw an advertisement for a CO., 186 Middle street, room 6, second floor
of tone that follow the feeling of
changes
2-2
but
death
since
Bussell Lowell,
prevent- the moment. In stories like
wife in your paper this morning.
Supreme
cook wanted, must have gooc
ed him from being the speaker of the ocEditor—Too late. The advertiser got her six
references. 161 PINK ST.2-1
Moments and Exchange the imagination hours ago, took a bridal
trip on a hand car, and
casion, it was determined that he should is balanced between the familiar and the is now suing for a divorce.
Watch our ten-cent
you are not doing anythin;
column.—Atlanta Constitution.
be the theme of a discourse by Mr. G,
and want to make.$5 or $10 a day easy
remote in a very original fashion. Rural
call at once at 2351/» Middle street room 1. A
W. Curtis. Naturally, this is a polished
A. LEWIS, Manager, Portland, Me.
31-1
and Concealed Art are quite
A dose of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla each morning,
delineation of Professoi Simplicity
and cordial
modern and possible; they are compan- during vacation, will greatly benefit you.
persons In want of trunks or
Lowell, as man, poet, scholar and citizei ion
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 55<
sketches, the latter especially clever.
and 658 Congress street, corner of Oak; as w<
and is expressed with the charm of Mr
Elvers.—Mr.
lease
on
the
new
manufacture
our goods, aud can therefore givf
of
series
White
with
its inSharpe,
my
The
Nights
Curtis’ style. It is illustrated by porbottom prices; trunks repaired; opei
definite place and time, its three prin- house does n’t expire till July. I have had a you
9.
until
31-1
traits of Lowell at different periods o!
disagreement with the landlord about the rights evenings
cesses and its sad jester, is so entirely
tenant
in
of
a
such
a
to
know
the
case.
MUTUAI
in
the delicat*
his life; and is bound
remote that it belongs to the realm of
Lawyer Sharpe—A tenant sir, has no rights.
RESERVE FUND LIFE ASSOCIATION
1781/2 Middle street. Free policies. Cash sur
good taste of the Black and White series fairy tale. Oddly enough, Mr. Pain’s Five dollars, please.—Chicago Tribune.
render. Paid up value, incontestable.
Aver
New York: Harper and Brothers; Port
age cost $16 per 1000. 3Vs millions surplus
verse is less tenderly ideal, more cynical
Call and see our ten year policy. Smart agent!
land: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Baby
cried,
and sharply touched than his prose.
wanted. Big money.19-tf
Mother sighed,
Mr 'But all that he writes in this volume is
public to know that we d<
Moondlight.
By Dan Beard.
fine gold, silver and nickel plating, pol
Doctor prescribed: Castoriat
Beard, widely and well known as an ar individual and attractive. One last word
etc.
Silver plated ware repairer
ishing, buffing,
reflnlsned and enameled to prevent its tarnish
shall be said for the piquant diablerie of
tist with the pencil, is also graphic anc
The
ing.
only complete manufacturing ant
fanciful when he handles the pen of tin the binding of the book, with its flamePurchaser—What is the price of coal now?
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
a
fist.
ton.
Dealer—Five dollars and a quarter
STEVENS. WOODMAN & CO., cor. Bore
romancist. The hero of his socialists red cloth, and black bats flitting against
ana Union
Sts.__janl.Stf
“Weigh me out a ton, please.”
a
that
is
all
a
in
tavern
swirl
of
finds
a
moon
filastory
Pennsylvania
golden
call at your store or house
“Ahem, where the coal is weighed in the presments. (New York: Harper & Brothers; ence of the purchaser we charge a dollar extr a.”
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels
where he is for the purpose of viewin'
metals of all kinds. I
rubbers,
bottles,
iron,
—Westfield (Penn.) Leader.
the coal-mines in which he is a stock Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
you have any of the above please drop me ;
B.
C.
Address
WISH, 131 Greer
postal.
holder, a black-letter book treating o
street, city.
Weak hair strengthened and the scalp kept
_11-ltf
The
th<
of
a
to
Amethyst.
This,
Story
Beauty,
according
Moonlight.
to buy from $1000 to $15,
clean by using Hall’s Hair Eenewer.
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
monkish scribe, is a lunar spell tha i By Christabel R. Coleridge. This is an
cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents1
highest
authorized American reprint of a very
makes dreams permanent after waking
In a Connecticut school recently a teacher and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter over
and by its magic, the mine-owner findi ; readable novel by an English author. was trying to impress a youngster with the coats; call, or address letter or postal to S
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf
The heroine, Amethyst, who has been meaning of the word “better.” To iijustrate
the visual opacity of his mind suddenly
WANTED—With capital in
she asked, “Now, if you were sick and a doctor
Address L.
corrected so that he sees people auc
well-established business.
brought up by an aunt, returns after loss came and gave you some medicine, what would PARTNER
this office.
Aunt
of
to
__my!4-tf
live
be?’,
as
are.
At
the
;
Annabel’s
with
o
you
they
money,
things
meeting
“Dead,” was the unexpected answer.—New
her mother and younger sisters. The
$600 CiYSII.
the directors of the mine, the stockhold
York Sun.
or gent, by Massachusetts gentleman
most striking trait of the story is the
ers appear to him foxes, wolves, rattle
to assist me in office and help boom a Foo'
sketch of this mother, amiable, loving
FEMALE HELP.
Remedy for sore and tender feet. Nothing lik(
snakes. The miners, black with coal
it in tire market. Everybody wants it. Pfifec
excitement
their
and
bin
skat
seem
to
No risk. Profit $2(
admiration,
bonanza.
All cashtrade.
always
dinner-pails,
clanking
\\rANTED—A
competent girl, good wages,
oi expenses, guaranteed. Nov
'?
like the slaves before Lincoln’s Proclama
Call at 7G EMEliY ST., forenoon or even- per day, clear
ing upon “white ice;” and her three
advertised in 200.000 papers to appear. Ad
little daughters sadly precocious in all ing.
dress "DEXTER,” care of Portland Duih
mation severed all the cliaius at a stroke
_ii-1
Pr ess,
ANTED—We want lady or gentleman oi
__jel-dlw
With the aid of the overseers, he tries t< the ways of the frisky world. Amethyst XXf
v »
in
intelligence
to act as general agent
institute a mining village on a basis o : also is her mother’s own daughter, hut different localities in Maine. No books and no
WAITED.
alse scheme; grand opportunity to secure good,
justice and humanity. Mr. Beard’s de with a difference; and her story devel- pleasant,
well paying employment. Address
An
assistant
Bookkeeper. One wh<
vith stamp, GUABD 00.. Orange, Mass.
31-1
velopment of the story, supported b; opes less by means of events than b\
has had experience; is a good penman
statistics, should do much toward ob light and logical touches of characteriza- WANTED—A situation by a young woman and quick in figures. None other neec
» v
as
stenographer and typewriter fKeming- apply. Address,
taining fair treatment for the miners tion. It is written unaffectedly, with a :°iC. Address
Saco, Me., F. O- Box 300. 28-1
BOX No. 821,
This, he believes, is [the third occasioi natural gift for pleasant story telling,
WANTED—A
capable girl for general housePortland, Me.
for America to assert her belief that me:
the
tf
work. Apply at lfiO High street. 28-1
Curiously enough,
pretty binding
dlw
may30
ono

favorable terms

A.

four

i

on

street

31-1

i

lease
as

on

8 rooms, all

to

Jew in

a

store;
separate
adapted for a manufacturing business in connection with the ground floor and basement
for the sale of product; has elevator and steam
heat; possession given immediately. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51!% Exchange St.3-1

FORthe property known the Merchants
making. Must have sound
LET—Lower tenement. 307 Cumberland change Hotel containing about fortv rooms,
the
TO street,
of Elm,
Temple
being
modern situated
the cityFor further particulars Inquire
all day. Immediate posbody, good eye, equivalent improvements,
C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange St.
session given. Apply
M. H. FOSTER, 13 j
of high school education, Preble street.
story house containing
IjiOR SALE—1%
Sebago
LET—On Cumberland street,
unfuralso large building
with
TO
nished
with
conveniences
for
with some knowledge of housekeeping
situated No. 158 Grant
For
ladies lot
wife,
further particulars inquire
C. LIBBY St
preferred. Address J. K., This Office. 31-1
CO42%
St.30-1
Exchange
drawing. Must hire for
LET—Two furnished cottages,
and
corner
sun

very

from his notes he has been able to make

RENT—The four

WOODMAN, 105Va Exchange St.1-1

i

brick

story
building
No. 241 and 243 Middle St; good frontage
FOR
from the
well
with staircase

sev-

aotive intelligent American
WANTED—An
boy living with his parents in the city', to TO
work in

any

sale OR TO LET—A partly furnishFOR
ed cottage at South Portland,
Fort
TO
Treble.
For particulars inquire at 51 EXPET—Upstairs 66 Parris St., large yard, CHANGE ST. city.2-1
TO Separate cellar, sebago
water, good neighSALE—A Weber
hand
borhood.
month.
R.

en

Address BOX

light

-—---—-

on

stock.

new
or

a

light business. One medium drop axle
express wagon will carry 25 hundred, this
wagon is something new and very handy. Call
on E. MOBBILL, Cor. Preble & Oxford Sts. 3-1

other

LET—Pleasant room furnished or unfurnished at 149 CUMBERLAND ST. 2-1

completely
cottage
Little Diamond Island, containing
WANTED—Man with small TO
FARMER
family, who understands farm work, and
rooms; four chambers, five hair mattresses
care of
Me.

SALE CHEAP—One very nice
FOR
grocery
express wagon fit for

on

6 rooms. Inquire
TO at A. A. LANE’S, 381 Congress
St. 3-1

good Teamster to drive oxen.
_A. K. P. LORD, West Buxton, Me. 30-1
good competent men to
run Gang of Saws.
A. K. P. LORD,

easy riding and stylish, one of the
city. Also one end spring top buggy nearly
Can ha
a good one; both for sale cheap.
P. O.
seen at 140 MAIN ST., Westbrook.
3-L
address, box 286.
in

MALE HELP.

BOV

car-

a

Men and Business Men take notice
have found the
LUMBER
Rare chance. We will sell 3000
of FOUND—I
Earth, for Rheumatism
first-class timber land in Tulare
Califor- their worst chronic forms.

county.

SALE—Small building, suitable for
POR
a
office. Can be easily removed. C. r. MAiTOCKS, 31 Va Exchange street.3-1

top. two seated
ST. MRS. H. M. FOR sale—A canopy
TO with board at 110 PARKsingle
liage, used but few times. High bacas,
28-tf
RICE.
the
best

or

Jew at Home. By Joseph PenMr. Pennell, an observant and
tourist, well-armed with noteand pencil, who has recorded for
the pleasure of readers many unconvenhis
tional and picturesque tours of
—sometimes falls into a tone of
querulous railing, which is perhaps
the result of the
fatigues and inconveniences of travel. And therefore it
may be that some discount ought to be
made upon his portrait of the average
The
nell.
clever
book

SALE.
___

T>ERRY’s

I

_

decie

MISCELLANEOUS.

Two lots of land No. 72 to 78 Spruce St.
Two lots of land No. 55 to 61 Thomas St
Two lots of land No. 7 to 11 Lewis St.
Six lots of land No. 11 to 27 Montreal St.
Five lots of land No. 8 to 22 Walnut St.
Six lots of land No. 302 to 314 Eastern Promenade.
Wooden house and lot No. 44 Monument St.
Small wooden house and lot western part of
city.
Fifty desirable one-quarter acre lots Diamond
Island.
Brick block corner Green and Portland Sts.,
has four stores and four tenements.
tnaylSdim

Steamboat For Sale.
The sound and serviceable steamer
the “City of Richmond,” 600 tons,
and having 61 staterooms, now running between Portland and Machias,
on file route ol the Portland, Mt. Desert Jc Machias Steamboat Company, is
offered for sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
next. She may now be seen on her
present route. For description aud
terms appiy to PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
Machias Steamboat Company, Portland, Me.
may3-dft

Quotations of Staple Products
Leading Markets.
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy

in the

Sterling

Ohio & Miss. 20
Ont. & Western. 18%
North American. 14
Pacific Mail. 34%
Pullman Palace.197%
Pleading. 60%
PiOck Island. 78%
8t. Paul. 77V*
do Dfd.123%
St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.112%
St. Paul & Omaha. 50
uopfd.121
Texas Pacific, new.....
9
Union Pacific. 39%
U. S. Express. 55
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
10%
do pfd. 24%
Western Union. 94%
Sugar Trust. 99%

20

18%
13

34%

197

GOV*
77%
76%
123%
112%
40%
12i

..

Exchange Quiet

and Firm-Government

Steady—Railroads Quiet
and Fim—Stocks Closed Quiet hut Strong.
At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from l@lVb percent.; last loan at
1% per cent, closing at lVs per cent Prime
mercantile paper was quoted at 3@5 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was quiet and firm with
Bonds Dull and

actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 87 for 60day bills aud 4 8S!4 for demand; posted rates
at 4 88@4 89.
Commercial bills were 4 86V2
Government bonds were dull and
@4 88.
steady. Railroads were quiet and firm.
Dullness in the stock market after 12 o’clock
became more pronounced, but prices were
slightly higher than at the opening. Sugar was
exceptionally strong. During the last honr the
market developed some strength and activity,
and at the highest points: many of the leading
stocks 1 per cent, better that the closing last
evening. At the close the market was quiet and
firm to strong at about the best prices of the
day.
Transataetions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 292,700 shares.
Retail Grocers’

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf ot/bcjcoufectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. June. 2.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand, 81 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 152 cars.
Fortland Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND, June 2, 1892.
to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
The following are
lour.

Superfine
low

ixJitlQ.

lots.
61@62
jCorn, Dag lots. .63@64
Meal, Lag lots.. 69@60
iOats,car lots.. 42@43
iOats. bag lots. 45@46

[Com.

&

grades,S4Vi@4V6

car

X Spring &
|
XX Spring $4%g4ys
Patent Snrng
Wheat'. ..5 25@5 50 i Cotton SeecMich, str’glit
I car lots. 25 50S26 00
roller-®4y»@5 10 bag lots.. $2ts@27 00
clear do.. S4%®4% : Sacked Br’n
StLouls st’gt
! car ots.
S19JB20 00
rooler.$5®5 12V2 I bag lots. szl@22 00
clear do.. $4%@4ys ! Middlings.. $20® 22 00
Wnt’r wheat
! bag lots.. $22@24 00
Provisions,
patents... 5 25®5 50
Pish.
i Pork, Bks.15 50®15 75
I
clear... 14 75@16 00
Cod—Large
.5 25® 5 50 ! short ctsl5 00@15 26
Shore
Small do. .3 76®4 25 Beef,extra
Pollock
mess... 18 00@ 8 25
.3.50®4 50
Haddock.. .2 00®2 50
plate... 10 00.® 10 50
Hake.1 75®2 00
ex-plate.10 60@11 00
Herring, box
[Lard.tubs. 6V«@ 7Va
15c
Soaled....
11®
1 tierces... 6 @ 7 Vi
Mackerel, b)
:
pails.... 61/2® 11
Shore ls..$
pure leaf. 10
@i0Vi
Shore 2s..$
Hams_11 @11 Va
Med. 3s.. .13 00@®14 t doeov’rd.ll @llya
...

..

Large

3s..

Oil.

I Kerosene. Portland ret. pet... 6Vi
CpeCrga’s, bush.
Pea Beans.-195®2 10
Llgonia. 6V4
Ger. med... 1,7 6®2 lo
Centennial.6Vi
Yellow Jiyes.l 75® 2 00
Pratt’s Astral.. 8Vi
Cal. Pea-2 50®2 60 1 Devoe’s brilliant 8Vi
lrisn Potat’s 35.® 40c
Raisins.
3 50®4 00 iMuscatel.... 1 50@2 00
Sweets
I
1
00
London
lay’r2 00®3 50
Cabbage,bbl 75ig2
Onions—Her
iCnpura lay’r.8 @9V4
muda... .1 60® 1 60 I Valencia.
6 Vi @7
Sugar.
Egyptian do 3 00@3 26
Chickens.,.
16® 17 ft lEx-aual’ty fine
Fowls. 13® 14c
4 9-16
Turkeys.... 17® 10c
tandara ao.
4%
Extra C. 4 Vs
Apples.
Xo 1 Bussetts .2 60®3 00 Bed Top. ..175@185
ating.2 75@3 25 Timothy.. .166S170
7
yap ©> ft..
@8c Clover.... 12 @16
Produce.

....

do

nfd.

Richmond
do

«

West Point.

Dfd.
Boston Stock

9%
50

9%
39 %
55
ll

24%
94

97%
9%
50

Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks li Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 34%
C. B. IS Q.101%
Mexican Central. 16%
Union Pacific
39%
Boston & Maine R.179%
do pfd...

Bell Telephone.208%
New York and New England E.
do pfd. 85
New York

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

NEW YORK. .Tune 2, 1S92.—The following
to-day's closing quotations oi mining stocks:
Col. Coal.T.. 32
Hocking Coal...12
Homestake.
.14 00
are

Ontario.38

00

No 2 lied 80c. Corn closed higher;
Oats higher. No2 at
6OV2 a>50%e.
31%(g,32c. Eye, No 2 at 75c. Barley, No 2 at 60
®62c. No 1 Flaxseed at 1 03%. Provisions—
ruled easier and closed firm, mess pork at 10 60
@10 62Vi. Lard at 6 32V4(ft6 35;Snort rib sides
6 42Vi(g6 45. Drv salt meats—shoulders 5 25®
5 37y2 ; short clear sides at 6 65(6,6 8 2 Vs.
Receipts—Flour. 19,000 bhls: wheat. 76.000
bush: corn. 692.000 bush: oats. 344.000 bush;
rye. 8,000 bush; barlev, 21,000 bush.
Shipments—FiourlS.ooo bhls; wneat, 98.000
bush; corn, 300,000 bush; oats 148.000 bush;
rye, 4,000 bush; barley, 29,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. June 2. 1892.—The Flour maretis held higher, but prices unchanged. Wheat
unsettled, but higher; No 2 Red 86V3®87V2C\
Corn closed Vic higher
2 at 45y«@48c. Oats
steady; No 2 at 32V4e. Rye quiet at 70@75c.
Provisions dull and easier with onlv a small
jobbing trade done; no change; pork at 11 50.
Lard—at 6 25@6 40. Dry salt meats—loose
shoulders 5 37Va@6 50 dongand ribs at 6 62V3;
shorts at 6 75. boxed lots 16e more. Baconshoulders at 6 OO ;lougs and ribs 7 12V3(@7 700;
shorts 7 70.
Hams 9 00@lO 50.
Receipts—Flour. 4.000 bbls; wheat, 15.000
bush: corn 85,000 bush: oats, 20,000 bush;
rye. 1,000; barley. 1,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 1.000 bbls; wheat. 3,000
bush; corn, 23,000 bush; oats, 4,000 bush;
rye. 2.000 bush; barley, 0,000 bnsh.
DETROIT. June 2.1892.—Wheat steady,No 1
White at 90c; No 2 Red at 92Vac; July 88%e.
Corn firm; N02at6ie; Oats dull and firm—
No 2 at, 37VVC; No 2 White 35Vic. live nominal : No 2 at 80c.
Receipts—Flour, —bbls: wheat. 9,000 bush;
corn,,2.000 hush; oats, 1 ,ooO bush.

83y2cg83%:
No
2 at

Cotton

NEW YORK. June 2. 1892.—The Cotton
steady and Vic up; sales 2025 bales;
ordinary uplands 5ViC; do Gulf 5Vfcc.;good
ordinary stained at 4% c; middling uplands at
76ic: do Gulf 8c; do stained at 7 3-16c.
NEW ORLEANS. June 2, 1892.—The Cotton

Quicksilver. 3 Vs
do pfd.17%

market is

The Public Debt.
WATHINGTON. June 2.1892.-The following is a recapitulation of the debt statement is-

market is

Mexican...

sued

to-day:

Bonds at 4% continued at 2 per

cent...$ 26,364,500 00

Bonds at 4 per cent. 559,581,100 00
4 pr ct
83,680 00

Refunding certificates at

Total.
685,029,280 00
250 00
Increase.
Debt on which interest has
ceased since maturity.$
3,167,345 26
Decrease.
136,865 00
Debt bearing no interest. 381,162,628 35
Decrease.
752,284 60
Aggregate of interest and noninterest bearing debt. 969,359,253 61
Decrease.
888,899 50
Certificates and Treasury notes
offset by an equal amount of
cash in the Treasury. 6S4,081,717 00
Increase.
4,169,146 00
Aggregate of debt including
certificates and Treas. notesl.603,440,970 61
CASH IN TREASURY.

Gold

coin.5193,573,580

Bars.77,953,511
Total.$271,627,091
Silver dollars.$356,468,486
Subsidy coin. 14,459,397
Bars.
72,601,676

15

Total.
443,429,508 67
Paper, legal tenders, old Issue.
27,227,713 84
Treasury notes of 1890. 10,323,314 00
Gold certificates.
14,470,520 00
Silver certificates.
3,611,837 00
Currency certificates.
590,000 00
National bank notes.
6,071,384 32
Total.
Other bonds, interest and coupons, paid awaiting impurse-

61,996,76916
265,583 69

ment.$

Minor coin and fractional

cur-

476,212 76

rency.
Deposits in national bank de-

positories—general

account.
Disbursing ifficers’ balances...

firm; middling

7 6-16c.

CHARLESTON. June 2. 1892.—The Cotton
market is firm; middling 6%c.
SAVANNAH. June 2. 1892.—The Cotton
market is firm; middling 7 Vie.
MOBILE. June 2.1892.—The Cotton market
is firm; middling 7Vic.
MEMPHIS. June 1, 1892.—The Cotton market is firm; middlings 7Vie.
Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. .June 2, 1892—Consols 96% d for
money and 97d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. June 2, 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady muddling at 4Vsd; sales 8,000
bales; speculation and export 1000 buies.
LIVERPOOL, June 2, 1892.—Quotations—
Winter wheat 6s 9V4d@6s lOd; Spring wheat
at 6s 9d@6s 9%d.
Mixed American corn at
4s 11% di Cheese 53s 6d for white.
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
FROM

FOR

TIMF.

Umbria.New York. .Liverpool.. .Jne 4
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool
Jne 4
Saale.New York.. Bremen.... Sne 4
Dania.New York. .Hamburg .Jne 4
Amsterdam
.New York. -Rotterdam..Jne 4
..

..

Lahn.New York. .Bramen
Jne 7
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool... Jne 8
City of Berlin .New York.. Liverpool... Jne 8
Jne 8
Rhyland.New York. Antwerp
Siberian.New York. .Glasgow
.Jne 9
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool... Jne 11
Servia.New York. .Liverpool.. .Jne 11
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow
-Jne 11
Elbe.New York. .Bremen —Jnell
New Y’ork.. Rotterdam.. Jne 11
Werkendam
Noordland_New York. .Antwerp. ..Jnell
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool. .Jne 11
Gellert.New York. .Hamburg ..Jnell
LaBourgogue .New York. Havre.Jne 11
Jne 12
Sardinian_Quebec.... Liverpool
Bothnia.New York.. Liverpool
Jne 14
Jne 14
Spree.New York. Bremen
...

...
..

..

..
..

13,866,27013
3,739,168 89

$18,347,225 47
Aggregate.$796,300,695 06
Decrease of debt during month,
5,512,273 92
Boston Produce

good

71
86
00
42
15

Markets.

(By Telegraph.)

MINIATURE ALMANAC-JUNE 3.
Sunrises .4 09 Hi_h water
wat— (-5 24
Sunsets.7 16 High
{-6 12
Height tide

a^dayS::X^9

Market

|j»gln

..

granulated...

Lemons.
Palermo
3 00®3
Messina.... 3 60®4
...

Butter.

75 Creamery.20® 21
00 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.l9@20

Oranges.
Choice.18@20
Valencia
6 00®7 25 Good.17@19
Florida
Store.14@18
Cheese.
Sicily.3 75®4 25
N. Y. fct’ry... 12@13
Eggs.
Eastern ext... .16@17 Vermont.. 13 @13Va
Held..
[Sage.14 @14Vi
Limed.
—

Grain

Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COEP.ECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

•Tuly.
91%
91%
91%
91%

Lowest.

Aug.
91%'
91%
09%
90

/e

CORN.

May.

July.
[68

Opening.

Highest.

64
63

Lowest.

Closing.
Tliru-sday’s quotations.

63%

■WHEAT.

Highest.

July.
91%
91%

Closing.:.

91%

Opening.
Lowest.

—c.

Eggs—Eastern extral7@17ya :Vt and N H

Aug.

90%
91%
90 Va
91%

91

CORN.

July.

Opening.
Highest.

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys.cholce

—e ;do chickens at 23@25c; fowls 16@18c ;Westem iced fowls at —ffiloc; Western dry packed cmckens at 18®20c; do fowls 16@16c.
Beaus—N York hand-slcked pea, at —@1 90:
mar-row pea 1 80@1 86; choice screen pea.l 60
@1 76; hand-picked med 1 70@1 76;choice yellow eyes, 1 70@1 75: California pea Deans’ at
2 30@2 40: hand-picked. 2 50(3)2 60.
Seed—Timothy. 1 500:1 75; Western red top
1 50ffi®2: clover,12@13c; Hungarian, 115@1 30.
Hay—Choice, at —@21 00: some fancy higher;
fair to to good 19’60<a$20 60: Eastern fine, $17
@S18; poor to ordinary $15@$17.
Potatoes—Choice (natives and Maine stock at
$1 25 f> bbl: choice Vt and northern N H

Burbanks 48@50 bush;NY Burbanks and white
stars 45@60c ;Houlton HebronsoOc; Aroostook
Hebrons 45@50e.
Apples—No 1 Eussets 3 00®3 25; No 2s at
2 00@2 50.

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)

64
54 Ya

Lowest.

53%

Closing.

64,

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Wednesday's quotations.
WHEAT.

June.
Opening.83%
Closing. 83%

.Tuiv.
82%
82%

CORN.

June.
Opening. 48Va
Closing. 48%

Julv.
47%
47%

Tuesday’s quotations.

CHICAGO. June 2.1892.—The Cattle market

—Receipts 15,000; shipments 5,000; slow and
weak; prime to extra steers 4 30®4 75; others
3 S0@4 10;j(eeders 3 50@3 76; Stockers 2 25@
3 25; Texans^ 00(5)3 50; Jows 6 90@3 90.
Hogs—receipts 41,000; shipments 12,000;
active and le lower; rough and common at 4 00
®5 50; mixed and packing at 4 55@4 80; prime,
hpaw finH hiitphAra’ waiu-Vife of A OOi/.®
on
light 4 60@4

July.

Sept.
84%
85%

CORN.

June.

July.
*7%
47%

Opening. 48%
Closing. *8%
New York Stock and

Money
(By Telegraph).
new

Market.

2, 1892.
closing quotations

iukh. .June

The following are tiMlay
of Government securities;

s

June 2.

June 1.

New4’s reg.116
New4's coup.117
United States 2s reg.10O
Central Pacific lsts.107%
Denver & R. G. 1st.115%
Erie 2dS.108%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Kansas Pacific" lsts.109
Closing quotations of stocks;
Adams Express.140
American Express.120
Central Pacific. 30%
Ches. & Ohio. 23%
Chicago & Alton.148
Chicago & Alton preferred.. 160
Chicago, Burlington & Ciuwcy.102
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. 141%
Delaware. LacKawanads West..158%
Denver & Rio Grande. 16%
Erie. 26%
Erie preferred. 64%
Illinois Central.102
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 24Vs

116%

Manhattan Elevated.132%
Michigan Central.107 yv
Minn. & St. Louis. 12%
Minn, ii St. Louis pfd. 29VV
Missouri Paciilc. 531/4
New Jersey Central.139%
Northern Pacihe common. 19%
Northern Pacific pfd. 52%

133

Northwestern pfd.145
New York Central.113
New York. Chicago & St‘Louis. 171.4

]47

Lake Shore.13514
Louis & Nash. 73%
St. Louis & San Fran.

Northwestern..119%
do

pfd. ....

72

117%
100

107%
113%
105

lloy3
108
146
120
30 %

22%
148
160
1 01
141 Vi

159
I6V3
26%
64
101 Vi

24%
132%
72%
107ya
12%
28%
55%
138%
19%

62%
118%
113%
16%

72'

80.

Sheep—receipts 8,000 ;sliipments 3000; sheep
steady; lambs 25®50c lower; clipped Texans at
4 65@6 36; clipped natives and western yearlings fi 00*7 25.

WHEAT.

Opening. 82%
Closing. 83

ex-

tras 17@17%c: Mich, extra at 16MlC; Southern
choice at 17; western firsts at 16@16%c.

WHEAT.

Closing.

Hams at lOVac; small do 11c; pressed hams
lie.
Lard—Choice at 7c
lb In tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails In cs 7%e.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c ^ ib; country
do SYa c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 18@19c:
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 16@18c;
extra imitationcreamrv 16@ —c; factorv cnoioe
at 15c; Northern creamery, choice at 19@20c:
New York ana Vermont dairy, good to choice
16S)18c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
18@19c. The above quotations are receivers,
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern cnoice full creams, new at
ll@llVaC; fair to good at ()® 10V2c, Wesern'
choice, new, at —(allc-; fair to good 9@10Afec;
sage

Wednesday’s quotations.
Opening.
Highest....;.

BOSTON, June 2, 1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, etc.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00(5)14 50; short cuts at
00 00(5,14 76; backs at 14 75@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00@14 75; pork tongues 17 25; butt pork

HSTIEWS

PORT OF

PORTLAND.

THURSDAY, June 2.
Arrived.

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Sch Elm City, Etheridge, Georgetown, DC—
:oal to B & M RR.
Sch Viola M Brewer, Brewer, Cape Sablelobsters to A L Johnson.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sloop Electric Light,Condon, Barrington, NS—
lobsters to order.
Cleared.

Sch Edw S Stearns, Heal, Brunswick, Ga, to
load and return—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Emma, Littlejohn, Kennebec and Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch J R Atwood, Cook, Port Monton, NS—
W C Rich.
Sch Montezuma, Norwood, Camden —Paris
Flouring Co.
SAILED—Barque Addie Morrill; schs Eva
May, and Willie H Childs.

Ar at

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Valparaiso 1st inst, ship Standard,

cy,[San Francisco.

ort A
45414c; Mould A 4 9-16®4 ll-16c; standard
A 4 6-16*4 7-16c; Confectioners’ A 4 3-16®4 51 fie; cut loaf at 6®5i/8e; qrushed at 5@5
c;

powdered 4%@4%c; granulated 4%@4%c:
Cubes at 4 9-16®4 ll-16c.Petroleum quiet and
steady; united at 53 %c. Provisions—Pork quiet
and steadv ;Beet inactive ;beef hams quiet ;tlerced beef dull; cut meats firm; middles firm. Lar<l
easier :Western steam closed 6 67% ; city steam
5 95®6 00; refined quiet; Continent 6 60®7 06;
S A 7 40i5>7 50. Butter quiet and lower; State
dairy 13® 17c;docrm ir>%@17c;Western dairy
12®18%c; do crm 13%@17 ; do factory 10V2o;
Elgin 16%@17c. Cheese easy {limited demand;
State at 8%®10%e; fine White 10%; do colored 9%@9%c; part skims 3@7c.
Freights to Liverpool are quiet and steadv;
grain per steam —d.
CHICAGO, June 2, 1892.—Flour steady and
unchanged. Wheat closed higher; No 2 Spring

Smltji, Tryon, Portsmouth
Bieakwater 2d

Ar at Delaware
inst, sch Tofa,
Wilson, CieufuegbgPERTH AMBOY-Sld 1st. schs Carrie L Look
Look, and Annie Lora, Kendall, Bangor; Willie
L Newton, Coombs, Fernandina; Lizzie J Call,
Rawlins, Augusta.
Ar 1st, sell Mary F Pike Curtis, New York.
Sid 2d, sells Kichaid Hill, for Damariscotta;
Mary Augusta. Boston.
CARTERET—Ar 28th, barque Julia, Reed,
Navassa.
,nTT.
In port, schs
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR
Beta* Colbeth, Machias for New York; Hanftifor
Baugor.
Newburg
bal, Warr.
VINEYARD-HAY EN-Ar 31st, schs George
Nevinger, Gardiner for New York; M B Mahoney, Bangor tor Newark; Mary Lymburner, do
for Sag Harbor; St Elmo, Rockland for Provitor Pawtucket.
dence; Zampa. Machias
PLYMOUTH—SM 1st sch Pavilion, Calais.
Sid
NEWBURYFOR1
31st, sch Crescent,
Kennebec and Washington.
PORTSMOUTH-Sailed 1st, schs! Sarah,
and Idaho, Calais for Boston; Iowa, Bowdoinham for do; Victory, Bristol for do; Wm H DeWitt, and P H Gay. Damariscotta for do; Chas
A Sprout, do for do; Cambridge, and Julia, fm
Bath for do; Centurion, Bangor for do; Millie
Washburn, Wiscasset for do; Areola, Woolwich for do; Lone Star. Machias for do; Senator, Calais for Stamford; W H Mitchell. Hoboken for Kitterv; Northern Light, Franklin for
New York.
Bath—Ar 31st, soli Laura M Lunt, Peek,
Portland.
Sid 31st, sch Lizzie Babcock, Babcock, Fhila
delnhia.
Sid 29th, schs Maud Sherwood, Kelley, Baltimore;: Sami H Walker. Nicholson. Washington;
John C Haynes. Harris, Philadelphia; Lizzie
Carr, Teel, do; W S Jordan, Studiey, and Horatio L Baker, Crowell, do ; Katie J Ireland, Johnson, Baltimore; Ada-1 Campbell, New York.
Ar 30th, sens H G Miluken. Kimball, Perth
Amboy; Cassle Jameson, Collins, Portland;
Harrv Messer, Smith, Boston; Oliver Barrett,
—

STEAMERS.

Wallace, Philadelphia.

Sid 1st, schs Albert T Stearns, Ellis, PhilaWm Mason, Ellis, do; Mary B Hood.
Somers, do; Centennial. Sprague, do; Annie M
Allen, Brown, do or Baltimore; JB Atkinson,
Philadelphia; Mary FI Olys, Moore, Red Beach,
to load for New York; Franklin. Clark, —;
Break of Day, Lewis, Wheeler’s CoVe and New
York.
Ar 2d, sch Willie H Child, Giles, Portland.
Sid 2d, sch Z Sherman, Babb, Washington.

delphia;

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Hong Kong 31st, ship Mabel Taylor, fm
New York.
Sid fm Sydney. JfSW, May 15. ship India,
Merriman, San Francisco.
Ar at Bombay May 23. ship Baul Revere, Mullin, New York, 112 days.
Sid fm Antwerp May 24, ship St John, Fales,
New York.
Ar at Dunkirk May 25, sch Wm J Lermond,
Hopper, New Orleans.
Ar at Rosario May 16, barque A C Bean. Ingersoll, Swansea, to load for Cork, for orders.
Ar at Bahia 6th inst, barque Daisy Reed,
Mitchell, Rosario.
Arat Pernambuco May 23d, barque Bonny
Doon, Burgess, New York.
Ar at Nanaimo May 19th, barque Carrollton,
Lewis, San Francisco.
ciu

cuat

funjuv

auuou

uuvn-

art. Blake, Portland.
Sld 15tli, sch Mark Gray, Linnell, Orchilla,
to load for Richmond, Va.
Ar at Barbadoes May 20. barque Harriet S
Jackson, Bacon, East London; L M Smith, Allen, Port Elizabeth.
Ar at do May 12. sch D H Rivers, Colcord,
Bahia, (and sld 14th for Cuba.)
Sld 11th, barque S R Bearse, Thestrun, for St
Vincent.
Ar at St Thomas May 22d, sch A T Carlton,
Monroe. Barbadoes.
Sld fro Cienfuegos May 20, barque Sliawmut,
Allen, Boston.
At Gibara May 21, sch Mima Bell, Thompson,
for North of Hatteras 28th.
At Matanzas May 24, schs C P Davenport, for
North of Hatteras; Clara Leavitt, do.
Sld fm Cardenas 27th, barque John J Marsh,
Whittier, Boston.
Cld at St John, NB, 1st inst, schs Lyra, Wood,
Boston; Buelah, Wasson, Camden; Prospect,
Springer, Thomaston; Lillie G, Barter, Rockport; C J Colwell, Colwell, do.
Spoken.
May 16, lat 14 40 N, Jwi 42 40 W, barque J H
Bowers, Magline, from! Boston for Buenos
Avres.
May 31, lat 38 38, Ion 73 14. ship St David,
from Philadelphia for San Francisco.

iETWEEN LIVERPOOL, QUEBEC AND MONTREAL
From
|
| From
) From
■iverpool | steamships I Montreal I Quebec.
28 April
0 May
12
10

used in
ful doses

creates

healthy

petite, so
good
Sold by
Druggists everywhere.
ap
essential
he alt h

state LL\E)servlo6o£AshipsLine
via
New York and

Glasgow,
Londonderry,
»very fortnight. Cabin $40 and upwards. Realm $75 ana upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Salway. Prepaid steerage $19; ,intermediate
p30. Apply to T. P. McGOWAN Portland or
0. &. A. ALLAN, Boston.
mylO
dtf

International
—

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
5t. Andrews, N. B.

Spring Arrangement.

On and after May 2. and until further notice, the steamers ot this line leave Kailroad
Wharf. Portland, Monday and Friday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, jy Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Urn
ion Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Offiee, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP USE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. K., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip £18.00.
Passage £10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Genera!
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston.
Mass.
oct22df

BOSTON

.«S

AMERS
SUMMER- ARRANGEMENT.
THE NEW

AND

PORTLAND

PALATIAL

AND

STEAMERS,

TREMONT

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock:
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. F. LISCOMB,
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent
Manager.
dtf
sep!6

October 4, 1891.

Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal

For

WESTERN DIVISION.

and the West.

Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
toarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 6.16. 6.16 p. m.: Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.45, 10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15, 6.15
p. m.; Well!
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p.m.;North
Great
Berwick,
Palls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
(n., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15 p. m; Rochester, FarmAlton
ington,
Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m.,
19.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Palls and Rochester] 7.00 a., m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
18.46 a. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. iri.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.
Prom Union station. For Cape Elizabeth,
a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. in., 6.00 p.
m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburvport, Sa9.00

lem. Lynn, Boston, (+2.00
on, (§1.00 p. m. daily) +6.00

a. ra. daily) t9.00 a.
p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30 a. m„ (19.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., +»7.o0 p. m. daily.;

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York,
tWestern Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN.
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl, Supt.
.1. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
p.
GEO. E. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
m.

_

_

oct3__dtf
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Niagara Falls Line.

Through car service, via what is known as
the White Mountains, Niagara Falls and Chicago Line, will go into effect June 7th, by train
leaving Union Station (Maine Central Railroad,
Mountain Division) at 8.45 a. m. A Wagner
Palace Sleeping car will leave Portland on this
train daily (Sundays excepted) during the entire summer season, running direct to Chicago
without change, arriving there at 8.05 a. in.,
second morning following.
Patrons of this line
nan procure tickets at lowest rates named, and
have the advantage of a daylight ride through
the mountains and a five hours’ stop at Niagara
Falls.
For further information apply to
GEO. H. THOMPSON,
Ticket Agent Union Station,
Any agent of the Maine Central R. R., or
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A., Portland, Me.
d9t

361_

■

Weekly Iiiue.

Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Mondays, Wednesdays
ml Saturdays at 6 p. m., affording a splendid
day trip on Long Island Sound. Returning,
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Fare $5.00; Round trip, $8.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
my25dtf
Steamers Manhattan

or

LINE FOR

—

and South

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.
Steamers Alice and Isis, on and after May 17,
will leave Portland Pier for Falmouth Town
Landing and Intermediate landings ats.10,10.00
a. m. and 3.00, 6.15 p. m.
For Diamond Island
at 7.30, 8.10, 10.00 a. m., and 2.00, 3.00, 6.00
and 6.16 p. m.
leave Falmouth
Returning
Town Landing for Portland and intermediate
landings at 6.00, 9.10 a. m., 1.00 and 4.00 p. m.
Leave Diamond Island at 6.30, 7.50, 9.40 a. m..
1.30, 2.30, 4.30, and 5.20 p. m.
B. M. SEABURY, Gen’l Manager.
mayl7
tf

mus

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.,
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Mo.
WEEK DAY

TIME TABLE.

Monday, May

30, 1892.
Commencing
For FOrest City Landing, Peaks Island,

Leave

of Panama.

and

A Pleasure:
That’s the happy
combination found in

Hires’ §S
You drink it for pleasure, and
get
physical Benefit. A wholethirst

One

refreshing, appetizing,

quenching drink.
package makes five gallons.
Don’t be deceived if a denier, for the sate
of larger profit, tells you some other
kiftd
is “just as good **—'tia false.
No imitation
is as good as the genuine Hires’.

aprlt

m.
Leave

a.

City Landing, 6.20, 7.20,
m.; 2.35 3.45, 5.30, 6.30 p.

Ponce's Landing, 6.05, 8.50,11.20 a.
rn.; 2.50, 5.10. 6.50 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s, 7.05, 8.15, 11.05 a. m.;
2.45, 3.50, 6.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9,20 a.
m.; 12.00, 3.30, 5.35, 7.15 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15, 9.15,
11.55 a.m.; 3.25, 5.30, 7.10 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10, 11.50
a. m.; 3.20, 6.26, 7.05 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05,11.45 a.
m.; 8.15, 5.20, 7.00 p. m.
Leave Marrlner’s Landing, Long Island,
ll.30a. m.; 3.00 p. m.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island,
8.00, 9.00,10.30, a. m.; 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00
p. m.
For Cnshings Island, 9.00, 10.30 a. m.;
12.15, 2.16, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00,
9.00,10.30 a. m.; 12.15, 2.00,4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
10.80 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING.
General Manager.
may30dtf
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Summer Arrangements. On and after Monday, May 9, Stair. Enterprise will leave East
Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.m. for Portland, touohing at So. Bristol, ‘Heron Island,
Boothbay Harbor and ‘Squirrel Island. Every
Tuesday leave Franklin Wharf. Portland at 8
a. m. for Round Pond, touching at
‘Squirrel
Island Boothbay Harbor and ‘Heron Island.
F.vprvWfiriYifcfcdn.v Ipava FnUnd Pcnrl of. c'ra o
m. for Portland, touching at ‘Heron Island,
Island. Every
Boothbay Harbor and
Thursday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for PemaIsland,
touching at
‘Heron Island, So. Bristol and East
leave Pemaquid at 6
Boothbay.
a. m. for Portland touching at So. Bristol, East

‘Squirre
‘Squirrel
Boothbay
Every Friday
Boothbay, ‘Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor
Island.
guid,
Harbor,

and ‘Squirrel
Every Saturday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for East Boothbay, touching
at‘Squirrel Island, Boothbay Harbor ‘Heron
Island and So. Bristol, ‘Steame itouches from
June 15 to Sept. 15. No freight received after
7.46 a. m. on day of sailing.
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
mylOdtf

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
STEAMER
Cousens' Great

Foreside,
Chebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. dally
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16th, 1892.
majlBdtfH. B. SOULE, Manager.

JAPANESE Greenwood Garden and Cushing’s
Island Steamboat Line.
Week Day Time Table Commencing

May 23,1892.

MONEY TO LOAN.
THE

—

Curteriitf Collateral Loan Co.

Negotiates mortgages on household furniture, pianos, organs, horses and carriages,
farming stock and machinery; also pays up furniture leases, allowing the property to remain
with owner. All loans may be repaid by installments reducing principle and interest. Also
advance money on watches, diamonds jewelry,
stocks, bonds, goods in bond and warehouse receipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
by man promptly attended to. Office, Boom 1,
No. 478% Congress Street, (up stalrs directly
opposite the Preble House) Portland, Me.

GEO. L. FISH,

ap!3

Manager.
MW&Ftf

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. This remedy has positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box, 6 boxes for $5.00;
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of 0 boxes, wheu purchased at one
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee Issued by w. w. Whipple &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
oct28eodtf
ment Square, Portland, Me.

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order Slate

atChandler’s Music Store 413

Congress Street.

at 7.20

feboeodtf

a. m.

m.

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. in.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. $Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, but not to 8kowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beEllsworth

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.

Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills. Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.45 and
6.15
St. Johnsbury,
p. m.;
Newport
and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p. m.; North
Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.45
p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster. 8.4o a. m.
and 1.45 p.m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 6.15 p. m. train
has through sleeper for Montreal where connections are made with trains via “Soo"
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
White

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.: Montreal. Bridgton, etc.. 8.20, a.
m

and (In

Onohpf'

m

RHHntAn

p. m.; Farmington, skownegan and
LSWlston 12.25 p. in.; St. John, Bangor Rockland, etc. 12.30 p. in.; YVaterville. Batik Augusta and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Rangeiey, Farmington, Skowliegau. YVaterville and Lewiston,
5.45 p. m.; Montreal, Lancaster, F'abyans,
Bridgton, 8.00 p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a.
12.20

m.

•Sundays Included.

Portland. Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.
CITY OF RICHMOND, (weather
leaves Portland—State
Street
Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p, m.,
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.
for Rockland. Bar Harbor and Machlasport.
Returning will leave Machlasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. in., arriving at Portland
about midnight same davs.
PAYSON TltCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH Y. Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, May 2, 1892.__dtf.

Portland & Rumford Falls
In

Railway.

Effect May 28, 1892.

Leave Portland via a. T. Railway, daily 7.10 a.
m. 1.30 p. m.
Saturdays only 5.12 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton daily 4.30 9.30
a. m.
Saturdays only 3.00 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS DULY-From YV.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for YV.
Sumner and Turner; Cantou for Peru, Dixfleldand Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

je28atf

Portland & Worcester Line.
PORTLMJ) Sc ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.
On and after Monday, Oct. 3, 1891, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and
6.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12 30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and

fer

or

11.15 p.

m.

For Forest Avenue (Deerlng), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the YVest and at Union Station,
YY'orcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York.via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany K. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from YY'orcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.80 and 6.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6:40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m.. 1.30, 4.30, 5.60 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORDYVELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
3. YV. PETERS. Supt.
C. J. YVTGGIX, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
oct5

_dtf.

Monday,

For Peaks and Cushings Island: 6.00, 6.40,
8.30.10.30 a. m.; 2.15. 4.30. 6.15 p. m.
Return, leave Peaks, .Jones landing: 6.20,
7.16, 9.06, 10.50 a. m.; 2,35, 5.00, 6.30 p. m.
Return, leave Cushings Island: 7.00, 8.50.
11.00, a. m.: 2.45, 4.50, 6.40 p. in.
SUNDAY Time Tasle—For Peaks and Cushings Islands: 9.00,10.30 a. m.: 2.15, 4.30 p. m.
may!2dtfJ, B. GRIFFIN, Agent.

EQUITABLE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.
PROVINCETOWN, mass.
INCORPORATED, 1845.—MARINE RISKS ONI.Y.
old and reliable Company is now writrjJHIS
1 ing Marine Risks on the most favorable

terms.

If you desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
L. N. PAINE,
LEWIS NICKERSON,
President,
Secretary.

may2

Railway
MONDAY.

of Canada.
Dec. 7.

1891,
Trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.80 and 6.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. tn. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. in. and 1.30 p. m.
ARBIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a.
12.10. 3.10, 5.40 and 5.B0 p. m. From Gor
ham, N. II., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.60 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. m. 1 rom Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of In
On

and

After

dla Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago 820 and 815.75; Detroit S16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City 830 and $24.00; St. Paul
$81.50 snd:826.50; St. Louis via Detroit $28.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.76; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$56.75. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.
dtf
dec8_

ROYAL

BLUE

LINE.

Finest and Safest Trains in the World
—BETWEEN—

New Fork, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,

Portland Pier.

—

Sundays only

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R* via Dexter, 1.15
ana 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co. Grand Trunk

A Tonic

some,

Forest

8.30, 9.30, 10.50

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT.sails Friday, June 3, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, sails Tuesday,
June 14. 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
to
or
address
the General Eastern Agents.
apply
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.16
p. in.;
and for Rangeley at 1.10 p. m., and Monday
at
8.30
a.
m.
only
Monmouth, W'inthrop Readfield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Wafcerville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.16 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m. ? via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., ana on

_

America and Mexico,

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

p. m.

Farmington

permitting),

4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 5.30,
8.00, 10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20. 6.10 p. m.
For Marrlner's Landing, Long Island,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 p.m.
RETURN.
Tri

On
and after
1822, passenger
May 2,
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 6.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. mM *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations.
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 3.00 and $11.30

Steamer

ISLAND STEAMERS.

6.46,6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a.m.; 2.15, 3.15,
6.00, 6.10 p. m.
For Cushings Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a.
m.; 2.15, 3.16, 5.00, 6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, Peaks
Island, 5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30, a. m.; 2.00,

--

Brayton,

In Effect

“dtf
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California, Japan, China, Central

■

H

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

—

Whittier, Whittier, Mobile; Herald, Rockland;
H E Bussell, Boston.
Alsoar 1st, schs John C Smith, Kneeland,
Mobile; Acara. Shulee, NS; FA Magee. Ellsworth for Rondout; G D Perry, Macliias; Manitou, Vinalhaven; Jed Frye, Providence.
Ar 2d, sch Nellie T Morse, Savage, Mobile.
Passed Hell Gate 1st, schs J M Morales, New

Portland; Sarah W Lawrence, do.
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 29th, ship J W
Marr, (from Baltimore) for San Francisco.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3i st, sch Benj F Poole, fm
Providence.
Sid 31st, sch Longfellow, Green, Galveston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, sell James B Jordan, Martin, New York.

Steamship Co.
FOR

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

NEW YORK—Ar 31st, schs Tim Field, Wareham; Lygonia, Noank: C J Willard, Portland.
Ar 1st. schs B R Woodside, Wade, PascaFlorence & Lillian. Smith, Brunswick;
goula; pArtnr
Tonlhv
rionfiincrrte
AIG.a
rr

injuries.
NORFOLK—Ar 1st, sch Lizzie

15 May
22
29
5 June
••

I

June I
.Mongolian
*S. R. Mongolian andNumldian Will only carry
passengers on the voyage to Liverpool,
labin .$45 to $So according to steamer and
Second cabin $30.
ocation of stateroom.
Steerage $20.
steami

and strong bottom, with five feet water in hold.
She has 6000 bags rice on board, which will be
discharged. The prospect of floating the vessel is bad.

DARIEN—Ar 31st, Puritan, Harding, Providence.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 1st, sell Wm Smith, Babbidge. New Yrork.
SAVANNAH—In port 26tli, sch R F Pettigrew. Morse, ldg ties for New York.
SATILLA RIVER—Ar 27th, sch Lizzie Ileyer
Berlem. New Y'ork,—(a sailor named Chas Johnson, fell from the mainmast head and died from

I

a

Memoranda.

phia.

May

wineglass

Vineyard-Haven, June 1—Sch Nautilus, Tollman, from Rockland for New York, with lime,
went ashore this afternoon, on the rocks just
west of Wood’s Holl, during a thick fog. She
floated off on tne rising tide and returned to
this port leaking.
Mauritius, June 1—Barque Isaac L Skolfield,
before reported ashore, lies easy on a muddy

York for Bath; Nellie S Pickering, do for Belfast; Li zzieJ Call, Amboy for Augusta; Ethel,
Hobokeu for Millbridge; Etta M Barter, do for
Boston.
BOSTON— Ar 1st, schs May O'Neil, Watts,
Darien; Agricola, Whitaker. Gloucester.
Cld 1st, schs F D Hodgkins, Thompson, Philadelphia ; Frank Herbert, Sprague, East Bluehill
ana New York.
Ar 2d, schs Nellie Grant, Dodge, Rondout;
Nathan Lawrence, Haskell, Norfolk; Charles A
Campbell, Hall, Newport News.
Sid 1st, sclis Georgie L Dickson, S M Bird,
B H Jones, and Laina.
Ar 31st, ship
SAN PEDRO
Wachusett,
Mosher, Nanaimo.
SAN FRANCISCO —Cld 31st, ship Susquehanna, Sewali, Liverpool.
MOBILE—Ar 1st, sch Caroline C Foss, Crabtree, New York via Key West.
FERNANDINA—Ar 1st, sch F C Pendleton
Dodge, New York.
Ar 31st, schs Horace G Morse. Harriman, fm
New York; Lizzie E Dennison, Small, Philadel-

14
21
28
4

‘•Numidian,
I Parisian,
I Circassian

RAI1ROADS.

Boston & Maine R. R. MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Steamships.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

Sid fm Demerara May 11, sch Florence.Gould,
Trinidad.
Ar at Mayaguez prior to May 31, sch St Croix,
Heath, New York.
Ar at Falmouth 1st inst, ship Occidental, San
Francisco.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, prior to 1st inst, barque
Hancock, Wright, Glace Bay.

unin

Line

Allan
Koval Mail

RAILROADS.

—

Per-

Domestic Ports.

3%@33/sC:

tanzas;
F Conlon, Sawyer, Diesdeu; D if Anthony,
Berry, Kennebec. Giace
Linwood, Gilley, for
Clcl 1st, barque
Barbadoes; brk Harry Stewart Baisley, Portland; schs D D Hasten, Haskell, do; Jeremiah

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

(By Telegraph.)

No 13 at

Kendriok, lor

SACO, June 2—Ar, schs A Morgan, Philadelphia; E T Perry, New York.
Cld, schs Marcia S Lewis, Kennebec; Emily
H Naylor, Hallowell; J H Mills, Annapolis, NS.

Domestic Marktes.

3Vi@8'Vse;

French.

barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman, MaAr'lst, Nellie
J Crocker, Small, Bangor; Annie

—

Fishermen.
Cld at Halifax 30th, sch Ellen Lincoln, Cook,
Banks.
Sid fm Canso 29th, sch Magnolia, Banks.

NEWYOBK. June 2.1892.—The Flour market-receipts 21,703 pckgs; eiports 1643 bbls
and 7630 sacks; moderately activdmnd steady;
sales 25,900 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 65*3 35;
city mills extra 4 25*4 60: citv mills patents
4 70@4 90; winter wheat low grades at 2 65®
8 35: fair to fancy at 3 45®4 66" :patenis at 4 25
®5 00; Minnesota clear 3 60®4 40; straights
do at 3 90@4 60; do patents 4 15*6 10; do rve
mixtures 3 60®4 10; superfine at 2 10@2 3o;
fine at 1 85@2 50. Suotliern flour—moderate
business at 3 30@4 75. Bye flour firm with a
fair demand. Cornmeal steady and more active
at 2 85@3 10. Wheat—receipts 154,000 bush ;
exports 480.628 bush; sales 316.000 hush; active and stronger No 2 Bed at 97 V2*98%c
afloat; 96®98%o fob; No 3 Bed 91%@91% ;
No 1 Northern 90% 5 9] c; No 1 hard at 96®
06%c; No 2 Northern at 85%®86y2c; No 2
Chicago 90%c; No 2 Mil 90Vsc;No 3 Spring at
Soy2c. Eve quiet and scarce; Western 83@88c
Corn—receipts 13,950 bush: exports 917bush ;
sales 279.000 bush; steady and active; No 2 at
66%®57c elev, 5744 a 68V2c afloat; steamer
mixed 66®57c. Oats—receipts 46,125 bush;
exports 12.610 bush; sales 145,000 bush motive
and stronger; No 3 at 36c; do White at 40y2c;
No 2 at 36%@37%c; do White at 41®41%c;
Mixed Western 35%®3Sc; White do and White
State at 39®43c. Coffee—Rio quiet and steady;
No 7 at 12we. Sugar—raw firm and active;
the market for refined is firm with a good demand ;No 0 at 3%®4e ;No7 at 3 13 16*3 15-16No 8 at 3% ®S% c; No 9 at 3 11-16*3 13-1 Be;
No. 10 at 3<Vk@334e;No 11 at 3 9-16®3 11-16c:
No 12 at

MARINE

J
Old 31st, sell Elvira
B

atiin

PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted bj
gas. Unequaled dining bar service.
TIME TABLE

May 22,1892.

Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45. 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00, 5.00, 6.00, 7.30 p. m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00. 10.30, 11.30
with dining car a. m. 1.30, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 6.00, p. m„ 12.15 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 withdiningcar a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining
car 6.00 p. m., 12.15 night
Additional train week days for Baltimore at
6.00 p. m.
ParTor cars on" day trains-Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street
decks

dtt

THE

Daniel
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

case

-rvWhen Baby was sick, wo gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.

decll

eod&wly

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrop has been
nsed over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens ths
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colie, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
eauses. For sale by Druggists to every part ol
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow'S
•oo thing Syrup. 2fio a bottle.

tsbSUW&F&wl?

For additional Local News
Fifth Page,

see

_

JOTTINGS.
BRIEF
«

growing weather yesterday.
The island steamboats were

Fine

well

patronized yesterday.
The shed in the rear of Ladder 2’s
house is being fitted for a store room.
A party of Portland wheelmen will
visit Rockland in a few days by invita-

Recover

Emeralds and the Owl Club.

The Emeralds were royally entertained
by the Owl Club of Boston Monday and
Tuesday. An electric car convoyed them
to the “Owl Roost,” where a collation
wras served.
Then they were taken
about the city in elegant barouches. In
the evening at the banquet President
Samuel Horton of the Owls, and William
Massey of the Emeralds were at the head
of the table. Mr. Ed Roach was toastmaster.
Addresses
were
made by
Messrs. Sprague, Bamber and Craibe of
the Owls, and William Massey, James
O’Neil and John Cummings of the Emeralds. There were songs by Robert and
James Foster, D. P. McGlinchy, J. W.
McAndrews, J. E. Hassett and J. Collins, dances by John Powers and P. Clarity, and music by the Emerald Quartette
and the Excelsior Banjo Trio, Newton,
O’Neil and Toomey.
A

NEW

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENT*.

Tow

Our Gun in a Commanding Position.

tried in the United

The

NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.

WE HAVE PLACED

Gallagher and oth-

peals. Benjamin Thompson, Esq., was
attorney for the libellants and Clarence
Hale, Esq., for the respondents.

When she became Hiss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria

Others

Boat company
States District
Court last March. This was a suit for
damages for a collision on Nantucket
Shoals in November, 1880. At the time
of the hearing Judge Webb held the Tow
Boat Company in fault and referred the
question of damages to Capt. Wm. Leavitt as assessor. His report was filed and
confirmed by the court yesterday foreHe awards to the libellants the
noon.
sum of SI,112.75.
The Tow Boat company gave notice of their Intention to
appeal the case to the circuit court of apwas

Angostura Bitters are tho best remedy for
removing indigestion. Ask your druggist for
the genuine, prepared by Dr. J. G. B. Siegert &
Sons.
Jun3FMW&wlw

of Daniel

the Boston

ers vs.

New
Wants, To Let. For Sale, Lost, Found,
ami similar advertisements, will be found under
appropriate headings on page C.

and

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Damages.

Tlie

their

Juvenile Gang of Burglar*.
cwvfitgv

euiiie

uue

uirew a

stone at a Grand Trunk passenger

train,

Fish Point, breaking a square of
glass. Joseph H. Cavanagh said he
would tell who did it if the officer would
be sure not to let anybody know that he
had told. On his information two boys
were arrested.
They said Cavanagh
himself threw the stone.
Hence he was
arrested and confessed.
He was fined,
yesterday, but will have to serve it out

THE BOOMING OF CANNON AND THE FLYING OF SHOT AND SHELL HAVE KNOCKED

Profits Into Innocuous Desuetude!

Mr. Robert W. Denvtr
An Exempt Fireman of Jackson Engine Co,
Long Island City. N Y, says that at Christmas,
1890, he could only take a smell of dinner, as
he was in a fearful condition from Dyspepsia.
The next summer he went to Europe for his
he: ’th, but came home uncured. In the fall ho
decided upon a thorough trial of

Hood’s

IN OUR MEN'S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

Sarsaparilla

50 Men's all wool Suits at
All Wool Sawyer Suits at
Men’s dark Worsted Suits at
$6; these garments are strict- $10 a suit, worth $15.
$12, $15, $18 and $20.
Men's Gray Mixed Suits at
ly all wool and are a bargain.
Young Men'sNohhy Suitings
Men’all wool light and dark $10 a suit, would bo cheap at in light and dark colors, $12,
colored Suits at $8 per suit. $12.
$15, $18 and $20.

And by Christmas had a hearty appetite,
healthy digestion, and was perfectly well. His
cure was due wholly to Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

HOOD’8 Pills cure liver Ills, constipation,
biliousness, Jaundice, and flick headache. Try them.

j. R. LIBBY.
Warm Weather has come at last,
for which our

*

IN OUR MEN’S ODD PANT DEPARTMENT.

Summer Underwear
-AND-

Hosiery

,

Has been waiting so patiently, or
otherwise. It has been so long delayed
in order to make np for lost time,

100 pairs Men’s all wool
10Opairs Men’s finealt wool Men’s fine Light Pants from
Pants at $1.50 a pair.
Pants at $2.50, worth 3.50. 3.50 to $7.
50 pairs Men's all wool
Msn’sWorsted Striped Pants
One lot of Men’s ffneWorstPants at $2 a pair.
$3 and $3.50, a bargain.
ed Pants at $4, worth 5.

:

near

tion.
ue

ported,

inspector oi nunuings, u is rewill have the Ottawa House in-

dicted if the fire escapes

are

not

put

on

at once.
A missionary meeting for ladies of the
Congregational churches of this city will
be held at High street vestry this afternoon

Gallagher

TODAV

FIFTH PAGE.
Tlio Atkinson Go.
Owen. Moore & Co.
X. John Little & Co.
EIGHTH PAGE.
A card.
J. K. Libby.
City of Deering: 2.
Ira F. Clark & Co.
X. John Little & Co.
Farrington & Bickford.
Savings bank book lost.
Harpswell bteamboat Co.
Hay salt; Lord Bros. & Co.

NEW

BOSTON TOW BOAT COMPANY.

PRESS.

at 3.30 o’clock.

There will be

a

meeting

of the execu-

tive committee of the Maine Board of the

in

Fields of the Grand
Trunk brought in a boy named Ed.
Hinds, who he claimed was one of a
young gang who has been breaking into
cars and stealing fruit, tobacco, etc.
It
appears Cavanagh was one of the same

Boys’ Long Pont Stilts from

Undeiw, Hosiery and Men's

$5 to $15.

pairs Odd Knee Pants
pairs Odd Knee Pants
Boys’ Long Pants from

(In cheviot and outing flannel, extra value.)

Men’s Cauze Shirts and

Drawers,

The Weather-

Yesterday was hot The early morning
bright and very warm and by noon
the the thermometer on the front] of the
Falmouth hotel, upon which the sun

nflvf

Qn+liwrlnTT

was

until two or
three o’clock in the afternoon, indicated
84°. Between 12 and 2 p. m. the Weather
Bureau said 92°, but the thermometer at
Senter’s, one door below, on which the
sun had shone during the day, indicated
90°. The open horse cars were well patronized and so were fans and soda fountains. The straw hat brigade was out in
force.
never

shines from sunset

_

Mass

Meeting

at

City

Hall.

At the grand mass meeting to be held
City Hall, this evening, Mr. Walter C.
Emerson will preside, and a band concert by the American Cadet band from
7.30 to 8 o'clock will precede the speaking. Frank K. Foster, editor of the
Labor Leader, F. W. White vice president of the S. B. of A. F. of I)., and T.
J. Lyons of the Stone Cutters’ Union
will be the speakers.
at

Boger Hilton.
The coroner’s inquest on the death of
Koger Hilton, by the bursting of a steam
chest in the mill of the Westbrook
Inquest

on

Manufacturing Company, at Saccarappa,
was finished yesterday.
The jury laid
no blame on anybody, simply finding
that the cause of the explosion was to
Coroner Gould
them unknown.
ducted the inquest.
Stock

on

con-

Hand.

There was on hand June 1st, 38,031
barrels of flour, 32,500 bushels of oats,
and 57,000 bushels corn.

Carpenters’ Union.
The Carpenters’ Union has appointed
A. F. Mann as delegate to attend the
convention of their National
Union
which meets in St. Louis in August. A
committee has been appointed to made
all arrangements for their picnic on the
18th of June. They intend to make the
carpenters’ picnic second to none. The
members are taking great interest in the

less,

Steamer

10c
Fast

a. m.

■

-

-

IRA F. CLARK 8c

12 l-2c

The

Leading

One

Price Clothiers and

483 CONGRESS STREET,

I

i

s

t

CO.,
Furnishers,
PORTLAND, ME.

jMEnsr.

CITY OF PEEgUBTO.
Board of Registration of Voters, )
Peering, Me., June 1803. )

SPECIAL, NOTICE.

MEN’S

HOT

WEATHER

FurnishingS.

of

and 4.00 p.

m.

Competent cooks will be at Geo, C.
Shaw & Co.’s Congress street store the
remainder of the week, to show the use
and superiority of Cottolene over lard
in the making of pastry, cake and doughnuts. This preparation is meeting with
great favor and those who have not yet
tried it should visit the store at

On

Our Unrivalled Line.
Our Seneca $1.00, Bonner
75c. and Ego 50c.

Women’s Fast Black
5c.

Congress

Hose,

John

for

thirty

years, and

a

Adams. He missed Henry
Clay in a duel, and the latter
fired in the air.
Everybody on the jump to attend
to the wants of suffering humanity-

Hose,

(Sale not limited.)

Women’s Fast Black
25c.

3RD, 1773,

furious assailant of Jno. Quincy

(Not less than five pairs to each customer.)

Women’s Fast Black
12 l-2c.

June

Randolph of Roanoke was
boro.
He was a descendant of Pocahontas, a representative in

WOMEN S HOSE.

Hose, yesterday,

wanted thin stuff in

a

min-

once.

Outing Flannel Shirts at 25c. each.
Outing Flannel Shirts at 50c. each.
Neglige Shirt6 at 50c. each.
Hathaway's Neglige Shirts at $1.00 each.
Gray mixed Underwear, Shirts and Drawers,

at 50c. a

garment.

Baibriggan Shirts

and

garment.

Baibriggan

Shirts and

garment.

Drawers at 25c.

a

Qrawers

a

at 50c.

_

WOMEN’S HOT WEATHER FURNISHINGS.

Fine line of Print, Gingham, Satine and Bedford Cord Wrappers at $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, and
Women’s Fast Black Hose,
lines unbroken.
$2.50 each.
3 pairs for $1.00.
Scotch
Shirt Waists at 50c., 62c., 75c., $1.00, $1.50
Serge
Suits,
Suits,
Light
(Actual value for 3 pairs, $1.60.)
Serge, Alpacca, Flannel or Cotton and $2.00 each.
Coats, Thin Vests, Balbriggan or
WOMEN’S
Gauze Underwear, Lisle Underwear, Silk
Summer Merino Underwear.
Underwear and everything new and desirable.
Women’s Jersey Vests, 8c
Neglige Shirts. Everything for
(A lower price than
ever made.)
warm weather.
Women’s Jersey Vests,
ute.

(Fine imported, 38c. quality, Hermsdorf’s Dye.)

We are

ready again today

with

"UNDERWEAR.
we

BOYS’ HOT WEATHER FURNISHINGS.

(Would look cheap at 18c.)

Women’s

Jersey Vests,

(Regular

commence

5, to run two
leaving Portland at 10.00 a. m. and 2.00
p. ni. Week days the steamer will leave
Portland at 9.00

DEPARTMENT.
-

Black

12 l-2c.

the HarpsSunday, June
trips daily to Harpswell,

Merryconeag,

well line, will

to

sell for 15o, excellent to wear.)

MEN’S WHITE SHIRTS.

Time, Harpgwell Steamboat Co.

a

-

Men’s Middlesex Seam-

_

pair
pair
$5.00

a

.....

MEN’S HALF HOSE.

union.
of

25 cents
50 cents

$1.00

■

(Medium weight, usual 75c quality.)

Proprietors.

The eighth annual meeting of the
Maine Hotel Proprietors’ Association
will be held at Cushing’s Island, in the
parlors of the Ottawa House, at 10.30 a.
The boat leaves Portland
m. today.
Pier at 9.30 a. m.
Shore dinner will be
served at 1 o’clock p. m. There will be
a sail down the bay at 3 o’clock, returning to the city in season for all trains going east and west.

.Change

-

AvrAninA

Second Advent church, entitled “Modern Spiritualism; its claims demonstrated from its own literature, to be wholly
unbiblical and anti-Christian.” Spiritualists especially invited.
Maine Hotel

■

lOO dozen Windsor Ties,
lO cents each, 3 for 25 cents
“
50
at
8 cents a pair
Suspenders
“
50
7 cents a pair, 4 pairs for 25 cents
Cotton Hose at
“
40
23 cents each
Halbriggan Shirts and Drawers at
Thin Coats from
45 cents to $3.00
White and Fancy Vests from
75 cents to 2.50
The balance of onr Spring Overcoats we will close at cost.

(Fine quality, usual price 75e.)

Cram-Sproul.
W. J. Spicer, general manager of the
(A genuine bargain.)
A very pretty wedding occurred yesChicago & Grand Trunk railroad, will
Men’s
Fast
Black (Shaw
arrive next week and open his elegant terday morning at Westbrook, when Mr.
Knit) Hose,
25c
Dan
of
son
Sheriff
at
and
Island.
Miss
Cram,
Cram,
cottage
Cushing’s
(Would be good value at 38o.)
Miss McDowell, of this city, Misses Caroline Sproul, daughter of Mr. James
Boss and Parsons, will sail June 5th for Sproul, were married by Rev. Mr. Cous- 3
pairs Men’s Fast
Black Hose for
$1.00
Copenhagen from Hamburg, and thence ens. The house was very prettily* dec(Shaw knit, aotual value for 3 pairs, $1.50.)
proceed on a trip to Sweden and Norway orated with flowers and there were many
useful and valuable gifts.
to see the midnight sun.
There was
Mr. Stephen Marsh, for so many years quite a party of the friends of the couple Men’s Summer Neck Ties,
on the city board of assessors, announces
25c.
present and*after the wedding Mr. and
that he has opened an office at No. 19 Mrs. Cram took the train east on their Men’s
Summer Neck Ties,
Exohange street, where he will take bus- tour.
50c.
I
iness relating to title deeds and appraisal
(The above mentioned Ties are all new and
vs. Christianity.
Spiritualism
of estates, work for which his long exchoice styles and good value.)
Considerable criticism was called out
perience has qualified him admirably.
New styles in Collars and
Conductor S. Stowe, of the Grand by the statement made by Rev. E. P.
Cuffs at Low Prices.
Woodward in his lecture on “Bible SpirTrunk, was taken ill at Auburn Wednesthat the claims and doctrines Bargains
in Men’s Susitualism,”
he
felt
day night.
Yesterday morning
penders.
somewhat better and was aoout to board of modern Spiritualism are unbiblical.
To settle the matter he .will give another (All new styles, including Wash Suspenders.)
the horse car at the Grand Trunk station
1

-

-

-

Men’s White
Merino
Shirts and Drawers, 60c

Men’s

-

FURNISHING

Men’s Balbriggan Shirts
and Drawers,
50c

to

at
at

25c

(Excellent quality for the price.)

(Ought

Children's fine Suits at $6,
7,8,10,12 and $14

Children’s all wool Short
SailorSuits75c, $1,25,1.50
PantSuits $2.50, worth 3.50. 2, 2,50, 3, 4 and $5.

150
lOO

Negligee Shirts, 50c,

Hose,

when he was overcome and carried to his
room, where he rested comfortably. Mr.
Stowe lives at South Paris.

S1.25, worth>$2.

to 112.

MEN’S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS.
Men’s

Children’s Short Pant Suits

Boys' Three Piece Suits $5

Fernislgs.

Officer

state.

BOYS' AND CHILDREN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

Will Rule this Sale of

jail.
Then

World’s Fair managers at Bangor today
Bangor House.
The W. C. T. U. will hold their weekly meeting today at 30 Oak street at 3
o’clock. All interested in the work are
gang.
cordially invited to be present.
The city engineer, Mr. Jordan and, asLeft for Minneapolis.
sistants, is establishing the lines on
The delegates to the Minneapolis conMorning street, and other engineers are vention left on the
8.45 special Wagner
laying out building lots. The land at train via the Maine
Central and the
the north and east of Munjoy street is
White Mountains, yesterday. A number
being laid out iu building lots. A brick of
prominent gentlemen were present to
sidewalk will he laid on Howard street.
see them off.
Their views were very
PERSONAL.
diverse as to who would be the nominee
of the convention. Some said Harrison,
Mr. and Mrs. Swasey and daughter some
Blaine, and others thought some
have left for the West, where they will one would be nominated not
yet named,
travel through June.
but of course it was all guess work. The
Hon. Joseph P. Bass of Bangor was in
party will visit Niagara Falls on the way.
town yesterday.
Mr. Bass is one of the The list of the
party has been published
World’s Fair commissioners from this in the Pkebs.
at the

SPECIAL PRICES

25c.

FARRINGTON
19c

&

BICKFORD

Formerly Farrington

quality.)

542

Women’s Jersey Vests, 25c

CONGRESS

Bros.,

STREET.
dlt

(Best bargain ever shown at the price.)

The higher priced

Vests are
equally good bargains. If you
look at them you will purchuse.

Blouses
Blouses
Blouses
Blouses

Boys’
Boys’

at
at
at
at
Blouses at

Boys’
Boys’
Boys’

25 cents.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

37

45
50
©2

“

“
“
“

FRESH NEW STYLES.

Ward Seven City of Deering.
The Board of Eeglstration will be in session
at Town Hall, corner of Brighton St. and
Stevens Plains Avenue, Monday, June 6th,
from 9 to 12 Am. and from 2 to 5-and 7 to 9
p. m. each day,
Strondwater.
At Quimby Hall, Tuesday, June 7, from 9 to
12 a. m. from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p, m.
Libby Corner.
Harmon Hall, Wednesday, June 8, from 9 to
12 a. in. from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p, m. each
day, to receive applications of
persons
who may claim the right to vote in said City.
Persons holding naturalization papers will present them in order to be registered.
All per,
sons wishing to be registered
must appeal- in
person in order to be registered. Voters can
attend any meeting which will be most convenient.
J. N. READ, Chairman.
Board Registration.

ju3dat

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOSr.
have been notified in writing, as required
WE by
Revised Statutes, Chapter 47, Section

112, by Mrs. Elvie

V. Dexter, formerly Elvis V.
Dakin or Elvie B. Lukin, of Lewiston Junction,
that
her
Maine,
Deposit Book No. 39,527 if
lost and that she desires a duplicate book issued to her.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treas.
dlaw3wF
Portland, Me., June 2d, 1892.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

Delightful Sail

22 Miles Down

Week

Day

Casco Bay.

Time Table.

Commencing June 5, the steamer Merrycowill leave ^Portland Pier for Long Island,
Little and Grpat Chebeague, Hope Island,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 9.00 a.
m., 4.00 p. in. Return for Portland, leave Orr’s
Island 6.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m., touching at intermediate landings.
Sunday Time Table.—Leave Portland for
Harpswell and intermediate landings, 10.00 a.
m., 2.00 p. m. Return leave Harpswell 11.30 a.
m,, 3.45 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, General Manger.
neag

Je3dtf

aoahdT^
turn in the political wheel in this city
has made it necessary for the undersigned
seek a means of living in other channels than

THE

to
those followed for past years, and he takes this
method to inform his friends that he will give
his attention to the making abstracts of title
deeds, acting a$ appraiser ot estates, and other
business of a kindred nature. Office with Wm.
F. Little, General Insurance Agent, 19 ExSTEPtiEN MAksH,
change street.
je3
eodlw
_

CITY OF pBEHJJiTG-.
of registration, of voters,
Board
Rearing, Me., June 1, 1892. NOTICE-In

J. R. LIBBY,
Je8

Congress Street. dtt

Liverpool Common Fine,
American Common Extra White,

oraIS aceomodate those who ape physically
unable to come from home the poard will visit
such persona
request,
upon their written
notice should' be sent to
J. N. READ. Chairman
]

Iu3d2w

For

4 &

Boa«?»e.
4

Salting Hay, &o.

LOR© BROS &
jeo
*

CO.,

5 Central Wharf, Portland, Me.
fayf

